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A Secure and Formally Verified Commodity Multiprocessor Hypervisor
Shih-Wei Li
Commodity hypervisors are widely deployed to support virtual machines on multiprocessor
server hardware. Modern hypervisors are complex and often integrated with an operating system
kernel, posing a significant security risk as writing large, multiprocessor systems software is error-
prone. Attackers that successfully exploit hypervisor vulnerabilities may gain unfettered access
to virtual machine data and compromise the confidentiality and integrity of virtual machine data.
Theoretically, formal verification offers a solution to this problem, by proving that the hypervisor
implementation contains no vulnerabilities and protects virtual machine data under all circum-
stances. However, it remains unknown how one might feasibly verify the entire codebase of a
complex, multiprocessor commodity system. My thesis is that modest changes to a commodity
system can reduce the required proof effort such that it becomes possible to verify the security
properties of the entire system.
This dissertation introduces microverification, a new approach for formally verifying the secu-
rity properties of commodity systems. Microverification reduces the proof effort for a commodity
system by retrofitting the system into a small core and a set of untrusted services, thus making it
possible to reason about properties of the entire system by verifying the core alone. To verify the
multiprocessor hypervisor core, we introduce security-preserving layers to modularize the proof
without hiding information leakage so we can prove each layer of the implementation refines its
specification, and the top layer specification is refined by all layers of the core implementation.
To verify commodity hypervisor features that require dynamically changing information flow, we
incorporate data oracles to mask intentional information flow. We can then prove noninterference
at the top layer specification and guarantee the resulting security properties hold for the entire
hypervisor implementation. Using microverification, we retrofitted the Linux KVM hypervisor
with only modest modifications to its codebase. Using Coq, we proved that the hypervisor pro-
tects the confidentiality and integrity of VM data, including correctly managing tagged TLBs,
shared multi-level page tables, and caches. Our work is the first machine-checked security proof
for a commodity multiprocessor hypervisor. Experimental results with real application workloads
demonstrate that verified KVM retains KVM’s functionality and performance.
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Introduction
The availability of cost-effective, commodity cloud providers has pushed increasing numbers
of companies and users to move their data and computation off-site into virtual machines (VMs)
in the cloud. A hypervisor creates the VM abstraction, which is similar to the hardware, allowing
the operating system (OS) kernels and applications that were originally designed to run on the
hardware to run in the VMs. The hypervisor isolates and multiplexes VMs to enable them to
share the same hardware. Modern hypervisors are entrusted with various responsibilities, including
the virtualization of hardware and resource management. Hypervisors devote a substantial part
of their codebase to fulfilling those responsibilities pertaining to availability, functionality, and
performance.
As the software that manages the VMs and the hardware, a hypervisor has full access to VM
data, including CPU registers, memory, I/O data, and boot images, which allows it to retrieve or up-
date the VM’s execution context whenever necessary. The implication is that users have no choice
but to trust the entire hypervisor with this full access. However, attackers that exploit hypervisor
vulnerabilities can then gain unfettered access to VM data and compromise the confidentiality and
integrity of all VMs — an undesirable outcome for both cloud providers and users [1].
A key problem with needing to trust the entire hypervisor is that modern hypervisors are too
complex. Many commodity hypervisors are integrated with an entire OS kernel to leverage ex-
isting kernel functionality to simplify the implementation and maintenance of the hypervisor, but
this results in a large codebase that must be trusted. For instance, the widely-used Linux Kernel-
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based Virtual Machine (KVM) [2] is integrated with a full Linux kernel to reuse its device drivers,
scheduler, and support for resource allocation. Xen [3] and Hyper-V [4] run a full OS kernel in a
privileged VM to provide I/O virtualization and VM management features such as VM snapshot
and migration, which require full access to VM data. For all of these commodity hypervisors,
the result is millions of lines of code with a large potential attack surface. The growing number
of hypervisor-based exploits [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], increase in hypervisor security re-
search, and birth of secure cloud providers such as Azure Confidential Computing [15] and Google
Confidential VM [16] indicate a demand for further securing the current hypervisor infrastructure,
as cloud computing and use of VMs become increasingly ubiquitous.
Theoretically, formal verification offers a solution to this problem by proving that the hyper-
visor contains no vulnerabilities and protects VM data under all circumstances. However, this
approach is mainly intractable for commodity hypervisors — existing verification research [17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] has focused on systems far simpler than their commodity counterparts.
For example, both seL4 [17] and CertiKOS [18] do not support many features crucial for cloud
computing [25], such as multiprocessor VMs. Furthermore, these systems have not been verified
using realistic hardware models that resemble what can be found in a cloud computing setting.
For example, most systems [17, 24, 21, 22, 23] have been verified on a uniprocessor hardware
model, although CertiKOS [18] was verified on a multicore hardware model. However, none of
these systems model common hardware features used on virtually all computers, including those
used in the cloud, such as shared page tables, TLBs, and caches; therefore, their proofs may not
hold when running on real hardware. None of these formally verified systems have much, if any
use, in practice.
Furthermore, earlier research [17, 18] has taken several person-years to verify a small amount
of code. For example, it took seL4 10 person-years to verify 9K lines of code (LOC) and Cer-
tiKOS 3 person-years to verify 6.5K LOC. For comparison, KVM [2], a full-featured, multipro-
cessor hypervisor integrated with Linux, is more than 2M LOC. This suggests that the proof effort
potentially required to fully verify a commodity system is far beyond feasible. It remains unknown
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how a vast system, not written with verification in mind, could be verified in its entirety on real
multiprocessor hardware.
My thesis is that modest changes to a commodity system can reduce the required proof effort
such that it becomes possible to verify the security properties of the entire system. This dissertation
introduces microverification, a new approach for formally verifying the security properties of com-
modity systems. Microverification reduces the proof effort for a commodity system by retrofitting
the system into a small core and a set of untrusted services, thus making it possible to reason about
the properties of the entire system by verifying the core alone. We use microverification to retrofit
the KVM hypervisor, then prove that the hypervisor protects the confidentiality and integrity of
VM data while retaining KVM’s overall commodity feature set and performance.
First, we present HypSec, a new hypervisor design for supporting the microverification of
commodity hypervisors. HypSec employs microkernel design principles to retrofit a commodity
hypervisor into a small hypervisor core, KCore, which protects the confidentiality and integrity of
VM data, and a large collection of untrusted hypervisor services, KServ, which provides complex
virtualization features. KCore serves as the hypervisor’s trusted computing base (TCB). HypSec
leverages hardware virtualization support to simplify the retrofit, isolating KCore at a higher priv-
ilege level than KServ. As applications increasingly use end-to-end encrypted I/O, HypSec tasks
KCore with enforcing access control to protect VM data in the CPU and memory but relies on
VMs to use end-to-end encrypted I/O to protect I/O data, simplifying the KCore design. KCore
has full access to hardware resources, provides basic CPU and memory virtualization, and medi-
ates all exceptions and interrupts, ensuring that only a VM and KCore can access the VM’s data in
CPU registers and memory. More complex operations, including I/O and interrupt virtualization,
and resource management such as CPU scheduling and device and memory management, are del-
egated to KServ, which can also leverage an OS kernel. HypSec significantly reduces the TCB of
commodity hypervisors while maintaining their full functionality.
Second, we present SeKVM, a KVM hypervisor retrofitted based on the HypSec design. To
verify SeKVM’s TCB on a multiprocessor machine with realistic hardware features, we introduce a
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layered hypervisor architecture and verification methodology. First, we use HypSec to decompose
KVM into a higher layer consisting of a large and untrusted KServ and a lower layer consisting of
a small TCB, KCore. We leverage Arm Virtualization Extensions (VE) to protect and run KCore
at a higher privilege level than KServ. Next, we use layers to modularize the implementation and
proof of KCore. We structure KCore as a hierarchy of modules that build upon the hardware and
each other. Modularity reduces the proof burden of the implementation of the complex hypervisor
TCB by composing a set of simpler proofs, one for each implementation module, reducing proof
effort overall. Third, we introduce a novel layered hardware model that is accurate enough to
account for detailed multiprocessor hardware features, yet simple enough to be used to verify
real software by tailoring the complexity of the hardware model to the software using it. Lower
layers of the hypervisor tend to provide simpler, hardware-dependent functions that configure and
control hardware features. We verify these layers using all the various hardware features provided
by the machine model, allowing us to verify low-level operations such as TLB shootdown. Higher
layers of the hypervisor tend to provide complex, higher-level functions that are less hardware
dependent. We verify these layers using simpler, more abstract machine models that hide lower-
level hardware details not used by the software at higher layers, reducing the proof burden for
the more complex parts of the software. We extend our layered verification approach to construct
an appropriately abstract machine model for each respective layer of KCore. We take the first
steps to prove the correctness of the multiprocessor KCore, using a layered hardware that models
widely-used multiprocessor features, including multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, and multi-
level caches with cache bypass support.
Third, we prove that SeKVM protects the confidentiality and integrity of VM data. We do this
in two steps. First, we build on SeKVM’s layered software and hardware architecture and prove the
functional correctness of KCore. We then use KCore’s specification to prove the security properties
of the entire SeKVM. Proving security properties is much easier using the specification. We can
avoid being inundated with the details of KCore’s entire implementation. A key challenge we ad-
dress is ensuring that the refinement preserves security properties, such as data confidentiality and
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integrity. For example, this may not hold in a multiprocessor setting [26, 27] because intermediate
updates to shared data within critical sections can be hidden by refinement, yet visible to con-
currently running code on different CPUs. We introduce security-preserving layers, ensuring that
refinement does not hide information release, such that the specification can fully capture the be-
haviors of the implementation. We express KCore’s specification as a stack of security-preserving
layers, so that each layer module of its implementation may be incrementally proven to refine its
layered specification and preserve security properties. Starting with KCore’s lower layer imple-
mentation using a detailed machine model, we gradually prove that KCore’s entire implementation
refines its top-level specification using a simpler abstract model.
We can then use the top-level specification to prove security properties and ensure that they hold
for the implementation. We prove VM confidentiality and integrity using KCore’s specification,
formulating our guarantees in terms of noninterference [28] to verify that there is no information
leakage between VMs and KServ. However, a strict noninterference guarantee is incompatible
with commodity hypervisor features because information release is allowed when explicitly re-
quested. For example, a VM may send encrypted data via shared I/O devices virtualized through
the untrusted hypervisor services, thus not actually leaking private VM data. We incorporate data
oracles [25] to mask this intentional information and distinguish it from unintentional data leak-
age. We prove that noninterference assertions hold for any behavior by KServ and VMs, interacting
with KCore’s top layer specification, and verify the absence of unintentional information flow. The
noninterference assertions are proven over this specification for any implementation of KServ, so
that unintentional information flow is guaranteed to be absent for the entire KVM implementation.
Finally, we detail the implementation and verification effort required to prove VM confidential-
ity and integrity for multiple versions of KVM. We retrofit the Arm implementation of KVM [29,
30], given Arm’s increasing popularity in server systems [31, 32, 33]. Retrofitting requires only
modest modifications to the original KVM codebase yet retains KVM’s commodity feature set,
including multiprocessor, full device I/O, multi-VM, VM management, and broad Arm hardware
support. Upon retrofitting, KCore ends up with 3.8K LOC in C and assembly linked with a verified
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crypto library. We verified the functional correctness of KCore and the security guarantees of all
of SeKVM. Both the machine model and the proofs that build upon it were formalized using the
Coq proof assistant [34]. Our work is the first machine-checked security proof for a commod-
ity multiprocessor hypervisor. Our work is also the first machine-checked correctness proof of a
multiprocessor system with shared page tables. We demonstrate that SeKVM provides verified
security guarantees while providing similar performance to unmodified KVM, with only modest
overhead for real application workloads and similar scalability when running multiple VMs.
Contributions: The contributions of this dissertation include:
1. Microverification, a new approach that enables formal verification of the security properties
of a commodity hypervisor.
2. HypSec, a novel hypervisor design for retrofitting an existing commodity hypervisor using
microkernel principles to decompose the hypervisor into a small trusted core that protects the
confidentiality and integrity of VM data against the rest of the untrusted hypervisor codebase.
3. SeKVM, a retrofit of KVM based on the HypSec design that leverages Arm Virtualization
Extensions and retains KVM’s performance and commodity virtualization features.
4. KCore, the trusted core of SeKVM, which uses a layered implementation to make it possible
to use a layered verification approach to reduce proof effort.
5. A new layered machine model that supports shared multi-level shared page tables, tagged
TLBs, and caching, yet is easy to use to verify commodity systems.
6. Security-preserving layers to support microverification, ensuring the layer specification cap-
tures all information released by the layer implementation and that there is no hidden infor-
mation flow in a multiprocessor setting.
7. Data oracles to mask intentional information flow to verify commodity hypervisor features
that require dynamically changing information flow in a concurrent setting.
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8. The first machine-checked proof of the functional correctness of a multiprocessor system
with shared page tables.
9. The first machine-checked proof of the functional correctness of a multiprocessor system
managing TLBs and caches.
10. The first machine-checked security proof of a commodity hypervisor protecting VM confi-
dentiality and integrity.
Organization of the Dissertation: The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 intro-
duces the new hypervisor design for retrofitting commodity hypervisors to reduce the TCB needed
for protecting VM data. Chapter 2 presents SeKVM, a Linux KVM hypervisor retrofitted based
on the new hypervisor design and the layered approach that facilitates the verification of SeKVM’s
TCB on a realistic multiprocessor machine. Chapter 3 presents the correctness and security proof
of SeKVM. Chapter 4 discusses the implementation effort of SeKVM and presents the perfor-
mance evaluation of SeKVM. Chapter 5 discusses related work. I present concluding remarks and
directions for future research in Chapter 6. Finally, Appendix A details the APIs of SeKVM’s
layered TCB.
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Chapter 1: Retrofitting Commodity Hypervisors
Recent trends in hardware virtualization support and application design provide an opportunity
to revisit hypervisor design requirements to simplify verification effort. First, modern hardware
includes virtualization support to protect and run the hypervisor at a higher privilege level than
VMs, potentially providing new opportunities to redesign the hypervisor. Second, due to greater
security awareness because of the Snowden leaks revealing secret surveillance of large portions of
the network infrastructure [35], applications are increasingly designed to use end-to-end encryption
for I/O channels, including secure network connections [36, 37] and disk encryption [38]. This
decreases the need for hypervisors to secure I/O channels themselves since applications can do a
better job of providing an end-to-end I/O security solution [39].
Based on these trends, we have created HypSec, a new hypervisor design for supporting the
microverfication of commodity hypervisors. HypSec retrofits existing commodity hypervisors to
significantly reduce their codebase needed for protecting VM data while retaining full-fledged
hypervisor functionality. The design employs microkernel principles, but instead of requiring a
clean-slate rewrite from scratch—a difficult task that limits both functionality and deployment—
applies them to restructure an existing hypervisor with modest modifications. HypSec partitions
a monolithic hypervisor into a small trusted core, KCore, and a large set of untrusted hypervisor
services, KServ. HypSec leverages hardware virtualization support to enforce the hypervisor par-
titioning between KCore and KServ. KCore enforces access control to protect data in CPU and
memory, but relies on VMs or applications to use end-to-end encrypted I/O to protect I/O data,
simplifying KCore design.
In this chapter, we first discuss the assumptions and threat model for HypSec. Next, we present
HypSec’s overall design principles for retrofitting hypervisors and discuss its support for commod-
ity virtualization features. Finally, we present the security analysis of the HypSec architecture and
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discuss HypSec’s ability to protect VM confidentiality and integrity.
1.1 Assumptions and Threat Model
Assumptions We assume VMs use end-to-end encrypted channels to protect their I/O data. We
assume hardware virtualization support and an IOMMU similar to what is available on x86 and
Arm servers in the cloud. We assume a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) provided by secure
mode architectures such as Arm TrustZone [40] or a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [41] is avail-
able for trusted persistent storage. We assume the hardware, including a hardware security module
if applicable, is bug-free and trustworthy. We assume it is computationally infeasible to perform
brute-force attacks on any encrypted VM data, and any encrypted communication protocols are
assumed to be designed to defend against replay attacks. We assume the system is initially benign,
allowing signatures and keys to be sealed in the secure storage in the TEE before a compromise of
the system.
Threat Model We consider an attacker with remote access to a hypervisor and its VMs, including
administrators without physical access to the machine. The attacker’s goal is to compromise the
confidentiality and integrity of VM data, which includes: the VM boot image containing the guest
kernel binary, data residing in memory addresses belonging to guests, guest memory copied to
hardware buffers, data on VM disks or file systems, and data stored in VM CPU registers. VM
data does not include generic virtual hardware configuration information, such as the CPU power
management status or the interrupt level being raised. An attacker could exploit bugs in KServ
or control the VM management interface to access VM data. For example, an attacker could
exploit bugs in KServ to execute arbitrary code or access VM memory from the VM or KServ.
Attackers may also control peripherals to perform malicious memory access via direct memory
access (DMA). We consider it out of scope if the entire cloud provider, who provides the VM
infrastructure, is malicious.
A remote attacker does not have physical access to the hardware, so the following attacks are
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out of scope: physical tampering with the hardware platform, cold boot attacks [42], memory
bus snooping, and physical memory access. These threats are better handled with on-site security
and tamper-resistant hardware; cloud providers such as Google go to great lengths to ensure the
physical security of their data centers and restrict physical access even for administrators [43]. We
also do not defend against side-channel attacks in virtualized environments [44, 45, 46, 47, 48], or
based on network I/O [49]. This is not unique to HypSec, and it is the kernel’s responsibility to
obfuscate such patterns with defenses orthogonal to HypSec.
We assume a VM does not voluntarily reveal its own sensitive data, whether on purpose or by
accident. A VM can be compromised by a remote attacker that exploits vulnerabilities in the VM.
We do not provide security features to prevent or detect VM vulnerabilities, so a compromised VM
that involuntarily reveals its own data is out of scope. However, attackers may try to attack other
hosted VMs from a compromised VM for which we provide protection.
1.2 HypSec: Design for Retrofitting Commodity Hypervisors
HypSec leverages microkernel design principles to split a monolithic hypervisor into two parts,
as depicted in Figure 1.1: a trusted and privileged KCore with full access to VM data, and a set of
untrusted and deprivileged hypervisor services, KServ, delegated with most hypervisor function-
ality. KCore serves as the hypervisor’s TCB. KCore protects the confidentiality and integrity of
VM data against KServ. Unlike previous microkernel approaches [50, 51, 52], HypSec is designed
specifically to restructure existing hypervisors with modest modifications as opposed to requiring
a clean-slate redesign.
We observe that many hypervisor functions can be supported without any access to VM data.
For example, VM CPU register data is unnecessary for CPU scheduling. Based on this observation,
KCore is kept small by only performing VM data access control and hypervisor functions that
require full access to VM data: secure VM boot, CPU virtualization, and page table management.
With applications increasingly using secure communication channels to protect I/O data, HypSec
takes an end-to-end approach to simplify KCore and allows KServ to provide I/O and interrupt
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Figure 1.1: HypSec Architecture
virtualization. KServ handles other complex functions which do not need access to VM data,
including resource management such as CPU scheduling and memory allocation. KServ may even
incorporate a full existing OS kernel to support its features.
HypSec leverages modern hardware virtualization support in a new way to enforce the hyper-
visor partitioning. HypSec runs KCore in a higher privileged CPU mode designed for running
hypervisors, giving it full control of hardware, including virtualization hardware mechanisms such
as nested page tables (NPTs).1 KCore deprivileges KServ and VM kernel by running them in a
less privileged CPU mode. KCore interposes on all exceptions and interrupts, enabling it to pro-
vide access control mechanisms that prevent KServ from accessing VM data in CPU and memory.
For example, KCore has its own memory and uses NPTs to enforce memory isolation between
KServ, VMs, and itself. A compromised KServ or VM can neither control hardware virtualization
mechanisms nor access KCore memory and thus cannot disable HypSec.
HypSec Interface. Figure 1.1 presents the high-level description of the components of the API
that KCore exposes to KServ and interposes on all KServ and VM interactions to ensure secure
VM execution throughout the lifecycle of a VM. We provide further details about the API in our
KVM implementation based on HypSec in Section 2.1.1. The life of a VM begins when KServ
1Intel’s Extended Page Tables or Arm’s stage 2 page tables.
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makes KCore’s VM CREATE and VM BOOT hypercalls to safely bootstrap it with a verified VM
image. KServ is deprivileged and cannot execute VMs. It must call VM ENTER to request KCore
to execute a VM. When the VM exits execution because an interrupt or exception occurs, it traps to
KCore, which examines the cause of the exit and if needed, will return to KServ. KCore provides
the IOMMU OPS API to device drivers in KServ for managing the IOMMU. While KServ has
no access to VM data in CPU or memory, it may request KCore to provide an encrypted copy of
VM data via the GET VM STATE hypercall API. KServ can use the API to support virtualization
features that require exporting VM data to disk or across the network, such as swapping VM
memory to disk or VM management functions like VM snapshot and migration.
HypSec Boot. KServ and KCore are linked as a single HypSec binary which is cryptographi-
cally (“digitally”) signed by the cloud provider, similar to how OS binaries are signed by vendors
like Red Hat or Microsoft. HypSec relies on hardware secure boot such as Unified Extensible
Firmware Interface (UEFI) firmware and its signing infrastructure with a hardware root of trust.
The HypSec binary is verified using keys in secure storage provided by the TEE, guaranteeing that
only the signed binary that contains the trusted KCore can be loaded.
HypSec relies on KServ’s bootstrapping code to initialize hardware and install KCore securely
at boot time. KServ installs KCore during the boot process before network access and serial input
service are available. Thus, remote attackers cannot compromise KServ prior to or during the
installation of KCore. After its installation, KCore gains full control of the hardware, including
the virtualization features. It subsequently deprivileges KServ, ensuring KServ can never disable
its VM protection. KCore is self-contained and can operate without any external data structures.
1.3 VM Protection and Virtualization Support
Here we discuss how HypSec protects VM data and supports commodity features in VM boot,
CPU, Memory, Interrupt, and I/O virtualization.
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1.3.1 VM Boot and Initialization
HypSec guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of VM data during VM boot and initializa-
tion. HypSec delegates complicated boot processes to the untrusted KServ to simplify KCore, and
verifying VM images loaded to VM memory before they are run. As shown in Figure 1.1, when a
new VM is created, KServ participates with the KCore in a verified boot process. KServ calls VM
CREATE to request KCore to allocate VM state in KCore memory, including an NPT and VCPU
state, a per virtual CPU (VCPU) data structure. It then calls VM BOOT to request KCore to authen-
ticate the loaded VM images. If successful, KServ can then call VM ENTER to execute the VM.
In other words, KServ stores VM images and loads them to memory, avoiding implementing this
complex procedure in KCore. KCore verifies the cryptographic signatures of VM images using
public key cryptography, avoiding any shared secret between the user and HypSec. In our KVM
implementation, KCore maps the VM boot images to free virtual memory addresses, so it can use
the crypto function to authenticate the VM images using the user’s public key and the signature of
each VM image. HypSec relies on the keys and signatures that are stored locally to perform VM
image authentication. Its approach does not rely on remote attestation. However, the users of the
VMs running on HypSec can incorporate remote attestation to authenticate their own binaries or
files after their VMs boot.
Both the public keys and VM image signatures are stored in TEE secure storage prior to any
attack, as shown in Figure 1.1. Consider a VM that HypSec protects; we assume the system can be
compromised or controlled by a remote attacker anytime after the VM’s public key and signatures
are securely stored. If the VM kernel binary is detached and can be mapped separately to memory,
KServ calls KCore to verify the image. If the VM kernel binary is in the VM disk image’s boot
partition, HypSec-aware virtual firmware bootstraps the VM. The firmware is signed and verified
like VM boot images. The firmware then loads the signed kernel binary or a signed bootloader
such as GRUB from the cleartext VM disk partition. The firmware then calls KCore to verify the
VM kernel binary or bootloader. In the latter case, the bootloader verifies VM kernel binaries using
the signatures on the virtual disk; GRUB already supports this. GRUB can also use public keys
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in the signed GRUB binary. KCore ensures only images it verified, either a kernel binary, virtual
firmware, or a bootloader binary, can be mapped to VM memory. Finally, KCore sets the VM
program counter to the entry point of the VM image to securely boot the VM.
As discussed in Section 1.3.5, HypSec expects that VM disk images are encrypted as part of
an end-to-end encryption approach. HypSec ensures that any password or secret used to decrypt
the VM disk is not exposed to KServ. Common encrypted disk formats [53, 54] use user-provided
passwords to protect the decryption keys. HypSec can store the encrypted key files locally or
remotely using a cloud provider’s key management service (KMS) [55, 56]. The KMS maintains a
secret key which is preloaded by administrators into hosts’ TEE secure storage. KCore decrypts the
encrypted key file using the secret key, and maps the resulting password to VM memory, allowing
VMs to obtain the password without exposing it to KServ. The same key scheme is used for VM
migration; HypSec encrypts and decrypts the VM state using the secret key from the KMS.
1.3.2 CPU Virtualization
Hypervisors typically have full access to VM CPU state when performing functionality to
virtualize CPUs: handling privileged CPU instructions, context switching VM execution context
on the hardware, and scheduling VCPUs on physical CPUs. This can pose a problem for VM
security if the hypervisor is compromised.
HypSec protects VM CPU state from KServ while keeping KCore small by restricting access
to VM CPU state to KCore while delegating complex CPU functions that can be done without
access to VM CPU state to KServ. This is done by having KCore handle all traps from the VM,
instruction emulation, and world switches between VMs and KServ, all of which require access to
VM CPU state. VCPU scheduling is delegated to KServ as it can be done without access to VM
CPU state.
KCore configures the hardware to route all traps from the VM, as well as interrupts as dis-
cussed in Section 1.3.4, to go to the KCore, ensuring that it retains full hardware control. It also
deprivileges KServ to ensure that KServ has no access to the KCore state. KCore traps and emu-
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lates CPU instructions on behalf of the VM. KCore multiplexes the CPU execution context between
KServ and VMs on the hardware. KCore maintains VCPU execution context in the VCPU state in-
memory data structure allocated on VM CREATE, and maintains KServ’s CPU context in a similar
Host state data structure; both states are only accessible to KCore. KCore context switches VMs’
and KServ’s CPU context on the hardware using the two data structures. KServ handles VCPU
scheduling as it requires no access to VCPU data but can involve complex scheduling mechanisms,
especially for multiprocessors. For example, the Linux scheduler code alone is over 20K LOC, ex-
cluding kernel function dependencies and data structures shared with the rest of the kernel. KServ
schedules a VCPU to a physical CPU and calls to KCore to run the VCPU. KCore then loads the
VCPU state to the hardware.
HypSec by default ensures that KServ has no access to any VM CPU state. Functionalities
provided by KServ may need to access VM data stored in general purpose registers (GPRs). KCore
determines if and when to copy values from GPRs, and the GPRs from which to copy, based on the
specific CPU instructions executed by the VM. The set of instructions are those used to execute
hypercalls and special instructions provided by the architecture to access virtual hardware via
model-specific registers (MSRs), control registers in the x86 instruction set, or memory-mapped
I/O (MMIO). KCore allows KServ to read or update VM GPRs via an in-memory per VCPU
intermediate state structure. For example, to support emulating MMIO writes, KCore copies the
write data from VM GPR to the intermediate state; for MMIO reads, KServ updates the read data
to the intermediate state, which KCore copies the value to hardware before returning to the VM.
1.3.3 Memory Virtualization
Modern hypervisors rely on NPTs to provide memory virtualization. A guest OS manages the
traditional page tables to map guest virtual memory addresses (gVA) to guest physical memory
addresses (gPA). The hypervisor manages the NPTs to map from gPAs to host physical memory
addresses (hPA), so it can virtualize and restrict a VM’s access to physical memory. The hypervisor
has full access to physical memory, so it can manage VM memory either directly [3] or via a host
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OS kernel’s [30] memory management APIs. A compromised hypervisor or host OS kernel thus
has unfettered access to VM memory and can read and write any data stored by VMs in memory.
HypSec protects VM memory from KServ while keeping KCore small by restricting access
to VM memory to KCore while delegating complex memory management functions that can be
done without access to actual VM data in memory to KServ. KCore is responsible for memory
protection, including configuring NPT hardware, while memory allocation and reclamation are
largely delegated to KServ. HypSec memory protection imposes an additional requirement, which
is to also protect KCore and VM memory from KServ.
Memory Protection. KCore uses the NPT hardware in the same way as modern hypervisors
to virtualize and restrict a VM’s access to physical memory, but in addition, leverages NPTs to
isolate KServ’s memory access. KCore configures NPT hardware as shown in Figure 1.2. KServ
is only allowed to manage its own page tables (KServ PT) and can only translate from host virtual
memory addresses (hVAs) to what we call virtualized host physical memory addresses (vhPAs).
vhPAs are then in turn translated to hPAs by the Host Nested Page Table (hNPT) maintained by
KCore. KCore adopts a flat address space mapping; each vhPA is mapped to an identical hPA,
allowing KServ to implicitly manage physical memory. KCore prevents KServ from accessing
KCore and VM memory by unmapping the memory from the hNPT. Any KServ access to KCore
or VM memory will trap to KCore, enabling KCore to intercept unauthorized accesses. Physical
memory is statically partitioned between KServ and KCore, but dynamically allocated between
KServ and VMs as discussed below. KCore allocates NPTs from its own memory pool, which is
not accessible to KServ.
KCore also protects KCore and VM memory against DMA attacks [57] by retaining control
of the IOMMU. KCore allocates IOMMU page tables from its memory and exports the IOMMU
OPS API to device drivers in KServ to update page table mappings. KCore validates the mapping
requests and ensures that attackers from a compromised KServ or VM cannot control the IOMMU
or its own to access memory owned by KCore or the VMs.


























Figure 1.2: HypSec Memory Virtualization
memory allocation functions available in an integrated host OS kernel to dynamically allocate
memory from its memory pool to VMs. HypSec disallows KServ from managing VM memory
and, therefore, NPTs. KCore manages a Shadow Nested Page Table (sNPT) for each VM. KServ
has no access to the sNPTs. KCore multiplexes the hardware NPT Base Register between hNPT
and sNPT when switching between KServ and a VM.
Figure 1.2 also depicts the steps in HypSec’s memory virtualization strategy. When a guest
OS tries to map a gVA to an unmapped gPA, a nested page fault occurs, which traps to KCore.
If KCore finds that the faulted gPA falls within a valid VM memory region, it then points the
NPT Base Register to hNPT and switches to KServ to allocate a physical page for the gPA. KServ
allocates a virtualized physical page identified by vhPA for the faulted VM. Upon returning to the
VM, KCore verifies the resulting vhPA is not owned by itself or other VMs, by tracking ownership
of physical memory using a unique VM identifier (VMID), and maps the gPA to vhPA in the VM’s
sNPT. KCore unmaps the vhPA from the hNPT, so that KServ no longer has access to the memory
being allocated to the VM. KCore updates the NPT Base Register to point to the sNPT and returns
to the VM. Although possible, HypSec does not scrub pages allocated to VMs by KServ. Guest
OSes already scrub memory allocated from their free list before use for security reasons, so KServ
cannot allocate pages that contain malicious content to VMs.
HypSec’s use of shadow page tables differs significantly from previous applications of it to
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collapse multi-level page tables down into what is supported by hardware [58, 3, 59, 60, 61].
In contrast, HypSec uses shadowing to protect hardware page tables, not virtualize them. KCore
does not shadow guest OS updates in its page tables; it only shadows KServ updates to the vNPT.
HypSec does not introduce additional traps from the VM for page table synchronization. Over-
shadow [60] maintains multiple shadow page tables for a given VM that provide different views
(plaintext/encrypted) of physical memory to protect applications from an untrusted guest OS. In
contrast, HypSec manages one shadow page table for each VM that provides a plaintext view of
gPA to hPA. The shadowing mechanism in HypSec is also orthogonal to recent work [62] that uses
shadow page tables to isolate kernel space memory from userspace.
Instead of using shadow paging, KCore can explicitly expose an API to KServ to pass the infor-
mation about memory allocation. For instance, KCore can expose a set of hypercalls to KServ to
pass the vhPA and size of the newly allocated memory. Alternatively, KServ can also pass these in-
formation to a data structure in memory shared with KCore. Unlike shadow paging, modifications
in KServ are required to use the memory allocation API.
Memory Reclamation. HypSec supports VM memory reclamation in KServ while preserving
the privacy and integrity of VM data in memory in KCore. When a VM voluntarily releases
memory pages, such as on VM termination, KCore returns the pages to KServ by first scrubbing
them to ensure the reclaimed memory does not leak VM data, then mapping them back to the
hNPT, so they are accessible to KServ. To allow KServ to reclaim VM memory pages without
accessing VM data in memory, HypSec takes advantage of ballooning [58]. Ballooning is widely
supported in common hypervisors, so only modest effort is required in HypSec to support this
approach. A paravirtual “balloon” device is installed in the VM. When the host is low on free
memory, KServ requests the balloon device to inflate. The balloon driver inflates by getting pages
from the free list, thereby increasing the VM’s memory pressure. The guest OS may therefore start
to reclaim pages or swap its pages to the virtual disk. The balloon driver notifies KCore about the
pages in its balloon that are ready to be reclaimed. KCore then unmaps these pages from the VM’s
sNPT, scrubs the reclaimed pages to ensure they do not leak VM data, and assigns the pages to the
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KServ, which can then treat them as free memory. Deflating the balloon releases memory pressure
in the guest, allowing the guest to reclaim pages.
HypSec also safely allows KServ to swap VM memory to disk when it feels memory pressure.
KServ uses GET VM STATE to get access to the encrypted VM page before swapping it out. Later,
when the VM page is swapped in, KCore unmaps the swapped-in page from hNPT, decrypts the
page, and maps it back to the VM’s sNPT.
Advanced VM Memory Management. HypSec by default ensures that KServ has no access
to any VM memory, but sometimes a VM may want to share its memory, after encrypting it, with
KServ. HypSec allows VMs to voluntarily share their memory with KServ. KCore provides the
GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls, which can be explicitly used by a guest OS to share its
memory with KServ. As described in Section 1.3.5, this can be used to support paravirtualized
I/O of encrypted data in which a memory region owned by the VM has to be shared between
the VM and KServ for communication and efficient data copying. The VM passes the start of a
guest physical frame number, the size of the memory region, and the specified access permission to
KCore via the two hypercalls. KCore enforces the access control policy by controlling the memory
region’s mapping in hNPT. Only VMs can use these two hypercalls, so the KServ cannot use them
to request access to arbitrary VM pages.
HypSec can support advanced memory virtualization features such as merging similar memory
pages, KSM [63] in Linux, by splitting the work into the simple KCore functions which require di-
rect access to VM data, and the more complicated KServ functions, such as the merging algorithm
which do not require access to VM data. To avoid potential information leakage, HypSec disables
KSM support by default.
1.3.4 Interrupt Virtualization
Hypervisors trap and handle physical interrupts to retain full control of the hardware while
virtualizing interrupts for VMs. Access to the interrupt controller interface can be done via MSRs
or MMIO. Hypervisors provide a virtual interrupt controller interface and trap and emulate VM
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access to the interface. Virtual devices in the hypervisors can also raise interrupts to the interface.
However, giving hypervisors full control of hardware poses a problem for VM security if the
hypervisor is compromised.
To protect against a compromised KServ, KCore configures the hardware to route all physical
interrupts and trap all accesses to the interrupt controller to KCore, ensuring that it retains full
hardware control. However, to simplify KCore, HypSec delegates almost all interrupt functionality
to the KServ, including handling physical interrupts and providing the virtual interrupt controller
interface. Before entering KServ to handle interrupts, KCore protects all VM CPU and memory
states, as discussed in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.
KServ has no access to and requires no VM data to handle physical interrupts. However, VM
accesses to the virtual interrupt controller interface involve passing parameters between the VM
and KServ since KServ provides the interface. On Arm, this is done using only MMIO via the
intermediate state structure discussed in Section 1.3.2.
1.3.5 Input/Output Virtualization
To ease the burden of supporting a wide range of virtual devices, modern hypervisors often rely
on an OS kernel and its existing device drivers to support I/O virtualization, which significantly
increase the hypervisor TCB. Similar to previous work [60, 64], HypSec assumes an end-to-end I/O
security approach, relying on VMs for I/O protection. VMs can leverage secure communication
channels such as TLS/SSL for network communications and full disk encryption for storage. This
allows KCore to relax its I/O protection requirements such that the large hypervisor code base
that provides I/O support does not have to be trusted, simplifying KCore. HypSec offloads the
support of I/O virtualization to the untrusted KServ. Since I/O data is already encrypted by VMs,
a compromised KServ would at most gain access to encrypted I/O data, which would not reveal
VM data.
HypSec, like other modern hypervisors, supports all three classes of I/O devices: emulated,
paravirtualized, and passthrough devices; the latter two provide better I/O performance. Emulated
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I/O devices are typically supported by hypervisors using trap-and-emulate to handle both port-
mapped I/O (PIO) and MMIO operations. In both cases, HypSec configures the hardware to trap
the operations to KCore, which hides all VM data other than actual I/O data and then allows KServ
to emulate the operation. For example, to support MMIO, KCore zeroes out the mappings for
addresses in the VM’s sNPT corresponds to virtual device I/O regions. Any subsequent MMIO
accesses from the VM result in a memory access fault that traps to KCore. KCore then securely
supports MMIO accesses. We assume security aware users disable the use of emulated devices
such as the serial port, keyboard, or mouse to avoid leaking private information to a compromised
KServ.
Paravirtualized devices require that a frontend driver in the VM coordinate with a backend
driver in the hypervisor; the two drivers communicate through shared memory asynchronously.
HypSec allows backend drivers to be installed as part of the untrusted KServ. To support shared
memory communication, the frontend driver is modified to use GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM
hypercalls to identify the shared data structure and I/O memory buffers as accessible to KServ
back-end driver. Since the I/O data is encrypted, KServ’s access to the I/O memory buffers does
not risk VM data.
Passthrough devices are assigned to a VM and managed by the guest OS. To support passthrough
I/O, HypSec configures the hardware to trap sensitive operations such as Message Signaled Inter-
rupt (MSI) configuration in BAR to trap to KCore for secure emulation, while granting VMs direct
access to the non-sensitive device memory region. KCore controls the IOMMU to enforce inter-
device isolation, and ensures the passthrough device can only access its VM owner’s I/O buffer.
Since we assume the hardware is not malicious, passthrough I/O can be done securely on HypSec.
1.4 Security Analysis
We present a set of properties of the HypSec architecture, regarding HypSec’s ability to protect
the integrity and confidentiality of VM data.
Policy 1. core-trusted: KCore is trusted during the system’s lifetime against remote attackers.
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HypSec leverages hardware secure boot to ensure only the signed and trusted HypSec binary
can be booted. This prevents an attacker from trying to boot or reboot the system to force it to load
a malicious KCore. KServ securely installs KCore during the boot process before network access
and serial input service are available. Thus, remote attackers cannot compromise KServ prior to
or during the installation of KCore. KCore protects itself after initialization. It runs in a privileged
CPU mode using a separate address space from KServ and the VMs. KCore has full control of
the hardware including the virtualization features that prevent attackers from disabling its VM
protection. KCore also protects its page tables so an attacker cannot map executable memory to its
address space.
Policy 2. vm-boot-prot: HypSec ensures only trusted VM images can be booted on VMs.
Based on Property 1, the trusted KCore authenticates the signatures of the VM images loaded
to VM memory before they are booted. The public keys and signatures are stored using TEE APIs
for persistent secure storage. A compromised KServ therefore cannot replace a verified VM with
a malicious one.
Policy 3. vm-mem-iso: HypSec isolates a given VM’s data in memory from all other VMs and
KServ.
Based on Property 1, HypSec prevents KServ and a given VM from accessing other VMs’ data
in memory. KCore tracks ownership of physical pages and enforces inter-VM memory isolation
using nested paging hardware. A compromised KServ could control a DMA capable device to
attempt to access VM memory or compromise KCore. However, KCore controls the IOMMU
and its page tables, so the attackers cannot access KCore or VM memory via DMA. VM pages
reclaimed by KServ are scrubbed by KCore, so they do not leak VM data. HypSec also protects
the integrity of VM nested page tables. KCore allocates VM NPT from its private memory. The
memory management unit (MMU) can only walk the NPTs managed by KCore.
Policy 4. vm-cpu-iso: HypSec protects a given VM’s data in CPU registers from KServ and all
other VMs.
HypSec protects VM’s data in CPU registers by only granting KCore (Property 1) full access to
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them. KServ cannot access VM registers without permission. Attackers cannot compromise VM
execution flow since only KCore can update VM registers, including the program counter (PC),
link register (LR), and page table base registers.
Policy 5. vm-io-conf: HypSec protects the confidentiality of a given VM’s I/O data against KServ
and all other VMs assuming the VM employs an end-to-end approach to secure I/O.
Based on Properties 3 and 4, HypSec protects any I/O encryption keys loaded to VM CPU
registers or memory, so a compromised KServ cannot steal these keys to decrypt encrypted I/O
data. The same protection holds against other VMs.
Policy 6. vm-iodata-iso: HypSec protects the confidentiality and integrity of a given VM’s I/O data
against KServ and all other VMs assuming the VM employs an end-to-end approach to secure I/O
and the I/O can be verified before it permanently modifies the VM’s I/O data.
Using the reasoning in Property 5 with the additional assumption that I/O can be verified be-
fore it permanently modifies I/O data, HypSec also protects the integrity of VM I/O data, as any
tampered data will be detected and can be discarded. For example, a network endpoint receiving
I/O from a VM over an encrypted channel with authentication can detect modifications of the I/O
data by any intermediary such as KServ. If verification is not possible, then HypSec cannot pre-
vent compromises of data availability that result in destruction of I/O data, which can affect data
integrity. As an example, HypSec cannot prevent an attacker from arbitrarily destroying a VM’s
I/O data by blindly overwriting all or parts of a VM’s local disk image; both the VM’s availability
and integrity are compromised since the data is destroyed. Secure disk backups can protect against
permanent data loss.
Policy 7. vm-data-conf: Assuming a VM takes an end-to-end approach for securing its I/O, HypSec
protects the confidentiality of all of the VM’s data against a remote attacker, including if the at-
tacker compromises any other VMs or KServ itself.
Based on Properties 1, 3, and 4, a remote attacker cannot compromise KCore, and any compro-
mise of KServ or another VM cannot allow the attacker to access VM data stored in CPU registers
or memory. This combined with Property 5 allows HypSec to ensure the confidentiality of all of
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the VM’s data.
Policy 8. vm-data-int: Under the assumption that a VM takes an end-to-end approach for securing
its I/O and I/O can be verified before it permanently modifies any VM data, HypSec protects the
integrity of all of the VM’s data against a remote attacker, including if the attacker compromises
any other VMs or KServ itself.
Based on Properties 1, 3, and 4, HypSec ensures a remote attacker cannot compromise KCore,
and that any compromise of KServ or another VM cannot allow the attacker to access VM data
stored in CPU registers or memory, thereby preserving VM CPU and memory data integrity. This
combined with Property 6 allows HypSec to ensure the integrity of all of the VM’s data.
Policy 9. data-declassification: a given VM’s non-private data may be intentionally released to
support virtualization features.
By default, KServ has no access to VM data. KCore provides GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM
hypercalls that a VM may use to voluntarily grant and revoke KServ access to the VM’s pages.
KCore also allows intentional information flow via a VM’s GPRs to KServ to support MMIO and
the power management interface provided by KServ.
Policy 10. vm-data-goodhyp-prot: If the hypervisor is benign and responsible for handling I/O,
HypSec protects the confidentiality and integrity of all of the VM’s data against any compromises
of other VMs.
If both KServ and KCore are not compromised and KServ is responsible for handling I/O, then
the confidentiality and integrity of a VM’s I/O data will be protected against other VMs. This
combined with Properties 3 and 4, allows HypSec to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of all
of the VM’s data. This guarantee is equivalent to what is provided by a traditional hypervisor such
as KVM.
1.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced HypSec, a new hypervisor design that we introduce for sup-
porting microverification. HypSec reduces the codebase necessary to protect VM confidentiality
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and integrity. HypSec decomposes a monolithic hypervisor into a small, trusted KCore and un-
trusted KServ, the latter containing the vast majority of hypervisor complexity, including an entire
host operating system kernel. HypSec leverages existing hardware virtualization features in a
new way to enforce the hypervisor partitioning between KCore and KServ, executing KCore at
a higher privilege level and provide access control mechanisms to restrict KServ’s access to VM
data. We discussed how the retrofitting in HypSec supports commodity virtualization features
while strengthening VM data protection. Finally, we presented a security analysis of HypSec, and
discussed a set of security properties of HypSec enforces for protecting VM confidentiality and
integrity.
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Chapter 2: A Layered Hypervisor Architecture and Verification
Methodology
Although HypSec can retrofit a hypervisor to significantly reduce its TCB while protecting the
confidentiality and integrity of VMs, the retrofitted hypervisor TCB may contain vulnerabilities
that compromise its security properties. To prove that the TCB contains no vulnerabilities, we
want to formally verify its functional correctness.
A proof of correctness involves three components: a specification, an abstract model of how
the program is meant to behave, which serves as our standard of correctness; a hardware model,
an abstract model of the hardware the program executes upon, defining the machine interface
with which a program may interact with; and an implementation, a concrete program definition
representing the software we hope to verify. To prove the correctness of that software, we need to
show that any behavior exhibited by the implementation running on the hardware model is captured
by the specification. However, even if correctness can be proven, the soundness of that proof
ultimately rests on the accuracy of the hardware model. If the actual hardware exhibits behaviors
beyond the specified hardware model, then any proof of correctness built upon that model cannot
give any meaningful guarantees about the behavior of the real program.
Previously systems [18, 17, 22, 23] were not verified using realistic hardware models that re-
semble what can be found in a cloud computing setting. Most of them are limited to uniprocessor
settings, and none of them model common hardware features such as TLBs and caches. In other
words, these verified implementations cannot be deployed to handle cloud applications and work-
loads, and even if they could, their proofs may not hold for hardware used in a cloud computing
setting.
We present the first steps toward verifying the correctness of KVM’s TCB. We introduce
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SeKVM, a KVM hypervisor retrofitted using the HypSec design. The verification is based on
a multiprocessor hardware model with multi-level page tables, TLBs, and caches. This is made
possible by introducing a layered hypervisor architecture and verification methodology. We use
layers in three ways. First, we use HypSec to split the hypervisor into two layers, a higher layer
consisting of a large set of untrusted hypervisor services and a lower layer consisting of a small
core that serves as the hypervisor’s TCB. Reducing the hypervisor’s TCB reduces the amount of
code that needs to be trusted, thereby reducing code complexity and vulnerabilities.
Second, we use layers to modularize the implementation and proof of the TCB. We structure
the TCB’s implementation as a hierarchy of modules that build upon the hardware and each other.
Modularity enables us to decompose the verification of the TCB into simpler components that are
easier to prove. Once we prove that a lower layer module of the implementation refines its specifi-
cation, we can then hide its implementation details and rely on its abstract specification in proving
the correctness of higher layer modules that rely on the lower layer module. Furthermore, we can
prove the correctness of the lower layer module once and then rely on it in proving higher layer
modules instead of needing to verify its implementation each time it is used by a higher layer mod-
ule. Using layers allows us to reduce the proof of a complex implementation by composing a set
of simpler proofs, one for each implementation module, reducing proof effort overall. As software
is updated, layers also help with proof maintainability, as only the proofs for the implementation
modules that change need to be updated while the other proofs can remain the same.
Third, we use layers to modularize the model of the hardware used for verification. We intro-
duce a layered hardware model that is accurate enough to model multiprocessor hardware features
yet simple enough to be used to verify real software by tailoring the complexity of the hardware
model to the software using it. Lower layers of the hypervisor tend to provide simpler, hardware-
dependent functions that configure and control hardware features. We verify these layers using
all the various hardware features provided by the machine model, allowing us to verify low-level
operations such as TLB shootdown. Higher layers of the hypervisor tend to provide complex,
higher-level functions that are less hardware dependent. We verify these layers using simpler,
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Figure 2.1: SeKVM Architecture
more abstract machine models that hide lower-level hardware details not used by the software at
higher layers, reducing proof burden for the more complex parts of the software. We extend our
layered verification approach to construct an appropriately abstract machine model for each re-
spective software layer. This allows us to verify the correctness of the multiprocessor hypervisor
TCB while accounting for and taking advantage of widely-used multiprocessor features, including
multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, and multi-level caches with cache bypass support.
2.1 SeKVM Implementation
We use HypSec to retrofit the Arm implementation of KVM (KVM/ARM) [29, 30] into a
small KCore, the TCB, and a set of untrusted services, KServ, delegated with most hypervisor
functionality. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the retrofitted KVM, SeKVM.
SeKVM leverages the virtualization hardware support provided by Arm to simplify its imple-
mentation. Arm provides Hyp (EL2) mode for hypervisors that is strictly more privileged than user
(EL0) and kernel (EL1) modes. EL2 has its own execution context defined by register and control
state, and can therefore switch the execution context of both EL0 and EL1 in software. Thus, the
hypervisor can run in an address space that is isolated from EL0 and EL1.
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KCore runs in Arm VE’s higher-privilege hypervisor level, EL2. It implements the functions
that enforce access control or need direct access to VM data and the VM interface, which can
logically be thought of as a set of trap handlers. KServ runs at a lower-privilege kernel level, EL1.
It includes the Linux host OS and most of the KVM codebase. Just like vanilla KVM, VMs run
user-level code in EL0, the lowest privilege level, and kernel code in EL1. SeKVM leverages
KVM/ARM’s split into an EL2 lowvisor and an EL1 highvisor. As shown in Figure 2.1, KCore
encapsulates the KVM lowvisor. KServ includes the KVM highvisor.
VM operations that need hypervisor intervention trap to EL2 and run KCore. KCore either
handles the trap directly to protect VM data or world switches the hardware to EL1 to run KServ if
more complex handling is necessary, KCore context switches to KServ. When KServ finishes its
work, it makes a hypercall to trap to EL2 so KCore can securely restore the VM state to hardware.
KCore interposes on every switch between the VM and KServ, thus protecting the VM’s execution
context. SeKVM ensures that KServ cannot invoke arbitrary KCore functions via hypercalls.
KCore leverages Arm VE’s stage 2 memory translation support, Arm’s NPTs, to virtualize
KServ and VM memory. Stage 2 page tables translate from guest physical addresses in a VM to
the actual physical memory addresses on the host. Free physical memory is mapped into KServ’s
stage 2 page tables so KServ can allocate it to VMs. Once it is allocated to a VM, KCore maps
the memory into the VM’s stage 2 page tables and unmaps the memory from KServ’s stage 2 page
tables to make the physical memory inaccessible to KServ. KCore routes stage 2 page faults to EL2
and rejects illegal KServ and VM memory accesses. KCore allocates KServ’s and VMs’ stage 2
page tables from its own protected physical memory and manages the page tables, preventing
KServ from accessing them. When a VM is terminated and is done with its allocated memory,
KCore scrubs the memory before mapping it back into KServ’s stage 2 page tables as free memory,
which can be allocated again to another VM. As discussed in Section 1.3.3, KCore provides the
GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls, allowing VMs to share their memory with KServ to use
the paravirtualized I/Os provided by KServ. Only VMs can use these two hypercalls; KServ cannot
use them to gain access to VM pages.
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Using hardware features. Like KVM, SeKVM leverages standard multiprocessor hardware fea-
tures for its functionality and performance, including multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, caches,
and IOMMU hardware. KCore supports multi-level NPTs with dynamically allocated levels. Like
KVM, KCore supports 3- and 4-level multi-level page tables with dynamically allocated levels.
KCore supports huge (2MB) and regular (4KB) pages, also standard in KVM, crucial for virtual-
ization performance.
KCore uses Arm’s tagged TLBs to improve paging performance, avoiding the need to flush
TLBs on context switches between VMs and KServ. KCore assigns an identifier to each VM and
KServ, which it uses to tag TLB entries so address translation can be properly disambiguated on
TLB accesses from multiple VMs and KServ. When updating a page table entry, KCore flushes
corresponding TLB entries to ensure the TLB does not include stale page table entries that could
potentially compromise VM security. For instance, when a VM page is evicted from its stage 2
page tables, KCore has to flush the TLB entries correlated to the translation used for the evicted
page. Otherwise, a VM could use the cached TLB entry to access the evicted page that KServ
may now allocate to the other VMs. Correct TLB maintenance while avoiding unnecessary TLB
flushes is crucial for VM security and performance.
KCore takes advantage of Arm’s hardware cache coherence architecture to maximize system
performance, but needs to ensure that caching does not violate the confidentiality and integrity of
VM data. Architectures like Arm allow the software to manage cached data. In particular, Arm’s
hardware cache coherence ensures that all cached memory accesses across different CPUs and
different level caches get the same synchronized value. However, it does not guarantee that what
is in the cache is the same as the main memory. Memory accesses configured to bypass the cache
may obtain stale data if the latest value is cached. To ensure this does not result in any possible
leakage of VM data, KCore executes cache management instructions when scrubbing memory
pages, forcing those writes to cached data also to be written back to main memory. KCore ensures
no way for any VMs or KServ to access VM data directly from the main memory.
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KCore leverages the System Memory Management Unit (SMMU) [65], Arm’s IOMMU, to
ensure that a VM’s private memory cannot be accessed by devices assigned to KServ or other
VMs, including protecting against DMA attacks. KCore ensures the SMMU is unmapped from
all NPTs so it can fully control the hardware to ensure devices can only access memory through
the SMMU page tables it manages. It uses the SMMU page tables to enforce memory isolation.
KCore validates all SMMU operations by only allowing the driver in KServ to program the SMMU
through Memory Mapped IO (MMIO) accesses, which trap to KCore. MMIO accesses are trapped
by unmapping the SMMU from KServ’s stage 2 page tables. KCore provides the SMMU hyper-
calls to support HypSec’s IOMMU OPS API. It allows KServ to (1) allocate/deallocate an SMMU
translation unit and its associated page tables, for a device, and (2) map/unmap/walk the SMMU
page tables for a given device. As part of validating a KServ page allocation proposal for a VM,
KCore also ensures that the page being allocated is not mapped by any SMMU page table for any
device assigned to KServ or other VMs.
2.1.1 Layered Implementation
Although we significantly reduced the TCB of the hypervisor to KCore, proving the correctness
of KCore remains a challenge, especially on Arm multiprocessor hardware. To further reduce the
proof burden, KCore uses a layered architecture to facilitate a layered approach to verification. The
implementation is constructed as a set of layers such that functions defined in higher layers of the
implementation can only call functions at lower layers of the implementation. Layers can then be
verified in an incremental and modular way. Once we verify the lower layers of the implementation,
we can compose them together to simplify the verification of higher layers.
The specific layers in KCore’s implementation are not determined in a vacuum, but with ver-
ification in mind based on the following layer design principles. First, we introduce layers to
simplify abstractions when higher layers do not need functionality needed by lower layers. Sec-
ond, we introduce layers to hide complexity when higher layers do not need low-level details.
















































Figure 2.2: KCore Layered Implementation
verified once against its specification. For instance, by treating a module used by other modules as
its own separate layer, we do not have to redo the proof of that module for all of the other mod-
ules, simplifying verification. Finally, we introduce layers to enforce invariants, which are used to
prove high-level properties. Introducing layers modularizes verification, reducing proof effort and
maintenance.
We verify SeKVM by decomposing the KCore codebase into 34 layered modules. Figure 2.2
shows the KCore layered architecture. The top layer is TrapHandler, which defines KCore’s
interface to KServ and VMs, such as KServ hypercalls and VM exit handlers. Exceptions caused
by KServ and VMs cause a context switch to KCore, calling CtxtSwitch to save CPU register
state to memory, then TrapDispatcher or FaultHandler to handle the respective exception. On
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a KServ hypercall, TrapDispatcher calls VCPUOps to handle the VM ENTER hypercall to execute a
VM, and MemHandler, BootOps, and SmmuOps to use their respective hypercall handlers. On a VM
exit, TrapDispatcher calls functions at lower layers if the exception can be handled directly by
KCore; otherwise, CtxtSwitch is called again, protecting VM CPU data and switching to KServ
to handle the exception. On other KServ exceptions, FaultHandler calls MemOps to handle KServ
stage 2 page faults and SmmuOps to handle any KServ accesses to SMMU hardware. FaultHandler
also calls MemOps to handle VM GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls. KCore implements
basic page table related operations in the layers in MMU PT, including page table walk, map or
unmap a page in a page table, and page table allocation. KCore implements ownership tracking
for each 4K regular page in PageMgmt, PageIndex, and Memblock for memory access control.
MemOps and MemAux provide memory protection APIs to other layers. KCore provides SMMU page
table operations in layers in SMMT PT. KCore provides VM boot protection in BootOps, BootAux,
and BootCore. We ported the verified Hacl* [66] library to SeKVM. BootOps calls the Ed25519
library from Hacl* to authenticate signed VM boot images. BootOps and MemOps call the AES
implementation from Hacl* to encrypt or decrypt VM data to support VM management.
We first describe the API of KCore’s top layer, TrapHandler. Appendix A.1 details the API
for the intermediate layers.
2.1.2 TrapHandler API
TrapHandler includes the hypercalls and exception handlers. It provides HypSec’s hypercall
API, shown in Figure 1.1. Table 2.1 lists the hypercalls for supporting the VM CREATE and VM
BOOT APIs, allowing KServ to allocate VMs and participate in secure VM boot. Table 2.2 lists the
hypercalls for the VM ENTER and GET VM STATE APIs, allowing KServ to execute a VCPU and
export and import encrypted VM data. Table 2.3 lists the hypercalls for the IOMMU OPS API, the
clear_vm hypercall for KServ to reclaim memory from a terminated VM, and a timer hypercall




register_vm Used by KServ to request KCore to create new VMs. KCore allocates
a unique VM identifier, which it returns to KServ. It also allocates the
per-VM metadata VMInfo (See Section 3.3.1) and a stage 2 page table
root for the VM.
register_vcpu Used by KServ to request KCore to initialize a new VCPU for a spec-
ified VM. KCore allocates the VCPUContext (See Section 3.3.1) data
structure for the VCPU.
set_boot_info Used by KServ to pass VM boot image information, such as the image
size and load guest physical address to KCore. An example of a boot
image is the VM kernel binary. The images will be verified and loaded
to VM memory when VM boot.
remap_boot_image_page Used by KServ to pass one page of the VM boot image to KCore. KCore
remaps all pages of a VM image to a contiguous range of memory in its
address space so it can later authenticate the image.
verify_vm_image Used by KServ to request KCore to authenticate a VM boot image.
KCore authenticates each binary of the boot image, and refuses to boot
the VM if authentication fails. Before authenticating a VM image,
KCore unmaps all its pages from KServ’s stage 2 page table to guar-
antee that the verified image cannot be later altered by KServ. If au-
thentication succeeds, KCore maps the boot image to the VM’s stage 2
page table.
Table 2.1: TrapHandler API: KServ Hypercall Handlers (VM CREATE and VM BOOT)
Primitive Description
run_vcpu Used by KServ to request KCore to run a VM’s VCPU on the current
physical CPU. KServ passes the VM and VCPU identifiers to KCore.
KCore context switches to the VCPU and resolves prior VM exceptions
before returning to the VM.
encrypt_vcpu Used by KServ to request KCore to export encrypted VM CPU data; for
VM migration and snapshots.
decrypt_vcpu Used by KServ to request KCore to import encrypted VM CPU data;
for VM migration and snapshots. KCore copies the data to a private
buffer before decrypting it.
encrypt_vm_mem Used by KServ to request KCore to export encrypted VM memory data;
for VM migration and snapshots.
decrypt_vm_mem Used by KServ to request KCore to import encrypted VM memory data;
for VM migration and snapshots. KCore copies the data to a private
buffer before decrypting it.
Table 2.2: TrapHandler API: KServ Hypercall Handlers (VM ENTER and GET VM STATE)
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Primitive Description
smmu_alloc_unit Used by KServ to request KCore to allocate an SMMU translation unit
for a given device. KCore sets the owner of the SMMU translation unit
to the owner of the device.
smmu_free_unit Used by KServ to request KCore to deallocate an SMMU translation
unit previously used by a device. If a device was owned by a VM,
KCore ensures that deallocation can succeed when the VM is powered
off.
smmu_map Used by KServ to request KCore to map a 4KB page to a device’s
SMMU page table, from a device virtual address (iova) to the hPA of
the page. KServ rejects the request if the owner of the page is different
from the device. KServ is allowed to map a page to the SMMU page
table of a VM owned device before the VM boots.
smmu_unmap Used by KServ to request KCore to unmap an iova in a device’s SMMU
page table. KServ is only allowed to do so after the VM that owns the
device is powered off.
smmu_iova_to_phys Used by KServ to request KCore to walk a device’s SMMU page table.
Given an iova, KCore returns the corresponding physical address.
clear_vm Used by KServ to request KCore to reclaim pages from a terminated
VM. KCore will scrub all pages of the terminated VM and set their
ownership to KServ.
set_timer Used by KServ to request KCore to update a privileged EL2 timer reg-
ister with a timer counter offset; for timer virtualization since SeKVM
offloads timer virtualization to KServ.
Table 2.3: TrapHandler API: KServ Hypercall Handlers (IOMMU OPS and others)
Primitive Description
GRANT_MEM Used by a VM to grant KServ access to its data in a memory region.
KCore sets the share field in the S2Page (See Section 3.3.1) structure
for each page in the memory region.
REVOKE_MEM Used by a VM to revoke KServ’s access to a previously shared memory
region. KCore clears the share field in the S2Page structure for each
of the pages in the memory region and unmaps the pages from KServ.
psci_power Used by a VM to request KCore to configure VM power states via
Arm’s PSCI power management interface [67]; the request is passed
to KServ for power management emulation. It calls VMPower to update
or retrieve the VM’s power state.
Table 2.4: TrapHandler API: VM Hypercall Handlers
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Primitive Description
host_page_fault Handles stage 2 page faults for KServ. KCore builds the mapping for
the faulted address in KServ’s stage 2 page table if the access is allowed.
An identity mapping is used for hPAs in KServ’s stage 2 page table,
allowing KServ to implicitly manage all free physical memory. KCore
also handles the page faults caused by KServ’s MMIO access to the
SMMU.
vm_page_fault Handles stage 2 page faults for a VM, which occur when a VM accesses
unmapped memory or its MMIO devices. KCore context switches to
KServ for further exception processing, to allocate memory for the VM
and emulate VM MMIO accesses. KCore copies the I/O data from
KServ to the VM’s GPRs on MMIO reads, and vice versa on MMIO
writes.
handle_irq Handles physical interrupts that result in VM exits, KCore context
switches to KServ for the interrupt handling.
handle_wfx Handles VM exits due to WFI/WFE instructions. KCore context
switches to KServ to handle the exception.
handle_sysreg Handles VM exits due to accessing privileged system registers, handled
directly by KCore.
Table 2.5: TrapHandler API: Exception Handlers
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2.2 Layered Methodology for Verifying SeKVM
We take the first steps toward verifying the correctness of SeKVM’s TCB, KCore, by combin-
ing the layered implementation of the TCB with a layered hardware model. We start with a bottom
machine model that supports comprehensive multiprocessor hardware features such as multi-level
page tables, tagged TLBs, and a coherent cache hierarchy with bypass support. We use layers to
gradually refine the detailed low-level machine model to a higher-level and simpler abstract model.
Finally, we verify each layer of software by matching it with the simplest level of machine model
abstraction, reducing the proof burden to make it possible to verify commodity software using
these hardware features.
We leverage Certified Concurrent Abstraction Layers (CCALs) [18, 68] to verify the correct-
ness of the multiprocessor TCB. Each abstraction layer consists of three components: the underlay
interface, the layer’s module implementation, and its overlay interface. Each interface exposes
abstract primitives, encapsulating the implementation of lower-level routines, so that each layer’s
implementation may invoke the primitives of the underlay interface as part of its execution. We
allow primitives from multiple lower layers to be passed to a single given layer’s underlay interface.
For each layer I of KCore’s implementation, we prove that I running on top of the underlay
interface L refines its (overlay) specification S, I@L v S. Because the layer refinement relation
v is transitive, we can incrementally refine KCore’s entire implementation as a stack of layer
specifications. For example, given a system consisting of layer implementations M3, M2, and M1,
their respective layer specifications S3, S2, and S1, and a base machine model specified by S0, we
prove M1@S0 v S1, M2@S1 v S2, and M3@S2 v S3. In other words, once a module of the
implementation is proven to refine its layer specification, we can use that simpler specification,
instead of the complex module implementation, to prove other modules that depend on it. We
compose these layers to obtain (M3 ⊕ M2 ⊕ M1)@S0 v S3, proving that the behavior of the
system’s linked modules together refines the top-level specification S3.













































(b) The machine model after the machine refinement
Figure 2.3: Refinement of Machine Models
we trust, with 34 interface specifications matching the layers in Figure 2.2. We use CompCert [69]
to parse each layer of the C implementation into Clight representation, an abstract syntax tree
(AST) defined in Coq; the same is done manually for assembly code. We then use that Coq
representation to prove that the layer implementation refines its respective interface specification
at the C and assembly level. Note that the C functions that we verify may invoke primitives
implemented in assembly and introduced in the bottom machine model. We enforce that these
assembly primitives do not violate C calling conventions and parameters are correctly passed. For
example, we verify the correctness of TLB maintenance code, which is implemented in C, but
invokes primitives implemented in assembly.
2.2.1 AbsMachine: Abstract Multiprocessor Machine Model
Each of KCore’s layer modules successively builds upon AbsMachine, our multiprocessor ma-
chine model. This abstract hardware model constitutes the foundation of our correctness proof. As
shown in Fig. 2.3, AbsMachine includes multiple CPUs and a shared main memory. AbsMachine
models general purpose and systems registers for each CPU. It also models Arm hardware fea-
tures relevant to modern hypervisor implementation, including the multi-level stage 1, stage 2, and
SMMU page tables, a physically indexed, physically tagged (PIPT) shared data cache, and TLBs.
In multiprocessor settings, page tables are usually shared by multiple CPUs. For instance, a mul-
tiprocessor VM running on different CPUs uses the same copy of the stage 2 page table. We must
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account for the shared multi-level page tables when proving the correctness of SeKVM’s multipro-
cessor TCB. In this chapter, we discuss the correctness proof of the TCB in managing multi-level
page tables. We present the correctness proof of the TCB in managing shared multi-level page
tables in Chapter 3. The shared data cache is semantically equivalent to Arm’s multi-level cache
hierarchy with coherent caches. KCore uses stage 2 page tables to translate guest physical ad-
dresses to actual physical addresses on the host, and uses its EL2 stage 1 page table to translate its
virtual addresses to physical addresses. AbsMachine models the particular hardware configuration
of KCore that we verify. For example, although Arm supports 1GB, 2MB, and 4KB mappings in
stage 2 page tables, KCore only uses 4KB and 2MB mappings in stage 2 page tables, since 1GB
mappings result in fragmentation. Thus, we model a VM’s memory load and store accesses in
AbsMachine over stage 1 and stage 2 page tables using 4KB and 2MB mappings. AbsMachine
models concurrent executions of multiple CPUs. Further details are discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Although the abstract machine model is specified in the bottom layer of our proof, each suc-
cessive layer implicitly has a machine model used to express how events at that layer affect the
machine state. For example, each layer has some notion of memory to support memory load and
store primitives. For many layers, most primitives and their effect on the machine model at the
overlay interface are the same as those at the underlay interface. These pass through primitives
and their effects on the machine state do not need to be re-specified for each higher layer. On the
other hand, each layer may define new primitives based on a higher-level machine model, so long
as a refinement can be proven between the layer’s implementation over the underlay interface and
the overlay interface.
A key aspect of our proofs is to abstract away the low-level details of the machine model, layer
by layer, by proving refinement between the software implementation using a lower-level machine
model and its specification based on a higher-level machine model. For example, we verify that
the TLBs are maintained correctly by lower hypervisor layers, such that the TLB behavior exposed
by AbsMachine is encapsulated by the hypervisor implementation at lower layers, and is thus
abstracted from the higher layer specifications.
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2.2.2 Page Table Management
As shown in Figure 2.3, AbsMachine includes multi-level page tables. Like Arm hardware,
a page table can include up to four levels, referred to using Linux terminology as pgd, pud, pmd,
and pte. AbsMachine models both regular (4KB) and huge (2MB) page table mappings, as used
by KVM and also employed by KCore. KCore maintains stage 2 page tables — one per VM and
one for KServ — and its EL2 stage 1 page table, all modeled by AbsMachine. KCore associates a
unique VMID identifier for each VM and KServ, identifying the respective stage 2 page table.
The functions for KCore to manipulate page tables are implemented and verified at the four
layers of the MMU PT module, shown in Figure 2.2. The PTAlloc layer dynamically allocates page
table levels, e.g.,pud, pmd, and pte. The PTWalk layer provides helper functions for walking an
individual level of the page table, e.g., walk_pgd, walk_pud, etc. The NPTWalk layer uses PTWalk’s
primitives to perform a full page table walk. The NPTOps layer grabs and releases page table locks
to perform page table operations. For instance, the map_page function maps a VM’s guest physical
frame number (gfn) to a physical frame number (pfn) by calling the set_s2pt function in the
NPTWalk layer to create a new mapping in the VM’s stage 2 page table:
void map_page(u32 vmid, u64 gfn, u64 pfn, u64 attr) {
acq_lock_s2pt();
set_s2pt(vmid, gfn, pfn, 4K, attr);
rel_lock_s2pt();
}
void set_s2pt(u32 vmid, u64 gfn, u64 pfn, u32 size, u64 attr) {
u64 pgd, pud, pmd, pte;
pgd = walk_pgd(vmid, gfn);
pud = walk_pud(vmid, pgd, gfn);
pmd = walk_pmd(vmid, pud, gfn);
if (size == 2M) {
/* make sure pmd is not mapped to a pte */
if (pmd_table(pmd) != PMD_TYPE_TABLE)
set_pmd(vmid, pmd, gfn, pfn, attr);
} else if (size == 4K) {
if (pmd_table(pmd) == PMD_TYPE_TABLE) {
pte = walk_pte(vmid, pud, gfn);





Refinement for multi-level page tables. While PTAlloc, PTWalk, and NPTWalk require under-
standing the underlying implementation details of the multi-level page table, NPTOps and other
higher layers of KCore do not. We, therefore, abstract away these implementation details in prov-
ing the correctness of NPTWalk by proving that its implementation refines a simpler higher-level
specification capturing the key structural properties of the page table. We defer to Chapter 3 a
discussion of how to ensure page table refinement does not hide information leakage, which is im-
portant for proving security guarantees. Since a page table is intended to maintain a page mapping
from gfn to pfn, we can simply specify the page table as a partial mapping gfn7→(pfn, size,
attr), where size is the size of the page, 4KB or 2MB, and attr encompasses attributes of the
page, such as its memory access permissions. This abstract page table collapses multiple levels
into one level, reduces both regular and huge page mappings into just one level of regular 4KB
mappings by treating a 2MB huge page as the equivalent of 512 consecutive 4KB pages. Once
we prove this refinement of the machine model, any component that depends on multi-level page
tables in KCore’s implementation can be verified against the abstract page table. For instance,
given a function that calls set_s2pt in NPTWalk, we can reason about it using its simplified ab-
stract specification — that sets an entry for a gfn in a flat map — instead of reasoning about its
implementation over the multi-level page table. Similarly, memory load and store primitives at
higher layers can be reasoned with performing address translation using only the flat map instead
of the multi-level page table.
The basic idea behind the proof to show the 4-level page table implementation refines the
abstract map is to first prove that the 4-level page table is a tree data structure. We show that every
page table at lower levels (pud, pmd, pte) is pointed by one and only one page table entry at higher
levels. We verify that KCore enforces the following two properties: (1) a lower-level page table
can only be allocated and mapped during the page table walk when the target page table level does
not exist, and (2) the allocated page table is a free and empty page. The first property ensures that
each edge of the tree remains unchanged after KCore maps an entry to the page table. For the
second property, the allocated page is free, guaranteeing that it is not mapped by any of the page
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table entries. The allocated page is empty, which means that it does not contain any page table
entries. Therefore, assuming the original page table forms a tree, mapping to the newly allocated
page table still results in a tree.
We then verify that the tree structure can be refined to a flat map by showing that updating the
mapping for a gfn does not affect the mapping for any other gfn’ 6= gfn. Suppose both gfn and
gfn’ are regular or huge pages. If the page walks for gfn and gfn’ diverge at some level, they
will fall into different leaf nodes due to the tree structure. If gfn and gfn’ have the same page
walk path, their pte indices will be different if they are regular pages, and their pmd indices will be
different if they are huge pages, since gfn’ 6= gfn.
The proof becomes more complicated when one page is a regular page, and the other is a huge
page. We have to prove that once a pmd is allocated to store huge page mappings, it cannot be used
to store lower-level pte pointers for regular pages, and vice versa. This is ensured by checking the
size argument and the type of pmd during the page walk, as shown in the above example.
To unify the representation for the flat map at higher layers, we logically treat a 2MB huge
page as 512 4KB pages. Changing one mapping for a 2MB huge page will cause updates to the
mappings for all of its 512 4KB pages.
After the refinement proof at the layer NPTWalk, all the modules and their properties at higher
layers can be reasoned about using this flat map without the need to deal with the implementation
details of the multi-level page tables. For example, the memory isolation proof can be simplified
significantly using the flat page map.
2.2.3 TLB Management
As shown in Figure 2.3, AbsMachine models Arm’s tagged TLB for each CPU, which caches
page translations to regular and huge pages. In AbsMachine, each CPU is associated with an
abstract TLB mapping, which maps VMIDs as tags to a set of TLB entries.
Arm TLBs cache three types of entries: (1) a stage 1 translation from a VM’s virtual address
to a gPA, (2) a stage 2 translation from a gPA to a hPA, and (3) a translation from a VM’s virtual
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address to a hPA that combines stage 1 and stage 2 translations. AbsMachine models all three
types of TLB entries, respectively, as: (1) a mapping from a virtual page number vpn to a tuple
(gfn, size, attr), and (2) a mapping from a gfn to a physical frame tuple (pfn, size, attr), and
(3) a mapping from a vpn to a gfn to a physical frame tuple (pfn, size, attr), where size and
attr are used the same way as in AbsMachine’s page tables, described in Section 2.2.2. Mappings
are aligned to the size (4KB or 2MB) of the mapped page. AbsMachine provides the following
four basic TLB operations, reflecting Arm’s hardware behavior:
• TLB lookup. For a given memory load or store made by a VM VMID to access an address addr
(gfn or vpn), AbsMachine searches the running CPU’s TLB tagged with VMID and checks if any
entry translates addr. AbsMachine first checks if addr maps to an exact 4KB pfn, If no such
mapping exists, it then checks if addr maps to a 2MB pfn by aligning addr to its 2MB base,
pfn_2m, and searching the TLB using pfn_2m. If a matching entry is found, a TLB hits, the
TLB returns the respective physical frame number if the VM memory operation is permitted,
otherwise it generates a permission fault. If no matching entry is found, the TLB returns None
to indicate a TLB miss, and AbsMachine will then perform the address translation using page
tables directly.
• TLB refill. If a TLB miss occurs on a memory access, AbsMachine refills the TLB with infor-
mation from the ensuing page table walk, either a 4KB or 2MB translation to the CPU’s tagged
TLB. As previously mentioned, the refilled pfn must be aligned to the corresponding mapping
size.
• TLB eviction. In AbsMachine, a memory load or store operation randomly invalidates a TLB
entry before the actual memory access to account for all possible TLB eviction policies.
• TLB flush. Like Arm, AbsMachine exposes two primitives, mmu_tlb_flush1 and mmu_tlb_-
flush2, to flush TLB entries. mmu_tlb_flush2 takes a gfn and a VMID as arguments and in-
validates the second type of TLB entry that maps the gfn. mmu_tlb_flush1 takes a VMID as an
argument and invalidates all TLB entries associated with VMID that are either the first or third
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type of TLB entry. Hypervisors like KVM must use mmu_tlb_flush1 to conservatively flush
all of a VM’s TLB entries related to stage 1 translations when they update stage 2 page tables
because they do not track how VMs manage their own stage 1 page tables. Like KVM, KCore
uses both primitives to flush TLB entries as needed when updating a VM’s stage 2 page tables.
For simplicity, we use mmu_tlb_flush to refer to a call to both mmu_tlb_flush1 and mmu_tlb_-
flush2.
Note that the first three operations, TLB lookup, refill, and eviction, model Arm’s TLB hard-
ware behavior during the memory access. In contrast the last operation, TLB flush, provides a set
of primitives for the KCore software to perform TLB maintenance, implemented and verified at
the NPTOps layer of the MMU PT module shown in Figure 2.2.
At the layer NPTOps, we verify that KCore correctly maintains the TLB entries. No principal,
a VM or KServ, can use the TLB to access a physical page that does not belong to it, regardless of
the behavior of KServ or any VM. In this way, we can hide TLB and TLB-related operations from
all the layers above NPTOps, as shown in Figure 2.3, to simplify the reasoning at higher layers.
This verification step introduces a concept of page observers to represent the set of all possible
principals that can observe a pfn through TLBs or page tables. We write {pfn: n kserv}@TLB to
denote that VM n and KServ are page observers to pfn through TLBs. As an example, consider the
unmap_pfn_kserv primitive in NPTOps. When a page pfn is allocated by KServ to a VM n, KCore
first calls unmap_pfn_kserv to remove the pfn from KServ’s stage 2 page table, then inserts pfn in
n’s stage 2 page table. The page observers before and after each step can be computed as follows:
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB {pfn: kserv}@PT
unmap_pfn_kserv (pfn);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB {pfn: _}@PT
mmu_tlb_flush (pfn, kserv);
// {pfn: _}@TLB {pfn: _}@PT
map_page (n, gfn, pfn, attr);
// {pfn: n}@TLB {pfn: n}@PT
A TLB can be refilled using page tables’ contents at any point due to a memory access on
another CPU, so the (possible) page observers through TLBs must be a superset of the ones through
page tables. That is why VM n can observe pfn through TLBs right after inserting pfn to n’s page
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table. Intuitively, the superset relationship is because a TLB can contain the earlier and current
cached page table translations, while page tables contains only the current translations. The TLB
flush collapses all possible (cached) observers to pfn to the observers defined by the page table.
The above example generates the following sequence of page observers through TLB:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n}
If we merge consecutive identical page observers into a page observer group, we get the following
page observer groups:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n} (2.1)
To prove that TLBs are maintained correctly and can be hidden at higher layers, we just need
to show that TLBs and page tables generate the same sequence of page observer groups, even if
page tables’ observers are a subset of TLBs’ observers. In the above example, the page observers
through page tables are:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: _}, {pfn: n}
which can be merged to the same sequence of page observer groups shown in Eq. (2.1).
This property can be generally proven as follows. Starting with the same observer group
through TLBs and page tables, the resulting observer groups produced by operations such as mem-
ory accesses, creating new page mappings in page tables, and TLB flushes are still the same. The
only non-trivial case is unmapping pages, which introduces a new observer group through page
tables, while a TLB would still show the old observer group. To avoid missing this new observer
group, the TLBs must be invalidated by KCore calling mmu_tlb_flush.
Using this approach, incorrect maintenance of TLBs can be detected by a mismatch of page
observer groups. Consider the following insecure implementation that invalidates the TLB before
unmapping pfn.
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB {pfn: kserv}@PT
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mmu_tlb_flush (gfn, kserv);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB {pfn: kserv}@PT
unmap_pfn_kserv (pfn);
// {pfn: kserv}@TLB {pfn: _}@PT
map_page (n, gfn, pfn, attr);
// {pfn: kserv n}@TLB {pfn: n}@PT
Since TLBs can be refilled by page tables’ contents, the page observers through TLBs remain
the same after the TLB flush. The followed page unmapping does not invalidate TLBs such that
the sequence of page observer groups through TLB for this insecure implementation is as follows:
{pfn: kserv}, {pfn: kserv n}
which is different from the one in Eq. (2.1), meaning that more information can be released through
TLBs than page tables.
2.2.4 Cache Management
As shown in Figure 2.3, AbsMachine includes physically-addressed writeback caches. Arm
adopts MESI/MOESI cache coherence protocols, guaranteeing all levels’ of cache are consistent,
meaning the hardware can retrieve the same contents from the cache located at different levels,
and the updates to the cache are synchronized to the cache at different levels. Arm’s multi-level
caches can be modeled by AbsMachine as a uniform global cache. To model hardware that will
invalidate and write back cached entries unbeknownst to software, for example, due to cache line
replacement, AbsMachine exposes a cache-sync primitive that randomly evicts a cache entry
and writes it back to memory. In KCore’s specification, memory load and store operations call
cache-sync before the actual memory accesses to account for all possible cache eviction policies.
While caches are coherent, Arm hardware does not guarantee that cached data is always coherent
with main memory; caches may write back dirty lines at any time. Like other modern architectures,
Arm provides cache maintenance instructions to allow the software to flush cache lines to ensure
what is stored in main memory is up-to-date with what is stored in the cache. AbsMachine provides



















Figure 2.4: Attack based on Mismatched Memory Attributes
pfn as an argument, copies the val of pfn from the cache to main memory if the entry is present in
the cache, then removes pfn’s entry from the cache. Cache mismanagement could result in security
vulnerabilities, so hypervisors must use these instructions to ensure that data accesses across all of
its cores remain coherent, preventing stale data leaks.
Figure 2.4 shows how a malicious VM could leverage cache mismanagement on Arm hardware
to potentially obtain confidential data of another VM from main memory. Suppose the hypervisor
decides to evict a VM1’s page pfn. It unmaps the page from VM1 and scrubs the page by zeroing
out any residual data. Since the page no longer can be used by VM1, the hypervisor is free to
reassign it to another VM, VM2, by mapping pfn to VM2’s stage 2 page tables (S2PT). Arm hard-
ware guarantees the scrubbing is synchronized across all CPU caches, but does not guarantee it is
written back to the main memory. Arm allows the software to mark whether a page is cacheable or
not by setting the memory attributes in the respective page table entry. When stage 2 translation is
enabled, Arm combines memory attribute settings in stage 1 and stage 2 page tables. For a given
mapping, caching is only enabled when both stages of page tables enable caching. Hypervisors
allow VMs to manage their stage 1 page tables for performance reasons. Although KCore always
enables caching in stage 2 page tables, an attacker in VM2 could disable caching for the mapping
to pfn in its stage 1 page table, bypassing the caches and directly accessing pfn in main memory,
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which could contain confidential VM1 data. To protect VM memory against this attack, the hy-
pervisor should invalidate pfn’s associated cache line after scrubbing the page to ensure that the
changes are written back to the main memory. This ensures VM2 can never retrieve VM1’s secret
in the main memory.
To ensure that KCore correctly manages caches, we verify it over AbsMachine, which models
writeback caches and cache bypass. AbsMachine models both cache and main memory as partial
maps pfn7→val, where val is the content stored in a given pfn. As a pfn moves between cache and
main memory, AbsMachine propagates its content with it. For example, on a cacheable memory
access, AbsMachine checks if the cache contains a mapping for pfn. If it does not, AbsMachine
populates the cache with val from main memory. It then returns val for memory loads and updates
the cached value for memory stores. Similarly, on a cache-flush or cache-sync, AbsMachine
flushes the pfn to the main memory, populating the main memory with the respective val from the
cache.
Using AbsMachine, we prove that KCore always sets the memory attributes in the page tables
that it manages to enable caching, maximizing performance. We then prove that KCore flushes
caches in the primitives that can change page ownership, verifying that the KCore implementation
refines its specification. Finally, we use KCore’s specification to prove that KCore’s cache man-
agement has no security vulnerabilities and does not compromise VM data. We discuss the first
two proofs here but defer the latter proof to Section 3.3.2.
We first prove that KCore always sets the memory attributes in the stage 2 page tables for VMs
and KServ to enable caching. KCore updates stage 2 page table entries by calling the verified
map_page primitive, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. map_page is passed the attr parameter to set
the page table entry attributes. We verify the primitives that call map_page pass in the correct attr
to enable caching. Specifically, we verify the implementation of map_pfn_vm and map_pfn_host
in the MemAux layer, which call map_page to map a pfn to a VM’s and KServ’s stage 2 page table,
respectively refine their specifications that pass an attr value with caching enabled to map_page.
We also prove that KCore always sets the memory attributes in its own EL2 stage 1 page tables to
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enable caching. Similar to map_page, NPTOps provides a map_page_core primitive for updating
EL2 stage 1 page tables, which in turn calls set_s1pt in NPTWalk to update the multi-level page
tables — we proved the correctness of these primitives similarly to the proofs for map_page and
set_s2pt. We then verify that the primitives that call map_page_core pass in the correct attr to
enable caching.
We then prove that KCore correctly flushes cache lines in the primitives that change page
ownership. Specifically, we prove the correctness of assign_pfn_vm and clear_vm_page in the
MemAux layer. assign_pfn_vm unmaps pfn from KServ and assigns the owner of a newly allocated
pfn to a VM. clear_vm_page reclaims a pfn from a VM upon the VM’s termination, scrubs the
pfn, and assigns the owner of the pfn to KServ. We prove that the implementations of both
primitives refine their corresponding specifications that call cache-flush.
2.2.5 SMMU Management
As shown in Figure 2.3, AbsMachine models Arm’s SMMU, which supports a shared SMMU
TLB and SMMU multi-level page tables, which can be allocated for each device devk. The TLB is
tagged, and page tables can support up to four levels of paging with regular and huge page support,
similar to the page tables and TLBs discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Unlike memory accesses
from CPUs, there are no caches involved in memory accesses through the SMMU. For simplicity,
we only describe the SMMU stage 2 page tables, used by the SMMU implementation [70] on
the Arm Seattle server hardware we used for evaluation. AbsMachine also provides dev_load
and dev_store operations to model memory accesses of DMA-capable devices attached to the
SMMU.
KCore controls the SMMU and maintains the SMMU TLB and SMMU page tables for each
devk. TLB entries are tagged by VMID. The parts of KCore that manipulate page tables are the
four layers of SMMU PT shown in Figure 2.2. Similar to how we refine multi-level page tables in
NPTWalk as discussed in Section 2.2.2, we refine the SMMU multi-level page table and its multi-
level page table walk in MmioSPTWalk in SMMU PT into a layer specification with a partial map that
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maps an input page frame from device address space, devfn 7→ (pfn, size, attr), where size is
the size of the page, 4KB or 2MB, and attr encompasses attributes of the page. Once we prove
this refinement, higher layers that depend on SMMU page tables can be verified against the abstract
page table, enabling us to prove the correctness of KCore’s SMMU page table management.
Similar to how we refine CPU TLBs as discussed in Section 2.2.3, we refine the SMMU TLB in
MmioSPTOps so that it is abstracted away from higher layers. We model the SMMU TLB as a set of
partial maps, each map identified by VMID and mapping devfn 7→ (pfn, size, attr). AbsMachine
models SMMU TLB invalidation by exposing a smmu-tlb-flush primitive to flush all entries
associated with a VMID. We prove the correctness of KCore with the SMMU TLB by verifying
it correctly flushes entries to ensure consistency with the SMMU page tables, then abstract away
the TLB by proving that the MmioSPTOps implementation using the SMMU TLB refines a simpler,
higher-level specification without the SMMU TLB. We prove unmap_spt in MmioSPTOps calls
smmu-tlb-flush after unmapping a pfn from the SMMU page table.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented SeKVM, a KVM hypervisor retrofitted based on the HypSec de-
sign. To verify SeKVM’s TCB on a multiprocessor machine with realistic hardware features, we
introduced a layered hypervisor architecture and verification methodology. First, we leveraged
HypSec to split KVM into two layers, a higher layer consisting of a large set of untrusted hy-
pervisor services, and a lower layer consisting of the hypervisor TCB. Next, we used layers to
modularize the implementation and proof of the TCB to reduce the proof effort, modeling mul-
tiprocessor hardware features at different levels of abstraction tailored to each layer of software.
Using this approach, we have taken the first steps to verify the correctness of SeKVM’s TCB, using
a novel layered machine model that accounts for widely-used multiprocessor hardware features,
including multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, and multi-level caches with cache bypass support.
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Chapter 3: Verifying Security Guarantees
Although functional correctness can be verified by showing that the software implementation
running on the machine model refines its specification, such a correctness proof may not guarantee
that the desired properties of the software are satisfied. Specifications may themselves be buggy
and not provide the desired properties. When verifying a hypervisor, in addition to verifying the
functional correctness of its TCB, it is also crucial to verify the security properties of the entire
hypervisor.
In this chapter, we verify the security guarantees of SeKVM, demonstrating that it protects
VM data confidentiality and integrity on multiprocessor hardware. We do this in two steps. First,
we build on the proofs described in Chapter 2 to verify the functional correctness of SeKVM’s
TCB, KCore, showing that its implementation refines the specification. Then, we use KCore’s
specification to prove the security properties of the entire system. Because the specification is
easier to use for higher-level reasoning, it becomes possible to prove security properties that would
be intractable if attempted directly on the implementation. A vital requirement of this approach is
that we must ensure the specification soundly captures all behaviors of KCore’s implementation,
so the security guarantees proven over the specification hold on the implementation. However,
refinement may not preserve security properties, such as data confidentiality and integrity in a
multiprocessor setting [26, 27] because intermediate updates to shared data within critical sections
can be hidden by refinement, yet visible to concurrently running code on different CPUs.
To reason about KCore in a multiprocessor setting, I introduce security-preserving layers to ex-
press KCore’s specification as a stack of layers, so that each module of its implementation may be
incrementally proven to refine its layered specification and preserve security properties. Security-
preserving layers are a drop-in replacement for CCALs in the SeKVM layered architecture that
provide the additional benefit of ensuring that the refinement of multiprocessor code does not hide
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information release. We use security-preserving layers to verify, for the first time, the functional
correctness of a multiprocessor system with shared page tables. Using security-preserving lay-
ers, we gradually refine detailed hardware and software behaviors at lower layers into simpler
abstract specifications at higher layers. We ensure that the composition of layers embodied by
KCore’s top-level specification reflects all intermediate updates to shared data across the entire
KCore implementation. We can then use the abstract top-level specification to prove the system’s
information-flow security properties and ensure those properties hold for the implementation.
Next, we use KCore’s specification to prove that any malicious behavior of the untrusted KServ
using KCore’s interface cannot violate the desired security properties. We prove VM confidential-
ity and integrity using KCore’s specification, formulating the guarantees in terms of noninterfer-
ence [28] to verify that there is no information leakage between VMs and KServ. However, a strict
noninterference guarantee is incompatible with commodity hypervisor features, including KVM’s.
For example, a VM may send encrypted data via shared I/O devices virtualized via untrusted hyper-
visor services, thereby not leaking private VM data. This kind of intentional information release,
known as declassification [71], should be distinguished from unintentional information release.
We incorporate data oracles [25] to mask the intentional information flow and distinguish it from
unintentional data leakage. After this masking, any outstanding information flow is unintentional
and must be prevented, or it will affect the behavior of KServ or VMs. To show the absence of
unintentional information flow, we prove noninterference assertions hold for any behavior by the
untrusted KServ and VMs, interacting with KCore’s top layer specification. The noninterference
assertions are verified over this specification, for any implementation of KServ, but since KCore’s
implementation refines its specification via security-preserving layers, unintentional information
flow is guaranteed to be absent for the entire KVM implementation.
3.1 Security-preserving Refinement
Using KCore’s C and assembly code implementation to prove SeKVM’s security properties
is impractical, as we would be inundated by implementation details and concurrent interleaving.
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Instead, we show that the implementation of the multiprocessor KCore incrementally refines a
high-level Coq specification. We then prove that any implementation of KServ or VMs interacting
with the top-level specification satisfies the desired security properties, ensuring that the entire
SeKVM system is secure regardless of the behavior of any principal. To guarantee that proven
top-level security properties reflect the behavior of the implementation of KCore, we must ensure
that each level of refinement fully preserves higher-level security guarantees.
To enable incremental and modular verification, I introduce security-preserving layers: security-
preserving layers:
Definition 1 (Security-preserving layer). A layer is security-preserving if and only if its specifi-
cation captures all information released by the layer implementation.
Security-preserving layers build on our initial layered architecture based on CCALs to verify cor-
rectness of multiprocessor code. Security-preserving layers retain the composability of CCALs,
but unlike CCALs, ensure refinement preserves security guarantees in a multiprocessor setting. We
prove that KCore’s implementation refines a stack of security-preserving layers, such that the top
layer specifies the entire system by its functional behavior over its machine state.
To simplify proof effort, we create a set of proof libraries and helper functions, including a
security-preserving layer library that facilitates and soundly abstracts away complications arising
from potential concurrent interference, so that we may leverage sequential reasoning to simplify
layer refinement proofs. The key challenge is handling objects shared across multiple CPUs, as
we must account for how concurrent operations interact with them while reasoning about the local
execution of any given CPU.
Example 1 (Simple page table). We illustrate this problem using a simplified NPT example.
In our example, the NPT of a VM is allocated from its own page table pool. The pool consists of
page table entries, whose implementation is encapsulated by a lower layer interface that exposes
functions pt_load(vmid, ofs) to read the value at offset ofs from the page table pool of VM
vmid and pt_store(vmid, ofs, val) to write the value val at offset ofs. To keep the example
simple, we use a simplified version of the actual NPT we verified, ignore dynamic allocation and
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permission bits, and assume two-level paging denoted with pgd and pte. Consider the following
two implementations, which map gfn to pfn in VM vmid’s NPT:
void set_npt(uint vmid, uint gfn, uint pfn) {
acq_lock_npt(vmid);
// load the pte base address




void set_npt_insecure(uint vmid, uint gfn, uint pfn) {
acq_lock_npt(vmid);
uint pte = pt_load(vmid, pgd_offset(gfn));




Since an NPT maintains a mapping from gfns to pfns, we can specify the NPT as a logical map
gfn 7→ pfn, then prove that a correct NPT implementation refines its specification. However,
among the two implementations, only set_npt is correct, while set_npt_insecure is not. A
sound refinement proof should only admit set_npt, while rejecting set_npt_insecure for its
extraneous intermediate mapping from gfn to pfn+1.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the vulnerability of set_npt_insecure. VM n runs on CPUs 0 and 1,
while VM m runs on CPU 2. Physical page pfn is free, but pfn+1 is mapped to VM m’s NPT and
contains its private data, so only VMm should have access to it. At time t0, KCore handles VM n’s
page fault and invokes set_npt_insecure(n, gfn, pfn) on CPU 0 to map guest page gfn in
VM n’s NPT. At time t2, gfn is transiently but erroneously mapped to pfn+1 until t4, allowing
VM n on CPU 1 to concurrently access VM m’s private data using this temporary mapping.
The problem arises because a multiprocessor VM supports shared memory among its VCPUs.
This requires its NPT also to be shared among its VCPUs, potentially running on different physical
CPUs. Even though the NPT is protected by software spinlocks, the hardware MMU will still
perform page translations during set_npt_insecure’s critical section. When the hypervisor runs
set_npt_insecure to map a physical page used by VM m to VM n’s NPT, VM m’s secrets can
be leaked to VM n accessing the page on another physical CPU.
Previous refinement techniques [18, 68, 72] would incorrectly deem set_npt and set_npt_-
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Figure 3.1: Insecure Page Table Updates
insecure functionally equivalent, failing to detect this vulnerability. For example, although Cer-
tiKOS proves that its software is data-race free (DRF), it does not support, nor model, the MMU
hardware feature allowing an untrusted principal to concurrently access a shared page table, so the
above two implementations would erroneously satisfy the same specification.
To address this problem, security-preserving layers leverage transparent trace refinement [25],
which forbids hidden information flow in a multiprocessor setting. To explain this technique,
we first describe our multiprocessor machine model, and how shared objects are modeled using
event traces. We then describe how transparent trace refinement can be used to enable sequential
reasoning for a write data-race-free system, where shared objects are protected by write-locks, but
reads on shared objects (which may lead to information leakage) may occur at any time.
3.1.1 Multiprocessor Model
We verify SeKVM on AbsMachine, the multiprocessor machine that we introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. We focus on how AbsMachine models multiprocessor execution here, since we have al-
ready discussed its memory management hardware features such as multi-level page tables, tagged
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TLBs, and writeback caches earlier. The machine state σ in AbsMachine consists of per-physical
CPU private states (e.g., CPU registers) and a global logical log, a serial list of events generated by
all CPUs throughout their execution. σ does not explicitly model shared objects. Instead, events
incrementally convey interactions with shared objects, whose state may be calculated by replaying
the logical log. An event is emitted by a CPU and appended to the log whenever that CPU invokes
a primitive that interacts with a shared object.
The following shows a simplified machine state, logical log, and events modeled in Coq, used
for proving the set_npt example earlier:
Inductive Event :=
| ACQ_NPT (vmid: Z) | REL_NPT (vmid: Z)
| P_LD (vmid ofs: Z) | P_ST (vmid ofs val: Z).
(* Log is a list of events and their CPU identifiers *)
Definition Log := list (Event * Z).
(* Abstract state *)
Record AbsSt := {
log: Log;
cid: Z; (* local CPU identifier *)
vid: Z; (* vmid of the running principal on CPU cid *)
...
}.
The simplified abstract machine state, AbsSt, consists of a log of shared object events, the local
CPU identifier cid, the currently running VM vmid on CPU cid. For example, the page table
pool used by the set_npt implementation is accessible from KCore running on each CPU via the
pt_store(vmid, ofs, val) and the pt_load(vmid, ofs) primitive, which respectively gener-
ates the event P_ST vmid ofs val and P_LD vmid ofs. These events are appended to the global
logical log. The shared objects in the abstract state are constructed using the log through a replay
function:
Record SharedObj := {
...
pt_locks: ZMap.t (option Z); (* pt lock holders *)
pt_pool: ZMap.t (ZMap.t Z); (* per-VM page table pool *)
...
}.
Fixpoint replay (l: Log) (st: SharedObj) :=
match l with
| e::l’ => match replay l’ st with
| Some (st’, _) => replay_event e st’
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| None => None
end
| _ => Some st
end.
The replay function recursively traverses the log to reconstruct the state of shared objects, invok-
ing replay_event to handle each event and update shared object state; this update may fail (i.e.,
return None) if the event is not valid with respect to the current state. For example, the replay
function returns the load result for a page table pool load event P_LD, but the event is only allowed
if the lock is held by the current CPU:
Definition replay_event (e: Event) (obj: SharedObj) :=
match e with
| (P_LD vmid ofs, cpu) =>
match ZMap.get vmid (pt_locks obj) with
| Some cpu’ => (*the pt lock of vmid is held by cpu’*)
if cpu =? cpu’ (* if cpu = cpu’ *)
then let pool := ZMap.get vmid (pt_pool obj) in
Some (obj, Some (ZMap.get ofs pool))
else None (* fails when held by a different cpu *)
| None (* fails if not already held *)
end
| . . . (* handle other events *)
end.
Our abstract machine is formalized as a transition system, where each step models some atomic
computation taking place on a single CPU; concurrency is realized by the nondeterministic inter-
leaving of steps across all CPUs [73]. To simplify reasoning about all possible interleaving, we lift
multiprocessor execution to a CPU-local model, which distinguishes execution taking place on a
particular CPU from its concurrent environment [18].
All effects coming from the environment are encapsulated by and conveyed through an event
oracle, which yields events emitted by other CPUs when queried. How the event oracle synchro-
nizes these events is left abstract, its behavior constrained only by rely-guarantee conditions [74].
CPUs need only query the event oracle before interacting with shared objects, since its private state
is not affected by these events. Querying the event oracle will result in a composite event trace of
the events from other CPUs interleaved with events from the local CPU.
For example, the pt_load’s specification shown below queries event oracle o to obtain events
from other CPUs, appends them to the logical log (producing l0), checks the validity of the load
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and calculates the load result using the replay function, then appends a load event to the log
(producing l1):
(* Event Oracle takes the current log and produces
a sequence of events generated by other CPUs *)
Definition EO := Log -> Log.
Definition pt_load_spec
(o: EO) (st: AbsSt) (vmid ofs: Z) :=
let l0 := o (log st) ++ log st in (*query event oracle*)
(* produce the P_LD event *)
let l1 := (P_LD vmid ofs, cid st) :: l0 in
match replay l1 with
(* log is valid and P_LD event returns r *)
| Some (_, Some r) => Some (st {log: l1}, r)
| _ => None
end.
Since the interleaving of events is left abstract, our proofs do not rely on any particular inter-
leaving of events and therefore hold for all possible concurrent interleaving. A CPU captures the
effects of its concurrent environment by querying the event oracle, a query move, before its own
CPU step, a CPU-local move. A CPU only needs to query the event oracle before interacting with
shared objects, since its private state is not affected by these events.
Figure 3.2 illustrates query move and CPU-local move in the context of the event trace produced
by set_npt’s implementation to refine its specification. The bottom trace shows events produced
by set_npt’s implementation as it interacts with the shared lock and page table pool it uses. The
query move before ACQ_LK yields all events from other CPUs prior to ACQ_LK; the query move
before P_LD yields all events from other CPUs since the last query up until P_LD. The end result of
its execution is a composite event trace of the events from other CPUs, interleaved with the events
from the local CPU.
Interleaving query and CPU-local moves still complicates reasoning about set_npt’s imple-
mentation. However, if we can guarantee that events from other CPUs do not interfere with the
shared objects used by set_npt, we can safely shuffle events from other CPUs to the beginning or
end of its critical section. For example, if we could prove that set_npt’s implementation is DRF,
then other CPUs will not produce events within set_npt’s critical section that interact with the
locked NPT. We would then only need to make a query move before the critical section, not within
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Figure 3.2: Querying the Event Oracle to Refine set_npt
the critical section, allowing us to sequentially reason about set_npt’s critical section as an atomic
operation.
Unfortunately, as shown by set_npt_insecure, even if set_npt correctly uses locks to pre-
vent concurrent NPT accesses within KCore’s own code, it is not DRF because KServ or VMs
executing on other CPUs may indirectly read the contents of their NPTs through the MMU hard-
ware. This prevents us from soundly shuffling event queries outside of the critical section and
employing sequential reasoning to refine the critical section to an atomic step. If set_npt cannot
be treated as an atomic primitive, sequential reasoning would then be problematic to use for any
layer that uses set_npt, making their refinement difficult. Without sequential reasoning, verifying
a large system like KCore is not feasible.
3.1.2 Transparent Trace Refinement
We observe that information leakage can be modeled by read events that occur arbitrarily
throughout critical sections, without regard for locks. To ensure that refinement does not hide
this information leakage, transparent trace refinement treats read and write events separately. We
view shared objects as write data-race-free (WDRF) objects—shared objects with unavoidable
concurrent observers. For these objects, we treat their locks as write-locks, meaning that query
moves that yield write events may be safely shuffled to the beginning of the critical section. Query
moves in the critical section may then only yield read events from those concurrent readers.
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Figure 3.3: Transparent Trace Refinement of Insecure and Secure set_npt Implementations
To determine when read events may also be safely shuffled, each WDRF object must define
an event observer function, which designates what concurrent CPUs may observe: they take the
current machine state as input, and produce some observed result, with consecutive identical event
observations constituting an event observer group. Event observer groups thus represent all pos-
sible intermediate observations by concurrent readers. Since the event observations are the same
in an event observer group, read events from other CPUs will read the same values anywhere in
the group and can be safely shuffled to the beginning, or end, of an event observer group, reducing
the verification effort of dealing with interleaving. Our security-preserving layers enforce that any
refinement of WDRF objects must satisfy the following condition:
Definition 2 (Transparency condition). The list of event observer groups of an implementation
must be a sublist of that generated by its specification. That is, the implementation reveals at most
as much information as its specification.
This condition ensures that the possibility of concurrent readers and information release is
preserved through each layer refinement proof. In particular, if a critical section has at most two
distinct event observer groups, read events can be safely shuffled to the beginning or end of the crit-
ical section. Query moves are no longer needed during the critical section, but can be made before
or after the critical section for both read and write events, making it possible to employ sequential
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reasoning to refine the critical section. Transparent trace refinement can thereby guarantee that
events from other CPUs do not interfere with shared objects in critical sections. Figure 3.3 illus-
trates how this technique fares against our earlier counterexample, as well as to our original, secure
implementation. Each node in Figure 3.3 represents an event observation. Nodes of the same color
constitute an event observer group. The insecure example shows that set_npt_insecure does not
satisfy the transparency condition. There is an intermediate observation (shown in red) that cannot
map to any group in the specification. set_npt_insecure has three event observer groups that
can observe three different values, before the first pt_store, between the first and second pt_-
store, and after the second pt_store. Read events after the first pt_store cannot be shuffled
before the critical section. On the other hand, set_npt has only two event observer groups, one
that observes the value before pt_store, and one that observes the value after pt_store, so query
moves are not needed during the critical section. The implementation can therefore be refined to
an atomic set_npt specification. Refinement proofs for higher layers that use set_npt can then
treat set_npt as an atomic primitive, simplifying those proofs since set_npt can be viewed as just
one atomic computation step instead of many CPU-local moves with intervening query moves.
Example Proofs: Transparent Trace Refinement. We expand the simple set_npt example
discussed in Section 3.1 with a layered implementation to demonstrate SeKVM’s layer refinement
proof. We use a simplified version of the actual layers in KCore for simplicity. set_npt is anal-
ogous to the map_page primitive in KCore’s actual implementation. Both of them acquire and
release the per-principal page table lock to protect access to the shared NPTs. However, unlike
set_npt, map_page manages 4-level NPTs, supports permission bits, and dynamically allocates
page table levels. To modularize the verification effort, map_page calls the set_s2pt primitive,
which encapsulates the complexity of multi-level page table updates (See Section 2.2.2).
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// Primitives provided by NPTWalk
extern void acq_lock_npt(uint vmid);
extern void rel_lock_npt(uint vmid);
extern uint pt_load(uint vmid, uint ofs);
extern void pt_store(uint vmid, uint ofs, uint value);
...
// Primitive provided by NPTOps
void set_npt(uint vmid, uint gfn, uint pfn) {
acq_lock_npt(vmid);




In the following, we first discuss how the refinement proof is constructed using security-
preserving layers. We then show how we prove set_npt’s implementation transparently refines its
specification.
Layer Configuration. A security-preserving layer consists of three components: the underlay
interface, the layer’s implementation, and its overlay interface. Each interface exposes abstract
primitives, encapsulating the implementation of lower-level routines. Each layer’s implementation
may invoke the primitives of the underlay interface as part of its execution. In the implementation,
invocations to these primitives appear as function calls, such as the pt_load, pt_store, and acq_-
lock_npt, and rel_lock_npt routines used in the example above.
We introduce a domain-specific layer configuration language to specify the components of
each security-preserving layer and declare the primitives involved. The following shows the layer
configuration for NPTOps:
NPTOpsHigh { # overlay interface
set_npt: [(vmid:Z), (gfn:Z), (pfn:Z)], void;
... }
NPTOpsLow { # layer implementation
set_npt_low: [(vmid:Z), (gfn:Z), (pfn:Z)], void;
... }
...
NPTWalk { # underlay interface
# pass through from lower layers
pt_load: [(vmid:Z), (ofs:Z)], uint;




Our goal is to show that NPTOpsLow’s implementation, executing upon the underlay interface,
NPTWalk, faithfully implements the primitives of the overlay interface NPTOpsHigh. From the
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configuration above, we provide tools that automatically generate the Coq code that specifies the
Coq proof obligations for the refinement between the implementation and the underlay interface,
as well as between the underlay and the overlay interface.
Underlay specification. The underlay interface exposed by NPTWalk is defined as a map from
function names to their specifications defined upon the simplified abstract state AbsSt introduced
in Section 3.1.1.
Definition NPTWalk: Layer AbsSt :=
acq_lock_npt 7→ csem acq_lock_npt_spec
⊕ rel_lock_npt 7→ csem rel_lock_npt_spec
⊕ pt_load 7→ csem pt_load_spec
⊕ pt_store 7→ csem pt_store_spec
...
These primitives are defined in a language-independent way and are lifted to C-level semantics
through a wrapper function csem, so that arguments and return values are passed according to
C calling conventions. This abstract specification encapsulates each primitive’s implementation
details, which are verified and passed through to NPTWalk from lower layers.
Implementation. We use CompCert’s ClightGen to parse the implementation KCore’s C imple-
mentation in each layer into an AST representation in Coq. The following Clight AST fragment is
the resulting function body from set_npt’s implementation:
Ssequence
(Scall None
(Evar acq_lock_npt (Tfunction Tnil tint cc_default)
((Etempvar vmid tuint) :: nil))
(Ssequence
(Scall (Some pte)
(Evar pt_load (Tfunction (Tcons tuint (Tcons tuint Tnil))
tuint cc_default))
...
Based on the generated Coq AST and the primitives specified by the underlay interface, our tool
can automatically infer the following operational Coq specification for set_npt_low, replacing
function calls with primitives to interact with the underlay state.
Definition set_npt_low_spec (o: EO) (st: AbsSt) (gfn pfn vmid: Z) :=
match acq_lock_npt_spec vmid st with
| Some st1 =>
let pgd_off := pgd_offset gfn in
let pte := pt_load_spec o st1 vmid pgd_off in
let pte_off := pte_offset pte gfn in
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let st2 := pt_store_spec o st1 vmid pte_off pfn in
rel_lock_npt_spec vmid st2
| None => None (* acq_lock failed (unreachable) *)
end.
This inferred specification is used to define the semantics of the implementation in NPTOps. To
prove that our implementation is correct, we must later prove that the stuck state is unreachable.
Note that the correctness of the generated set_npt_low_spec with respect to the Clight AST is
proven automatically (aside from loop invariants) by constructing forward simulations [75].
Overlay specification. The overlay interface for the NPTOps layer exposes the specification of
the set_npt primitive for higher layers to update page table entries and hides page table structures
and page walk details by removing NPTWalk’s primitives related to page table pools.
Definition NPTOps: Layer AbsSt :=
set_npt 7→ csem set_npt_spec
...
set_npt’s abstract specification simply generates an atomic event SET_NPT:
Definition set_npt_spec
(o: EO) (st: AbsSt) (vmid gfn pfn: Z) :=
let l0 := o (log st) ++ log st in
let l1 := (SET_NPT vmid gfn pfn, cid st) :: l0 in
match replay l1 with
| Some _ => Some (st {log: l1})
| _ => None
end.
To show set_npt meets the abstract specification, we prove that its C code implementation running
over the underlay interface NPTWalk faithfully implements the overlay interface set_npt_spec for
all possible interleaving across CPUs:
∀EO, ∃EO’, Mset_npt(EO)@NPTWalk vR set_npt_spec(EO’)
This says that, for any valid event oracle EO of NPTWalk, there exists a valid event oracle EO’ for
NPTOps such that, starting from two logs related R, the logs generated by the implementation and
specification, respectively, are still related by R. Here, R is the refinement relation, which maps
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the SET_NPT event to the following four consecutive events and maps other events to themselves:
ACQ_NPT P_LD P_ST REL_NPT
To prove this refinement, we show that, for event oracle EO and log l, the updated log after executing
Mset_npt is as follows, where EOn represents other CPUs’ events, from the event oracle.
[l, EO1, ACQ_NPT, EO2, P_LD, EO3, P_ST, EO4, REL_NPT, EO5]
Since the lock_npt spinlock enforces WDRF over VM vmid’s shared page table pool pt_poolvmid,
events generated by other CPUs can be safely shuffled across events in the same observer group
over pt_poolvmid using transparent trace refinement. For example, EO3 can be shuffled to the left
of P_LD since the replayed state before and after P_LD share the same pt_poolvmid, but cannot be
shuffled to the right of P_ST, which belongs to a different observer group. Thus, we can shuffle the
above log to the following:
[l, EO1, EO2, EO3, ACQ_NPT, P_LD, P_ST, REL_NPT, EO4, EO5]
We can then prove that this log transparently refines the log generated by the specification:
[l′, EO1’, SET_NPT, EO2’]
when the input logs and oracle EO’ satisfy R, i.e., R l l′, R [EO1’] [EO1, EO2, EO3], and
R [EO2’] [EO4, EO5]. We can also show that the following log generated by the insecure implemen-
tation shown in Section 3.1 cannot be transparently refined to the specification’s log, because EO4
cannot be shuffled across observer groups:
[l, EO1, ACQ_NPT, EO2, P_LD, EO3, P_ST, EO4, P_ST, EO5, . . .]
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3.2 Noninterference Assertions
Hypervisors must protect their VMs’ data confidentiality— adversaries should not be privy to
private VM data—and integrity—adversaries should not be able to tamper with private VM data.
For some particular VM, potential adversaries are other VMs hosted on the same physical machine,
as well as the hypervisor itself—specifically, SeKVM’s untrusted KServ. Each of these principals
runs on one or more CPUs, with their execution and communication mediated by KCore. Our goal
here is to verify that, irrespective of how any principal behaves, KCore protects the confidentiality
and integrity of each VM’s data.
To do so, we formulate confidentiality and integrity as noninterference assertions [28]— in-
variants on how principals’ behavior may influence one another. Intuitively, if the confidentiality
of one VM’s private data is compromised, then its adversaries’ behavior should vary depending
on that data. Thus, if the behavior of all other VMs and KServ remains the same, in spite of any
changes made to private data, then that data is confidential. Integrity is the dual of confidential-
ity [76, 22]: if the behavior of a VM, acting upon its own private data, is not affected by variations
in other VMs’ or KServ’s behavior, then its data is intact.
Since transparent trace refinement ensures that KCore’s top-level specification hides only its
implementation details, but not any potential information flow, we can now soundly prove its secu-
rity properties using its specification. To show the absence of unintentional information flow, we
prove noninterference assertions hold for any behavior by the untrusted KServ and VMs, interact-
ing with KCore’s top layer specification. We show that one principal cannot affect the private data
of another, ensuring VM confidentiality and integrity. For each principal, we define a private data
lens (PDL), denoted by V , which returns the subset of machine state σ that is private to the princi-
pal. For example, the private data of VM p, denoted as V(σ, p) ⊆ σ, includes the contents of its
CPU registers and memory. A principal should not be able to infer the state in any other principal’s
PDL, and its own PDL should be unaffected by other principals. Such an isolation property can be
proven using noninterference by showing state indistinguishability:
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Definition 3 (State indistinguishability). Two states σ1 and σ2 are indistinguishable from the
perspective of principal p if and only if V(σ1, p) = V(σ2, p).
In other words, a pair of distinct machine states are indistinguishable to some principal p if the
differences fall beyond the scope of p’s PDL. We want to prove that, starting from any two states
indistinguishable to a principal p, the abstract machine should only transition to a pair of states that
are still indistinguishable to p. Such transitions are said to preserve state indistinguishability.
Example 2 (Proving VM confidentiality). Consider KServ and a VM m, where VM m has only
gfn 1 in its address space, mapped to pfn 2. We prove VM m’s data confidentiality by showing
that any change in VM m’s private data is not visible to KServ during execution. Suppose VM m
writes content b to its gfn 1 in one execution (leading to state σ), and writes content b′ in an alternate
execution (leading to state σ′); we must show that these executions are indistinguishable to KServ’s
PDL:
To keep our example simple, we use a simplified V consisting of only the contents stored in a
principal’s guest page frames. For instance, in σ, after VM m writes b to gfn 1, V(σ, m) is the
partial map {1 7→ b}. Yet in both executions, whether VM m writes b or b′, KServ’s PDL to the
two states are identical: V(σ, KServ) = V(σ′, KServ) = {1 7→ a, 2 7→ c}. This means that the
two states are indistinguishable to KServ—it cannot observe VM m’s update to pfn 2.
Although previous work used noninterference assertions to verify information-flow security [77,




We extend previous work on noninterference in a sequential setting [20] to our multiprocessor
specification. We prove noninterference for big steps, meaning that some principal always steps
from an active state to its next active state, without knowledge of concurrent principals. We say
a state is active if we are considering indistinguishability with respect to some principal p’s PDL,
and p will make the next step on CPU c; otherwise the state is inactive. We decompose each big
step noninterference proof into proofs of a set of auxiliary lemmas for a given principal p:
Lemma 1. Starting from any two active, indistinguishable states σ1 and σ′1, i.e., V(σ1, p) =
V(σ′1, p), if p makes CPU-local moves to states σ2 and σ′2, then V(σ2, p) = V(σ′2, p).
Lemma 2. Starting from any inactive state σ, if some other principal makes a CPU-local move to
inactive state σ′, then V(σ, p) = V(σ′, p).
Lemma 3. Starting from any two inactive, indistinguishable states σ1 and σ′1, i.e., V(σ1, p) =
V(σ′1, p), if some other principal makes CPU-local moves to active states σ2 and σ′2, respectively,
then V(σ2, p) = V(σ′2, p).
Lemma 4. Starting from any two indistinguishable states σ1 and σ′1, i.e., V(σ1, p) = V(σ′1, p), if
query moves result in states σ2 and σ′2, respectively, then V(σ2, p) = V(σ′2, p).
In other words, we prove in the first three lemmas that state indistinguishability is preserved in each
possible step of execution due to CPU-local moves, then based on rely-guarantee reasoning [74],
show in the last lemma that state indistinguishability must also be preserved due to query moves.
3.2.2 Intentional Information Release
Because commodity systems such as KVM may allow information release when explicitly
requested, to support KVM’s various virtualization features, we must model this intentional infor-
mation release and distinguish it from unintentional data leakage. We call data that is intentionally
released non-private data.
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Example 3 (Supporting declassification). To illustrate the challenge of supporting intentional
information release, suppose VM m grants KServ access to gfn 3 for performing network I/O.
Since KServ may copy gfn 3’s data to its private memory, gfn 3’s data should be included in
KServ’s private data lens. Private pages of VMm (e.g., gfn 2) are handled the same as the previous
example—the content of gfn 2, whether b or b′, are not included in KServ’s PDL, and do not affect
state indistinguishability:
VM m may encrypt the data in gfn 2 and share it with KServ through gfn 3, so that KServ can
send the encrypted data via a backend paravirtual network I/O driver. Yet starting from two
indistinguishable states to KServ with different gfn 2 contents b and b′, writing encrypted data B
and B′ to gfn 3 leads to distinguishable states, since the differences between B and B′ are exposed
to KServ’s PDL:
The problem is that this information release does not preserve state indistinguishability, even
though it does not break confidentiality since KServ cannot decrypt private data. In general, what
is declassified is not known in advance; any page of a VM’s memory may be declassified at any
time, and the data may be declassified for an arbitrary amount of time.
To address this problem, we leverage data oracles [25], logical integer generators, to model
intentionally released information, such as encrypted data. Instead of using the actual value of such
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information, the value is specified by querying the data oracle. A data oracle is a deterministic
function that generates a sequence of integers based on some machine state. We use a function
based on a principal’s PDL, guaranteeing that the value returned depends only on the state of the
principal reading the value. Each principal logically has its own data oracle, ensuring that the
returned value does not depend on the behavior of other principals. For example, if the encrypted
data is masked using a data oracle and the next integer returned by KServ’s data oracle is Ω, the
value of the next shared, encrypted data read by KServ will always be specified as Ω, whether the
encrypted data is B or B′. This way, intentional information release can be masked by data oracles
and will not break state indistinguishability:
Data oracles are only used to mask reading non-private data, decoupling the data read from the
writer of the data. Integer sequences returned by data oracles are purely logical and can yield any
value; thus, our noninterference proofs account for all possible values read from a data oracle. A
data oracle is applied dynamically, for example, masking a page of memory when it is declassified,
then no longer masking the page when it is used for private data. Note that unintentional informa-
tion leakage, such as sharing unencrypted private data, is not modeled by data oracles and will be
detected since it will break state indistinguishability.
3.3 Verifying SeKVM
We use security-preserving layers to replace the CCALs in the SeKVM layered architecture
discussed in Section 2.2. We express KCore’s specification as 34 security-preserving layers, and
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incrementally prove that each layer of KCore’s implementation transparently refines its layer spec-
ification, starting from the bottom layer that uses the detailed machine model AbsMachine, until
reaching the top layer, TrapHandler, that uses a simpler abstract model. We then prove nonin-
terference using TrapHandler’s layer specification. We prove noninterference for any behavior
of KServ and VMs interacting with TrapHandler, so that proven security properties hold for the
entire SeKVM system with any implementation of KServ.
3.3.1 Proving KCore Refines TrapHandler
We describe the refinement proofs of different layered modules in KCore as follows.
VM Boot and Management. KCore tracks the lifecycle of each VM from boot until termination,
maintaining per-VM metadata in a VMInfo data structure. For example, KCore manages a VM’s
power state in VMInfo, preventing a VM from reclaiming memory from a VM that is powered
on. We ported HACL* to EL2 to support VM management. HACL* uses memcpy from the C
library to support its functionality. Because no C standard library exists for EL2, we replaced
the invocation of memcpy in HACL* with a standalone memcpy implementation for EL2, which
we verified. Beyond HACL*, KCore uses 4 layers for securing VM boot and supporting VM
management.
VM CPU Data Protection. To protect VM CPU data, KCore saves VM CPU registers from the
hardware to its memory in a VCPUContext data structure when a VM exits, and restores them to run
the VM. KCore does not make VM CPU data directly available to KServ, and validates any updates
from KServ before writing them to the VM CPU data it maintains in KCore memory. Many of the
functions for saving, restoring, and updating VM CPU data involving looping over registers to ini-
tialize, copy, and process data. For example, the primitive reset_sys_regs discussed in Table A.7
iterates a list of systems registers to reset their value in a while loop. We verify these functions
by first showing that the loop body refines an atomic step using transparent trace refinement, and
then use induction to prove that arbitrary many iterations of the loop refine an atomic step. We use
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induction to prove the loop condition is monotonic, so that it will eventually terminate. Finally, we
prove the correctness of the assembly code used to support context switching CPU states. KCore
uses 3 layers for protecting VM CPU data.
Page Table Management. SeKVM assigns a dedicated page pool for allocating stage-2 page ta-
bles to each principal. More details are discussed in Section 4.1.3. We build on the multi-level page
table refinement proof in Section 2.2.2 and use transparent trace refinement to prove that KCore’s
shared multi-level page table implementation refines its specification (a logical map). Transparent
trace refinement was essential for verifying other layers that use stage 2 page tables, simplifying
their refinement by allowing the proofs to treat the primitives of the stage 2 page table map spec-
ification as atomic computation steps. Section 3.1.2 has more details. Using layers allowed most
of the refinement proofs to be written with the page table implementation details abstracted away,
making it possible to prove, for the first time, the functional correctness of a system that supports
shared page tables. KCore includes 4 layers to support page table management.
Memory Protection. To protect VM data in memory, KCore tracks metadata for each physical
page, including its ownership and sharing status, in an S2Page data structure, similar to the page
structure in Linux. KCore maintains a global S2Page array for all valid physical memory to trans-
late from a pfn to an S2Page. This can be specified as an abstract pfn 7→ (owner, share, gfn)
mapping, where owner designates the owner of the physical page, which can be KCore, KServ, or
a VM, and share records whether a page is intentionally shared between KServ and a VM.
Many of the functions involved in memory protection to virtualize memory and enforce mem-
ory isolation involve nested locks. For example, the primitive map_pfn_kserv that we discussed
in Section 2.1.2 first holds the S2Page lock to validate KServ’s memory access by checking the
ownership information in S2Page, then calls map_page within the critical section. The latter ac-
quires KServ’s page table lock to protect the shared memory accesses to KServ’s stage 2 page
table. Transparent trace refinement enables us to prove that the implementation with nested locks
refines an atomic step, by starting with the code protected by the innermost nested locks and prov-
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ing that it refines an atomic step, then successively proving this while moving out to the next level
of nested locks until it is proven for all nested locks. The refinement proofs for memory protection
required 5 layers, including 3 layers for the S2Page specification.
SMMU. KCore manages the SMMU and its page tables to provide DMA protection. We changed
KVM’s SMMU page table walk implementation to an iterative one to eliminate recursion, which
is not supported by our layered verification approach, since each layer can only call functions in
a lower layer. This is not a significant issue for hypervisor or kernel code, in which recursion
is generally avoided due to limited kernel stack space. As with KVM, SMMU page tables for a
device assigned to a VM do not change after the VM boots, but can be updated before the VM
boots. SeKVM assigns a dedicated page pool for allocating SMMU page tables to each SMMU
translation unit. We leverage transparent trace refinement to prove the page table implementation
refines its specification to account for pre-VM boot updates. KCore includes 4 layers to support
SMMU page tables management, and 5 layers for supporting the SMMU hypercalls and handling
KServ’s accesses to the SMMU.
Synchronization. KCore uses an Arm assembly lock implementation from Linux to protect its
shared memory accesses. We verify that spinlocks correctly enforce mutual exclusion in a simi-
lar manner to CertiKOS [18]. We prove that all shared memory accesses in KCore are correctly
protected by spinlocks. The lock proofs required 4 layers. We leverage the VRM [78] framework
to verify SeKVM’s security guarantees on a sequentially consistent (SC) model to simplify veri-
fication, but prove that KCore satisfies a set of additional properties, such that the guarantees of
KCore verified using an SC model hold on Arm’s relaxed memory model. First, we show that the
lock implementation uses acquire and release barriers to ensure that memory accesses cannot be
reordered beyond their critical sections. Second, we verify that VMs and KServ can never access
KCore’s memory. Finally, we prove that KCore never overwrites an existing mapping in its EL2
stage 1 page table.
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3.3.2 Formulating Noninterference over TrapHandler
Because security-preserving layers ensure that specification soundly captures all behaviors of
the KCore implementation, noninterference only needs to be formulated and proven over KCore’s
top-level specification, TrapHandler. Furthermore, by gradually proving KCore’s implementation
using a detailed machine model at lower layers refines TrapHandler’s specification using a simpler
abstract machine model, we can use this abstract specification to prove security properties. For
instance, to prove the security properties for VM’s memory accesses, we can reason the memory
load and store primitives at TrapHandler based on the abstract single-level page tables without
TLB, instead of the primitives defined in AbsMachine using multi-level page tables with TLB.
We define the PDL V for each principal based on policy vm-data-conf, vm-data-int, and vm-
iodata-iso in Section 1.4. V(σ, p) on a given CPU c contains all of its private data, including (1)
CPU c’s registers if p is active on c, (2) p’s saved execution (register) context, and (3) contents
of the physical pages owned by p, either stored in main memory or caches, which we call the
address space of p, including the memory pages mapped to p’s stage 2 and SMMU page tables.
V for a VM also contains metadata can affect its private data, including the sharing status of its
memory pages. V for KServ also contains metadata, including ownership metadata of all memory
pages, VM execution metadata, and SMMU configuration. We then use per-principal data oracles
to model the only three types of non-private data that a VM may intentionally release according to
policy data-declassification in Section 1.4: (1) data that VMs explicitly share and retain using the
GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls, (2) MMIO data that KServ copies from/into VM GPRs,
used for hardware device emulation, and (3) VCPU power state requests that VMs explicitly make
using the psci_power hypercall to control their own power management [67]. We also use data
oracles to model data intentionally released by KServ when providing its functionality: (1) physical
page indices proposed by KServ for page allocation, written to the page table of a faulting VM,
(2) contents of pages proposed by KServ for page allocation, and (3) scheduling decisions made by
KServ. Intuitively, if KServ has no private VM data, any release of information by KServ cannot
contain such data and can therefore be modeled using data oracles. We specify the intentionally
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Figure 3.4: Noninterference Proof for a VM NPT Page Fault
released data in KCore’s specification, but prove noninterference against the specification to ensure
the absence of unintentional information release, guaranteeing VM data protection.
We prove noninterference by proving the lemmas from Section 3.2, for the top layer primitives
shown in Section 2.1.2, with respect to the PDL for each principal. Our proofs not only verify that
the execution of a principal does not interfere with another’s data, but that one principal does not
interfere with another’s metadata. For instance, we prove that a VM cannot interfere with KServ’s
decision about VM scheduling, or affect the memory sharing status of another VM. Furthermore,
since we prove that there is no unintentional release of private VM data to KServ, we also prove
that any release of information by KServ cannot contain such data.
For example, Figure 3.4 shows how we prove noninterference for the big step execution of a
stage 2 page fault caused by the need to allocate a physical page. VM p causes KCore’s vm_page_-
fault trap handler to run, KCore then switches execution to KServ to perform page allocation, then
KServ calls the run_vcpu hypercall to cause KCore to switch execution back to the VM with the
newly allocated page. We want to use the lemmas in Section 3.2, but we must first prove them for
each primitive.
We prove Lemmas 1 to 3 for vm_page_fault, which saves VM p’s execution context and
switches execution to KServ. For Lemma 1, an active principal must be the VM p. Starting
from two indistinguishable states for VM p, the local CPU’s registers must be for VM p since it
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is active and running on the CPU, and must be the same in two executions. vm_page_fault in
two executions will therefore save the same execution context for VM p; so Lemma 1 holds. For
Lemma 2, an inactive principal q must be a VM other than p. q’s PDL will not be changed by VM
p’s page fault, which only modifies VM p’s execution context and the local CPU’s registers; so
Lemma 2 holds. For Lemma 3, only KServ can become active after executing vm_page_fault. Its
PDL will then include the local CPU’s registers after the execution. Since KServ’s saved execution
context must be the same in indistinguishable states, the restored registers will then remain the
same; so Lemma 3 holds.
We prove Lemmas 1 to 3 for KServ’s page allocation, which involves KServ doing mem_-
load and mem_store operations in its address space, assuming no KServ stage 2 page faults for
brevity. For Lemma 1, KServ is the only principal that can be active and executes the CPU-local
move, which consists of KServ determining what page to allocate to VM p. Starting from two
indistinguishable states for KServ, the same set of memory operations within KServ’s address
space will be conducted, and the same page index will be proposed in two executions, so Lemma 1
holds. For Lemma 2, all VMs are inactive. We prove an invariant for page tables, stating that any
page mapped by a principal’s stage 2 page table must be owned by itself. Since each page has at
most one owner, page tables, and address spaces, are isolated. With this invariant, we prove that
VMs’ states are not changed by KServ’s operations on KServ’s own address space, so Lemma 2
holds. Lemma 3 does not apply in this case, since KServ’s operations will not make any VM active.
We prove Lemmas 1 to 3 for run_vcpu. For Lemma 1, KServ is the only principal that can
invoke run_vcpu as a CPU-local move, which consists of KCore unmapping the allocated page pfn
from KServ’s stage 2 page table, assigning the owner of the pfn to the VM, calling cache-flush to
invalidate pfn’s cache line and synchronizes the contents to memory, mapping the allocated page
to VM p’s stage 2 page table, and saving KServ’s execution context, so it can switch execution back
to VM p. Starting from two indistinguishable states for KServ, run_vcpu in two executions will
transfer the same page from KServ’s page table to VM p’s page table. KServ’s resulting address
spaces remain indistinguishable, as the same page will be unmapped from both address spaces.
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For Lemma 2, If a principal q stays inactive during the run_vcpu CPU-local move, it must not be
VM p. By the page table isolation invariant, the transferred page cannot be owned by q since it is
initially owned by KServ, and such a transfer will not affect q’s address space. For Lemma 3, VM
p is the only inactive principal that becomes active during the run_vcpu CPU-local move. Thus,
the page will be transferred to p’s address space. Starting from two indistinguishable states for
p, pfn’s content will be masked with the same data oracle query results, and the resulting caches
will not contain an entry for the pfn, therefore p’s resulting address spaces remain the same and
indistinguishable to p, so Lemma 3 holds.
By proving Lemmas 1 to 3 for all primitives, Lemma 4 holds for each primitive based on rely-
guarantee reasoning. We can then use the proven lemmas to complete the indistinguishability proof
for the big step execution of the stage 2 page fault, as shown in Figure 3.4.
As another example, a similar proof is done to show noninterference for MMIO accesses by
VMs. Addresses for MMIO devices are unmapped in all VMs’ stage 2 page tables. VM p traps
to KCore when executing an MMIO read or write instruction, invoking vm_page_fault. KCore
switches to KServ on the same CPU to handle the MMIO access. On an MMIO write, KCore
copies the write data from VM p’s GPR to KServ, so it can program the virtual hardware, which
we model using KServ’s data oracle in proving Lemma 3 for vm_page_fault. Lemmas 4 and 1
are then used to show that indistinguishability is preserved between two different executions of
VM p. Lemmas 4 and 2 are used to show indistinguishability as KServ runs. Finally, KServ calls
run_vcpu. On an MMIO read, KServ passes the read data to KCore so KCore can copy to VM p’s
GPR, which we model using VM p’s data oracle in proving Lemma 3 for run_vcpu. Lemmas 4
and 3 are then used to show that indistinguishability holds as KCore switches back to running the
VM.
KCore flushes caches when changing the principal associated with a pfn, which occurs when
(1) KServ allocates a new page to handle a VM’s page fault, as mentioned earlier in the run_vcpu
example shown in Figure 3.4, and (2) when KServ reclaims the pages from a terminated VM.
The former was discussed earlier. The latter occurs when KServ calls the clear_vm hypercall to
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reclaim all pfns from a terminated VM, in which KCore calls clear_vm_page to scrub and assign
the owner of these pfns to KServ.
We prove noninterference for the clear_vm hypercall to KCore to ensure that an attacker in
KServ that bypasses the cache (as shown in the example in Figure 2.4) cannot access VM p’s data.
After ensuring the VM p is terminated, KCore calls clear_vm_page to scrub the pfns owned by p
and assigns these pfns to KServ. For each pfn, KCore calls cache-flush, which propagates the
scrubbing to main memory if pfn is cached, and has no effect otherwise. We prove Lemma 1 for
KServ, who is the only active principal that can make the CPU-local move to execute the hypercall.
From two states indistinguishable to KServ, after making the hypercall, the pfns reclaimed from
p will be owned by KServ. These pages will not be cached, and their contents in memory are
scrubbed. Therefore, the resulting states remain indistinguishable to KServ. We prove Lemma 2
for all VMs other than p. Consider a VM q different from VM p, starting from two indistinguishable
states, KCore does not change any of q’s states when handling the hypercall for KServ; thus, the
resulting states of q remain indistinguishable. Lemma 3 is not applicable.
We also prove that the use of caches by top-level memory load and store primitives preserves
state indistinguishability, so that the potential attack shown in Fig. 2.4 cannot happen. We first
prove noninterference when the ownership of a page does not change. If a principal p always owns
a page pfn, only p can access that page. If only p can access pfn, pfn will only be cached as a
result of being accessed by p. Based on the page table isolation invariant, the pages owned by p
that can be in the cache must be a subset of the pages mapped in p’s stage 2 page table. Since page
tables and address space are isolated, so are each principal’s entries in the cache. We can thereby
prove that a principal p’s states are not changed by any other principal’s q load and store operations
on q’s own address space, even if those operations involve the cache. We proved Lemma 1 for an
active principal p, and Lemma 2 for all others, that the contents of the principal in cache in any
two states remain indistinguishable before and after the principal’s memory accesses.
Finally, we prove that the use of SMMU page tables by top-level primitives preserves state
indistinguishability. Similar to page tables, we verify an SMMU page table isolation invariant that
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any page mapped by a device’s SMMU page table must be owned by the device’s owner. With this
invariant, we prove that a principal p’s states are not changed by load and store operations from
a device owned by any other principal q using their SMMU page tables. Similarly, we prove that
SMMU primitives that transfer page ownership also do not affect state indistinguishability. The
transfer only happens when KServ calls the SMMU hypercall to map a pfn to the SMMU page
table used by a VM p’s device. KCore ensures the pfn is unmapped from KServ’s stage 2 page
table before transferring the owner of pfn from KServ to p. We thus ensure that the use of SMMU
page tables preserves state indistinguishability for VM memory.
3.3.3 Verified Security Guarantees of SeKVM
Our noninterference proofs over TrapHandler guarantee that KCore protects the confidential-
ity and integrity of VM data against both KServ and other VMs, and therefore hold for all of
SeKVM.
Confidentiality. We show that the private data of VM p cannot be leaked to an adversary. This
is shown by noninterference proofs that any big step executed by VM p cannot break the state
indistinguishability defined using the PDL of KServ or any other VM. There is no unintentional
information flow from VM p’s private data to KServ or other VMs.
Integrity. We show that the private data of VM p cannot be modified by an adversary. This
is shown by noninterference proofs that any big step executed by KServ or other VMs cannot
break the state indistinguishability defined using the PDL of VM p. VM p’s private data cannot be
influenced by KServ or other VMs.
In other words, SeKVM protects VM data confidentiality and integrity because we prove that
KCore has no vulnerabilities that can be exploited to compromise VM confidentiality and integrity,
and any vulnerabilities in KServ, or other VMs, that are exploited also cannot compromise VM
confidentiality and integrity.
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Example Proofs: Verifying Page Fault Handling. We build on the example proofs in Sec-
tion 3.1.2 and present a more detailed, yet simplified proof of the primitives involved in handling a
given VM’s stage 2 page fault. The primitives are split across four layers, including NPTWalk and
NPTOps, which we discussed earlier. The code example here handles the page fault after KServ has
proposed a pfn to allocate and called run_vcpu in TrapHandler, KCore’s top layer. run_vcpu calls
assign_to_vm in MemOps to unmap the page from KServ’s stage 2 page table, update its owner to
the VM, and map the page to the VM’s stage 2 page table. MemOps updates these stage 2 page
tables using the set_npt primitive.
// Primitives provided by NPTWalk
extern void acq_lock_npt(uint vmid);
extern void rel_lock_npt(uint vmid);
extern uint pt_load(uint vmid, uint ofs);
extern void pt_store(uint vmid, uint ofs, uint value);
extern void acq_lock_s2pg();
extern void rel_lock_s2pg();
extern uint get_s2pg_owner(uint pfn);
extern void set_s2pg_owner(uint pfn, uint owner);
// Primitive provided by NPTOps
void set_npt(uint vmid, uint gfn, uint pfn) {
acq_lock_npt(vmid);




// Primitive provided by MemOps
uint assign_to_vm(uint vmid, uint gfn, uint pfn) {
uint res = 1;
acq_lock_s2pg();
uint owner = get_s2pg_owner(pfn);








// Primitive provided by TrapHandler





Layer 1: NPTWalk. This layer specifies a set of pass through verified primitives, and an abstract
state upon which they act. We extend the abstract state from the earlier example to model accesses
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to the shared memory and the shared S2Page metadata, and a map from vmid to each VM’s local
state. We update the list of events from our earlier definition as follows:
Inductive Event :=
| ACQ_NPT (vmid: Z) | REL_NPT (vmid: Z)
| P_LD (vmid ofs: Z) | P_ST (vmid ofs val: Z)
| ACQ_S2PG | REL_S2PG
| GET_OWNER (pfn: Z) | SET_OWNER (pfn owner: Z)
| SET_MEM (pfn val: Z).
We also update NPTWalk’s abstract state to define a VM’s local state:
(* VM local state *)
Record LocalState := {
data_oracle: ZMap.t Z; (* data oracle for the VM *)
doracle_counter: Z; (* data oracle query counter *)
...
}.
(* Abstract state *)
Record AbsSt := {
log: Log;
cid: Z; (* local CPU identifier *)
vid: Z; (* vmid of the running principal on CPU cid *)
lstate: ZMap.t LocalState; (* per-VM local state *)
}.
We extend the definition of the shared objects from the earlier example to model the shared mem-
ory, an array of S2Page metadata, and the lock to protect shared accesses to the S2Page array. The
latter, as mentioned earlier is used by KCore to enforce memory access control:
(* Shared objects constructed using replay function *)
Record SharedObj := {
mem: ZMap.t Z; (* maps addresses to values *)
s2pg_lock: option Z; (* s2pg lock holder *)
pt_locks: ZMap.t (option Z); (* pt lock holders *)
pt_pool: ZMap.t (ZMap.t Z); (* per-VM page table pool *)
(* s2pg_array maps pfn to (owner, share, gfn) *)
s2pg_array: ZMap.t (Z * Z * Z);
}.
We update NPTWalk’s layer interface to include the newly exposed primitives as follows:
Definition NPTWalk: Layer AbsSt :=
acq_lock_npt 7→ csem acq_lock_npt_spec
⊕ rel_lock_npt 7→ csem rel_lock_npt_spec
⊕ pt_load 7→ csem pt_load_spec
⊕ pt_store 7→ csem pt_store_spec
⊕ acq_lock_s2pg 7→ csem acq_lock_s2pg_spec
⊕ rel_lock_s2pg 7→ csem rel_lock_s2pg_spec
⊕ get_s2pg_owner 7→ csem get_s2pg_owner_spec
⊕ set_s2pg_owner 7→ csem set_s2pg_owner_spec.
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Data oracles can be used for primitives that declassify data, as discussed in Section 3.2. For
example, set_s2pg_owner changes the ownership of a page. When the owner is changed from
KServ to a VM vmid, the page contents owned by KServ is declassified to VM vmid, so a data
oracle is used in the specification of set_s2pg_owner to mask the declassified contents:
Definition set_s2pg_owner_spec
(o: EO) (st: AbsSt) (pfn vmid: Z) :=
let l0 := o (log st) ++ log st in
let l1 := (SET_OWNER pfn vmid, cid st) :: l0 in
match replay l1 with
| Some _ => (* log is valid and lock is held *)
let st’ := st {log: l1}) in
if vid st =? KSERV && vmid != KSERV
then (* pfn is transferred from KServ to a VM *)
mask_with_doracle st’ vmid pfn
else Some st’
| _ => None
end.
We introduce an auxiliary Coq definition mask_with_doracle to encapsulate the masking behav-
ior:
Definition mask_with_doracle (st: AbsSt) (vmid pfn: Z) :=
let local := ZMap.get vmid (lstate st) in
let n := doracle_counter local in
let val := data_oracle local n in
let l := (SET_MEM pfn val, cid st) :: log st in
let local’ := local {doracle_counter: n+1} in
st {log: l, lstate: ZMap.set vmid local’ (lstate st)}
mask_with_doracle queries the local data oracle of VM vmid with a local query counter, generates
an event to mask the declassified content with the query result, then updates the local counter. Since
each principal has its own data oracle based on its own local state, the behavior of other principals
cannot affect the query result. set_s2pg_owner_spec only queries the data oracle when the owner
is changed from KServ to a VM. When the owner is changed from a VM to KServ, the page is
being freed, and KCore must zero out the page before recycling it; masking is not allowed. We also
introduce auxiliary definitions to mask other declassified data, such as page indices and scheduling
decisions proposed by KServ, which are not shown in this simplified example.
Layer 2: NPTOps. As shown in the example in Section 3.1.2, we prove the implementation of
set_npt transparently refines its specification that specifies a logical map. Primitives related to
page table pools are removed from the layer interface. Other primitives are passed through.
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Definition NPTOps: Layer AbsSt :=
set_npt 7→ csem set_npt_spec
⊕ acq_lock_s2pg 7→ csem acq_lock_s2pg_spec
⊕ rel_lock_s2pg 7→ csem rel_lock_s2pg_spec
⊕ get_s2pg_owner 7→ csem get_s2pg_owner_spec
⊕ set_s2pg_owner 7→ csem set_s2pg_owner_spec.
Layer 3: MemOps. This layer introduces the assign_to_vm primitive to transfer a page from
KServ to a VM, and hides NPTOps primitives:
Definition MemOps: Layer AbsSt :=
assign_to_vm 7→ csem assign_to_vm_spec.
assign_to_vm’s specification has a precondition that it must be invoked by KServ and the vmid
must be valid:
Definition assign_to_vm_spec
(o: EO) (st: AbsSt) (vmid gfn pfn: Z) :=
if vid st =? KSERV && vmid != KSERV
then
let l0 := o (log st) ++ log st in
let l1 := (ASG_TO_VM vmid gfn pfn, cid st) :: l0 in
match replay l1 with
| Some (_, Some res)) => (* res is the return value *)
let st’ := st {log: l1} in (* update the log *)
if res =? 1 (* if pfn is owned by KSERV *)
then mask_with_doracle st’ vmid pfn
else Some st’ (* return without masking the page *)
| _ => None
end
(*get stuck if it’s not transferred from KServ to a VM*)
else None.
It transfers a page from KServ to a VM via set_s2pg_owner, so the contents are declassified and
masked using the data oracle.
Layer 4: TrapHandler. This top layer interface introduces run_vcpu, which invokes assign_-
to_vm and context switches from KServ to the VM. We first prove that run_vcpu does not violate
the precondition of assign_to_vm. We then prove noninterference as discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Here, we can see why the page content will be masked with the same data oracle query results in
the proof of Lemma 3 for run_vcpu in Section 3.3.2. Two indistinguishable states will have the
same VM local states, and therefore the same local data oracle and counter. Thus, the data oracle
query results must be the same.
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3.4 Summary
We have formally verified the guarantees of VM data confidentiality and integrity for the mul-
tiprocessor Linux KVM implementation, SeKVM. First, we built on the software and hardware
layered architecture presented in Chapter 2 to prove the functional correctness of the hypervisor
core. I introduced security-preserving layers to incrementally prove that each layer of the core
implementation refines its layered specification and preserves security guarantees on real multi-
processor hardware with multi-level page tables shared across multiple CPUs. We have used the
core’s specification to verify the security guarantees of the entire multiprocessor KVM hypervisor,
even in the presence of information sharing needed for commodity hypervisor features.
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Chapter 4: Implementation and Evaluation
We use microverification to verify, for the first time, the guarantees of VM confidentiality and
integrity of the multiprocessor Linux KVM hypervisor. As shown in Figure 4.1, we use microveri-
fication to first retrofit the Arm implementation of KVM into a small hypervisor core, KCore, that
serves as the TCB, and a rich set of the untrusted hypervisor services, KServ, that encapsulates
the rest of the KVM implementation, including the host Linux kernel. We verify SeKVM on a
multiprocessor machine model that accounts for shared multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, and
writeback caches. We prove that the multiprocessor core refines a stack of security-preserving lay-
ers, such that the top layer specifies the entire system by its functional behavior over its machine
state. We then use KCore’s top layer specification to prove that VM confidentiality and integrity are
protected for any KServ implementation interacting with KCore, thereby proving that the security
guarantees hold for the entire SeKVM hypervisor.
In this chapter, we first present the effort required to retrofit the Arm implementation of KVM
into SeKVM. We then detail the functionality supported by SeKVM and the principles adopted
by the SeKVM implementation to simplify verification. Next, we discuss the verification effort
of SeKVM and the bugs that we discovered in our initial implementation. Finally, we present a
performance evaluation of multiple versions of SeKVM, and an evaluation of practical attacks.
4.1 Retrofitting KVM on Arm
4.1.1 SeKVM Retrofitting Effort and KServ Modifications
Retrofitting Effort. We use microverification to retrofit KVM/ARM [29, 30] into SeKVM, given
Arm’s increasing popularity in server systems [31, 32, 33]. Table 4.1 shows the effort required for
retrofitting mainline KVM in Linux 4.18, measured by LOC in C and assembly. Upon retrofitting,
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Figure 4.1: Microverification of the Linux KVM Hypervisor
Retrofitting Component LOC
QEMU additions 70
KVM changes in KServ 1.5K
HACL in KCore 10.1K
KVM C in KCore 0.2K
KVM assembly in KCore 0.3K
Other C in KCore 3.2K
Other assembly in KCore 0.1K
Total 15.5K
Table 4.1: SeKVM Retrofitting Effort in LOC
SeKVM’s KCore ends up consisting of 3.8K LOC (3.4K LOC in C and 400 LOC in assembly), of
which .5K LOC were in the existing KVM code that we verified. In addition, 10.1K LOC were
added for the implementation of Ed25519 and AES in the ported HACL* library. 1.5K LOC were
modified in existing KVM code, a tiny portion of the codebase, such as adding calls to KCore
hypercalls. 70 LOC were also added to QEMU to support secure VM boot and VM migration.
We also retrofitted and verified various other versions of KVM in Linux 4.20, 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, and 5.5, which involved reusing much of the same code required for the 4.18 Linux kernel. For
instance, less than 100 LOC needed to be changed in KServ going from Linux 4.18 to 5.4, mostly
to support installing and initializing KCore on a different codebase before KCore starts running in
EL2. No code changes were required in KCore in going from Linux 4.18 to all other versions. The
initial retrofit for KVM in Linux 4.18 took one person-year. The port from KVM in Linux 4.18
to another kernel version took less than one person-month. These results indicate that the changes
needed to retrofit a widely-used, commodity hypervisor, so it can be verified and integrated with
multiple versions of a commodity host kernel, were modest overall.
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KServ Modifications. We modified KServ in KVM to support SeKVM. We categorize the re-
quired modifications as follows. First, we updated Linux’s linker script to reserve memory regions
private to KCore at the end of the kernel data section to accommodate the page table pools, KCore’s
private metadata, and the intermediate state structures. The boot loader on some Arm hardware
loads the device tree to a fixed memory location that overlaps with KCore’s reserved memory re-
gion. To reconcile the conflict, we allocated a memory buffer in the data section for storing the
overlapped device tree. Second, we modified KServ to initialize KCore’s metadata during boot.
Third, we updated KServ’s code that is in charge of building page table mappings to allocate the
EL2 stage 1 page table from KCore’s private memory pool. Fourth, we updated KServ to map
KCore’s metadata, the intermediate state structures, and all physical memory to the EL2 stage 1
page table. We used 2MB mappings in the EL2 stage 1 page table to map the physical memory,
reducing the amount of page tables required to fulfill the mappings. Fifth, we changed KServ to
allocate large EL2 stack frames for each CPU to support HACL*. HACL* uses a large local array
from the stack in its Ed25519 implementation. Sixth, we instrumented KServ with hypercalls to
support SeKVM. Specifically, we add hypercalls to KServ to install KCore, verify boot images,
safely boot VMs, and import and export encrypted VM data. Finally, we changed the SMMU
driver in KServ to use the IOMMU OPS API.
4.1.2 Virtualization Feature Support
Table 4.2 compares features provided by commodity hypervisors with both the SeKVM im-
plementations. 1 means the feature is not implemented. It shows that SeKVM can improve the
overall security of KVM without compromising on its hypervisor features. Four KVM features
are not yet fully implemented in SeKVM, namely same page merging in Linux (KSM), swapping,
VM live migration, and checkpoint/restart. These features require additional changes to QEMU
and KServ. For example, appropriate GET VM STATE hypercalls need to be made in KServ to
export and import encrypted VM data for these features.











Secure Boot ◦ ◦ ◦
Secure VM Boot   ◦
CPU
VM Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) ◦ ◦ ◦
VCPU Scheduling ◦ ◦ ◦
Memory
Dynamic Allocation ◦ ◦ ◦
Swapping ◦ ◦ 
DMA ◦ ◦ ◦
Same Page Merging ◦ ◦ 
Shared Multi-Level Page Tables ◦ ◦ ◦
Interrupts Virtualization
Hardware Assisted ◦ ◦ ◦
I/O
Device Emulation ◦ ◦ ◦
Paravirtualized (Virtio) ◦ ◦ ◦
Paravirtualized (Virtio with vhost) 	 ◦ ◦
Device Passthrough ◦ ◦ ◦
VM Management
Multi-VM ◦ ◦ ◦
VM Snapshot ◦ ◦ ◦
VM Restore ◦ ◦ ◦
VM Migration ◦ ◦ ◦
VM Live Migration ◦ ◦ 
VM Checkpoint/Restart ◦ ◦ 
Table 4.2: Commodity Hypervisor Feature Support
Hardware Support. SeKVM has been verified and tested on three Armv8-based hardware plat-
forms: (1) HP Moonshot m400 server, (2) AMD Seattle server, and (3) Raspberry Pi 4. SeKVM
leverages the hardware features from VGIC and existing support to virtualize interrupts. Our im-
plementation currently supports ARM GIC 2.0. SeKVM supports secure VM boot using ARM
TrustZone-based TEE frameworks such as OP-TEE [79] to store the signatures and keys securely.
SeKVM does not yet support VHE [80, 81].
Supporting Virtio. The paravirtualized virtio frontend drivers in the guest OS communicate with
the backend driver in the hypervisor via a shared memory region called virtqueue. The guest driver
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allocates the virtqueues from its memory for each virtio device. A given virtio device could use one
or multiple virtqueues. Each virtqueue includes a few circular ring buffers used for sending and
receiving data. Each entry in the buffer points to a virtio descriptor that specifies a guest physical
address of the memory buffer and its length. The frontend driver can attach or detach a descriptor
to the virtqueue. The backend driver looks up the virtqueue to get the virtio descriptor and emulate
the I/O operations. For instance, the guest network driver can use the descriptor to specify the
guest memory address and size of the encrypted I/O data it sends out. The backend driver then gets
the data from guest memory and sends the data to the network.
To support virtio on SeKVM, we modified the virtio frontend driver in the Linux guest kernel
to use the GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls. The driver makes the GRANT_MEM hypercall
to share the virtqueues with KServ. We also modify the driver to make the GRANT_MEM hypercall
each time it attaches a new memory buffer to the virtqueue to grant KServ access to the buffer
it allocates for I/O, and make the REVOKE_MEM hypercall when it detaches the buffer from the
virtqueue, preventing KServ from further accessing the previously shared memory. An alternative
approach to support virtio is via bounce buffering. The frontend driver grants KServ access to
a contiguous memory buffer it allocates, allowing KServ to access data located in the bounce
buffer. The frontend driver copies the data from the original buffer to the shared buffer, so the
backend driver in KServ can access the data. The backend driver can also put data into the shared
buffer. The frontend driver thus avoids making the GRANT_MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercalls to
KCore upon attaching to or detaching from the virtio virtqueues. We have implemented both
approaches by adapting the virtio frontend driver in the Linux kernel. We found that the bounce
buffer implementation incurs more overhead than the approach that makes the GRANT_MEM and
REVOKE_MEM hypercalls in each transaction. This is due to the cost in managing and allocating
bounce buffer memory, as well as the overhead in memory copying between the original buffer
and bounce buffer memory. We thus measure VM performance using the virtio implementation
without bounce buffering.
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4.1.3 Auxiliary Principles for Simplifying Verification
We discuss the auxiliary principles that we adopted to implement SeKVM to reduce verification
effort.
Disable Preemption. Mainline KVM on Arm hardware without VHE disables interrupts when
running in EL2. Therefore, the software that runs in EL2 does not have to handle interrupts or
support preemptive execution and can be simplified. SeKVM inherits KVM’s design and disables
interrupts in EL2 to simplify KCore. This also reduces verification effort because we can avoid
reasoning over complex interleavings resulting from preemptive KCore execution since such pre-
emption is not possible.
Metadata Allocation. Commodity systems support dynamic resource allocation to optimize its
resource utilization. For example, KVM leverages Linux’s memory allocation API from the slab
allocator to dynamically allocate metadata. To simplify verification, KCore does not support the
dynamic allocation of metadata. Instead, SeKVM pre-allocates KCore’s metadata during the se-
cure machine boot. For example, KCore maintains an array of the VMInfo metadata to manage
the per-VM execution state. To further simplify verification, KCore uses a one-to-one map that
statically assigns a metadata component in the array to a pre-determined target. For instance, an
entry in the VMInfo array is assigned to a unique VM. KCore uses the VM’s identifier as the index
to the array to get the VM’s VMInfo. The size of the array is capped by the maximum number of
VMs that KCore can allocate. We verified the correctness of KCore to rule out out-of-bound mem-
ory accesses. Statically assigning metadata simplifies the noninterference proof, ensuring that the
memory allocation of one VM does not interfere with others’ execution. This approach, however,
can have some impact on SeKVM’s scalability, as the metadata allocated to one VM cannot be
reused by another VM.
Changing KVM’s EL2 interface. In KVM, the Linux host running in EL1 is allowed to pass a
pointer to an EL2 function via a given hypercall to invoke the function with the EL2 privilege. In
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SeKVM, the pointer must be validated to prevent a compromised KServ from invoking arbitrary
EL2 functions that could compromise VM data. To simplify verification, we adapted KVM’s
hypercall interface in our SeKVM implementation. The untrusted KServ is only allowed to make
hypercalls by passing a hypercall number. This simplifies verification, because we do not have to
reason about the safety of the EL2 function pointer. Instead of validating a pointer for arbitrary
invocations, KCore checks the hypercall number passed by KServ and handles the hypercall only
if the hypercall number is valid.
Simplify VM Memory Allocation. In our SeKVM implementation, KCore provides the API
to KServ to pass the address and size of the allocated physical page to a shared data structure in
memory. KCore then uses the API to query the data structure to get the vhPA and size of the new
page allocated by KServ. In contrast, using shadow paging complicates verification because we
cannot guarantee that the untrusted page tables remain a tree, making it problematic to prove that
the page tables managed by KServ refine a logical map. Reasoning directly over multi-level page
tables is required to support shadow paging.
Per-VM Page Table Pool. Hypervisors usually allocate memory for all principals from a global
memory pool. For instance, the page table helpers example below uses hyp_alloc_pages to allo-
cate page table levels from the shared memory pool dynamically. This approach improves memory
utilization but complicates the noninterference proof. We have to prove that one principal’s page
allocation from the shared pool will not affect the executions of other principals. To simplify ver-
ification, KCore statically assigns a page table pool to each principal for allocating the principal’s
page tables. Each page pool is capped with a page count quota, ensuring one principal’s allocation
cannot interfere with others’. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, we prove the page table structural
property for the page table refinement proof. To reduce the proof effort, we statically partition the
per-principal page pool further into separate smaller pools, each for allocating page tables for a
given page table level. This ensures that the page tables are never shared across different levels,
simplifying the proof reasoning when inserting a newly allocated page table to the existing page
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table tree.
Page Table Helpers. We initially ported KVM’s page table helper functions for updating Arm’s
EL2 stage 1 page tables and stage 2 page tables to KCore. The simplified set_pt_orig function
below resembles the initial implementation for mapping pages to the EL2 stage 1 page table, which
it loops over a range of memory and maps each 4KB page to the page table. KVM uses a similar
implementation to map pages in a batch.




set_pgd_pfn_orig(ttbr, start, end, pfn, prot);
}
The following includes the rest of the primitives used by set_pt_orig.
void set_pte_pfn_orig(u64 pmd, u64 addr, u64 end, u64 pfn, u64 prot)
{
u64 new_pte;
u64 pte = pte_offset(pmd, addr);
do {
new_pte = pfn_pte(pfn, prot);
//update the pte entry
set_pte(pte, new_pte);
pfn++;
} while (addr += 4096, addr != end);
}




pmd = pmd_offset(pud, addr);
if (pmd_none(pmd))
hyp_alloc_pages(1);
next = pmd_addr_end(addr, end);
set_pte_pfn_orig(pmd, addr, next, pfn, prot);
pfn += (next - addr) >> 12;
} while (addr = next, addr != end);
}








next = pud_addr_end(addr, end);
set_pmd_pfn_orig(pud, addr, next, pfn, prot);
pfn += (next - addr) >> 12;
} while (addr = next, addr != end);
}




pgd = pgd_offset(ttbr, addr);
if (pgd_none(pgd))
hyp_alloc_pages(1);
next = pgd_addr_end(addr, end);
set_pud_pfn_orig(pgd, addr, next, pfn, prot);
pfn += (next - addr) >> 12;
} while (addr = next, addr != end)
}
As shown above, the implementation includes a while loop in the helper function for each
page table level. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, SeKVM’s proof tactics do not support automated
verification for loops. Loops have to be manually verified. We simplify the verification effort by
removing the loops from the page table helpers, as demonstrated in the example set_pt primitive
below:
void set_pt(u64 addr, u32 level, u64 pte)
{
u64 ttbr, pgd, pud, pmd;
ttbr = get_pt_ttbr();
pgd = set_pgd_pfn(ttbr, addr);
pud = set_pud_pfn(pgd, addr);
pmd = set_pmd_pfn(pud, addr);
set_pte_pfn(vmid, pmd, addr, pte);
}
The primitives needed by set_pt are shown in the following. The example implementation uses
the pt_load and pt_store primitives to access the page table entries from the page table pool. To
map pages for a range of memory, KServ can then loop over the range of memory and make multi-
ple invocations of the KCore primitives via hypercalls. For instance, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2,
KCore exposes the remap_boot_image_page hypercall, which uses the page table helpers to map
a single page to KCore’s address space for supporting image authentication. KServ loops over the
memory region that contains a VM image and makes the remap_boot_image_page hypercall to
create a mapping for each of the physical pages within the region.
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pt_store(KCORE, pmd | (index * 8UL), pte);
}




pmd = pt_load(KCORE, pud | (index * 8));
if (pmd_none(pmd)) {
pmd = hyp_alloc_pmd();









pud = pt_load(KCORE, pgd | (index * 8));
if (pud_none(pud)) {
pud = hyp_alloc_pud();









pgd = pt_load(KCORE, ttbr | (index * 8));
if (pgd_none(pgd)) {
pgd = hyp_alloc_pgd();





Verifying Shared Data Accesses. To verify concurrent accesses to the shared data are well pro-
tected by locks, all read or write accesses to shared data in KCore are done via a set of atomic
primitives. The example below shows a function func that reads the shared VMInfo array using a
get_vm_state primitive. Accessing shared data using the atomic primitives simplifies the proofs
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because we can embed checks in the primitives’ specification to ensure the correct lock is held

























4.2 Proof Effort and Bug Findings
4.2.1 Proof Effort
We verified all of KCore’s C and assembly code. Table 4.3 shows the LOC in Coq for proving
the correctness of KCore’s code, categorized by the modules shown in Figure 2.2. The proof effort
for each module consists of writing the Coq specifications (Spec), code proofs (Code) to verify the
C and assembly code refines the Coq specifications, and layer refinements (Refine) to verify at each
layer the implementation on the underlay interface refines the overlay interface, thereby linking
the layers together to refine the top-level specification. Some modules required much more manual
effort than others. For the specifications, the LOC for the Exit Handler module is higher than
other modules because it includes the top layer TrapHandler specification that encompasses all of
KCore’s behavior. For code proofs, the LOC for the VCPU module is higher than other modules
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Component C+Asm Spec Code Refine CodeAll RefineAll
Exit Handler 0.4K 1.7K 0.2K 1.1K 1K 1.4K
VCPU 0.8K 0.5K 2.4K 0.9K 3.3K 1.3K
VM Boot 0.9K 1.0K 0.6K 1.1K 2.8K 1.5K
SMMU 0.5K 0.7K 0.2K 1.0K 1.8K 1.4K
VM Mem 0.5K 0.9K 0.6K 2.2K 2.3K 2.6K
SMMU PT 0.2K 0.5K 0.1K 2.3K 1.6K 2.7K
MMU PT 0.4K 0.5K 0.1K 4.3K 1.7K 4.7K
Lock 0.1K 0.2K 1.2K 1.8K 2K 2.2K
Total 3.8K 6.0K 5.4K 14.7K 16.5K 17.8K
Table 4.3: KCore Implementation and Proof Effort in LOC
because it has both loops and assembly code. This is because we used automated reasoning to
reduce manual effort, but our methods do not support automating loop verification or assembly
code. For layer refinement, the LOC for the MMU PT proof is higher than other modules because
refining the multi-level page table implementation to a flat map specification was the most complex
refinement proof.
Table 4.3 also shows all the resulting code in Coq for code proofs (CodeAll) and layer refine-
ment (RefineAll), by adding automatically generated LOC to the manually written LOC. For some
modules, the use of automated reasoning significantly simplified the manual effort, such as for the
code proofs for the MMU PT, SMMU PT, and SMMU modules. However, we did not apply automated
reasoning uniformly for all modules because different parts of the system were verified by differ-
ent authors who took different approaches. For example, we did not use Coq tactics to automate
the proofs for the Lock module, resulting in more LOC for its code proofs, but this could have
been done. While automated tools helped significantly with code proofs, they did not help much
with layer refinement, as shown by comparing the manually written versus total LOC for each in
Table 4.3.
In addition to the Coq code for proving the correctness of each module, we implemented the
machine model and proved the security guarantees in Coq. 1.8K LOC were used to implement
AbsMachine, which models the multiprocessor hardware behaviors, including multi-level page






Table 4.4: Proof Effort for SeKVM’s Security Proofs in LOC
primitives used by higher layers were passed through to those layers, then verified as part of each
layer. We did not link HACL’s F* proofs with our Coq proofs, or our Coq proofs for C code with
those for Arm assembly code. The latter requires a verified compiler for Arm multiprocessor code;
no such compiler exists. No changes were required to the proofs used to verify KVM in different
Linux versions.
Table 4.4 shows the verification effort for SeKVM’s security properties, measured by LOC in
Coq. The security proofs, including the invariant and noninterference proofs, consist of 4.8K LOC.
1.1K LOC were used to verify the isolation invariants mentioned in Section 3.3.2 for the MMU
and SMMU page tables. The rest of the 3.7K LOC were noninterference proofs for KCore’s top-
level primitives; for example, these proofs involved proving state indistinguishability with respect
to caches.
Among the 4.8K LOC required for the security proofs, 0.4K LOC were needed for defining
the PDLs and auxiliary lemmas we mentioned in Section 3.3.2 for the noninterference proof. The
PDLs and lemmas specify the desired security properties of SeKVM and therefore have to be
trusted. Compared with the rest of the proof effort, they are kept simple because their definition
is orthogonal to KCore’s concrete implementation. Instead, we construct the PDLs and lemmas
straightforwardly over the abstract machine state according to SeKVM’s security policies (See
Section 1.4). For example, consider the memory isolation policy as follows: for a given principal
p, for all memory owned by p, the memory contents remain indistinguishable between a pair of
executions before and after p takes an active step. Our Coq implementation for the policy queries
the S2Page metadata to retrieve the set of memory owned by p for the PDL by comparing the owner
in each of the S2Page against p. The implementation does not depend on, or require knowledge of,
the actual KCore implementation that manages S2Page.
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The Coq development effort for KCore’s functional correctness and security proofs took two
person-years. These results show that microverification of a commodity hypervisor can be accom-
plished with modest proof effort.
4.2.2 Bugs Found During Verification.
While verifying KCore, we found various bugs in our initial implementation. Most bugs were
discovered as part of our noninterference proofs, demonstrating a limitation of verification ap-
proaches that only prove functional correctness via refinement alone: the high-level specifications
may themselves be insecure. In other words, these bugs were not detected by just verifying that
the implementation satisfies its specification, but by ensuring that the specification guarantees the
desired security properties of the system.
Overwrite page table mapping. KCore initially did not check if a gfn was mapped before
updating a VM’s stage 2 page tables, making it possible to overwrite existing mappings. For
example, suppose two VCPUs of a VM trap upon accessing the same unmapped gfn. Since KCore
updates a VM’s stage 2 page table whenever a VCPU traps on accessing unmapped memory, the
same page table entry will be updated twice, the latter replacing the former. A compromised KServ
could leverage this bug and allocate two different physical pages, breaking VM data integrity.
We fixed this bug by changing KCore to update stage 2 page tables only when a mapping was
previously empty.
Huge page ownership. When KServ allocated a 2MB page for a VM, KCore initially only
validated the ownership of the first 4KB page rather than all the 512 4KB pages, leaving a loophole
for KServ to access VM memory. We fixed this bug by accounting for this edge case in our
validation logic.
No SMMU TLB flush after unmapping. We found a TLB management bug in which SeKVM
did not flush the SMMU TLB after unmapping a page from the SMMU page tables. We fixed the
bug in KCore by adding a SMMU TLB flush after the unmap.
Page table update race. When proving invariants for page ownership used in the noninter-
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ference proofs, we identified a race condition in stage 2 page table updates. When allocating a
physical page to a VM, KCore removes it from KServ’s page table, assigns ownership of the page
to the VM, then maps it in the VM’s page table. However, if KCore is processing a KServ’s stage
2 page fault on another CPU, it could check the ownership of the same page before it was assigned
to the VM, think it was not assigned to any VM, and map the page in KServ’s page table. This
race could lead to both KServ and the VM having a memory mapping to the same physical page,
violating VM memory isolation. We fixed this bug by expanding the critical section and holding
the S2Page array lock, not just while checking and assigning ownership of the page, but until the
page table mapping is completed.
Multiple I/O devices using same physical page. KCore initially did not manage memory
ownership correctly when a physical page was mapped to multiple KServ SMMU page tables,
with each page table controlling DMA access for a different I/O device, allowing KServ devices to
access memory already assigned to VMs. We fixed this bug by having KCore only map a physical
page to a VM’s stage 2 or SMMU page tables when it is not already mapped to an SMMU page
table used by KServ’s devices.
SMMU static after VM boot. KCore initially did not ensure that mappings in SMMU page
tables remain static after VM boot. This could allow KServ to modify SMMU page table mappings
to compromise VM data. We fixed this bug by modifying KCore to check the state of the VM that
owned the device before updating its SMMU page tables, and only allow updates before VM boot.
No cache flush after loading VM boot images. We found a cache management bug in SeKVM
in which a VM boot image may be cached when loaded from the file system but not written back
to the main memory. As VMs are booted with paging and caching disabled, it is possible that the
VMs access the page content in memory, thereby not using the correct VM images. We fixed the
bug in KCore by flushing the corresponding cache lines for memory that contain the pre-loaded




We evaluate the performance of unmodified KVM versus the verified SeKVM implementa-
tion across different software and hardware configurations. We ran KVM and SeKVM in both
Linux 4.18 and 5.4 on two different Armv8 hardware configurations: (1) an HP Moonshot m400
server with an 8-core 64-bit Armv8-A 2.4 GHz Applied Micro Atlas SoC, 64 GB of RAM, a
120 GB SATA3 SSD, and a Dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-3 10GbE NIC, and (2) an AMD Seat-
tle (Rev.B0) server with an 8-core 64-bit Armv8-A 2 GHz AMD Opteron A1100 SoC, 16 GB
of RAM, a 512 GB SATA3 HDD for storage, an IOMMU (SMMU-401) to support control over
DMA devices and direct device assignment, and an AMD XGBE 10 GbE NIC. For client-server
workloads, clients ran on another m400 machine when using the m400 server, and ran on an x86
machine with 24 Intel Xeon CPU 2.20 GHz cores and 96 GB RAM when using the Seattle server,
in all cases connected via 10 GbE.
We used different software configurations across the servers to demonstrate the performance
of the verified KVM across multiple software and VM configurations. We used Ubuntu 18.04
and QEMU 3.0 for the m400 server and its VMs, Ubuntu 16.04 and QEMU 2.3.50 for the Seattle
server and its VMs. Furthermore, we used small and large SMP VM configurations, the former
on the m400 server with 2 CPUs and 256 MB RAM and the latter on the Seattle server with 4
CPUs and 12 GB of RAM. A smaller VM configuration was also used in part to show results for
running many SMP VM instances given the RAM limits of the m400 server. We also measured
performance natively on the servers with the host OS capped at using the same number of CPUs
and amount of RAM as the respective VM configuration. KVM was configured with its standard
vhost virtio network, and with cache=none for its virtual block storage devices [82, 83, 84]. All
VMs used paravirtualized I/O, typical of cloud infrastructure deployments. For the single VM
measurements, we pinned each VCPU to a specific physical CPU and ensured that no other work
was scheduled on that CPU [80, 61, 85, 86]. To quantify the hypervisor’s ability in scheduling
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Name Description
Hypercall Transition from the VM to the hypervisor OS and return to the VM without
doing any work in the hypervisor. Measures bidirectional base transition cost
of hypervisor operations.
I/O Kernel Trap from the VM to the emulated interrupt controller in the hypervisor OS
kernel, and then return to the VM. Measures a frequent operation for many
device drivers and baseline for accessing I/O devices supported by the hyper-
visor OS kernel.
I/O User Trap from the VM to the emulated UART in QEMU and then return to the
VM. Measures base cost of operations that access I/O devices emulated in the
hypervisor OS user space.
Virtual IPI Issue a virtual IPI from a VCPU to another VCPU running on a differ-
ent PCPU.Measures time between sending the virtual IPI until the receiving
VCPU handles it.
Table 4.5: Microbenchmarks
Benchmark m400 SeattleKVM verified KVM KVM verified KVM
Hypercall 2,275 4,695 2,896 3,720
I/O Kernel 3,144 7,235 3,831 4,864
I/O User 7,864 15,501 9,288 10,903
Virtual IPI 7,915 13,900 8,816 10,699
Table 4.6: Microbenchmark Performance (cycles).
multiple VMs, we did not pin VCPUs for VMs in our multi-VM measurements.
4.3.2 Microbenchmark Results
We measured the set of microbenchmarks listed in Table 4.5 on SeKVM. Table 4.6 shows the
results measured in cycles for the unmodified KVM and verified KVM in Linux 4.18 for each
hardware configuration. Verified KVM overhead compared to unmodified KVM is much higher
on the m400 server versus the Seattle server because the m400 CPUs have a tiny TLB [87] com-
pared to Seattle CPUs. Although KCore supports huge pages for stage 2 page tables for VMs, the
current implementation maps regular 4 KB pages in KServ’s stage 2 page tables so microbench-
mark workloads that spend most of their time running in KServ require more TLB entries to cache
address translations, increasing TLB capacity misses. Newer Arm CPUs have more reasonable
TLB sizes similar to or greater than the Seattle CPUs, so the Seattle measurements are more re-
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Name Description
Kernbench Compilation of the Linux kernel using allnoconfig for Arm; m400 com-
piled v4.18 with GCC 7.5.0, Seattle compiled v4.9 with GCC 5.4.0.
Hackbench hackbench [88] using Unix domain sockets and process groups running in
500 loops; m400 used 20 groups, Seattle used 100 groups.
Netperf netperf v2.6.0 [89] running netserver on the server and the client with
its default parameters in three modes: TCP_STREAM (throughput), TCP_-
MAERTS (throughput), and TCP_RR (latency).
Apache Apache server handling concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [90]
v2.3 client, serving the index.html of the GCC manual; m400 used v2.4.29
serving 7.5.0 manual, Seattle used v2.4.18 serving 5.4.0 manual.
Memcached memcached v1.4.25 using the memtier benchmark v1.2.3 with its default
parameters.
MySQL MySQL v14.14 (distrib 5.7.26) running SysBench v.0.4.12 using the default
configuration with 200 parallel transactions.
MongoDB MongoDB server handling requests from a remote YCSB [91] v0.17.0 client
running workload A with 16 concurrent threads; m400 used v3.6.3 with
readcount=10000 and operationcount=50000, Seattle used v4.0.20 with read-
count=500000 and operationcount=100000.
Redis Redis v4.0.9 server handling requests from a remote YCSB v0.17.0 client
running workload A; m400 used v4.0.9, Seattle used v3.0.6.
Table 4.7: Application Benchmarks
flective of typical Arm server performance. For Seattle, verified KVM only incurs 17% to 28%
overhead over KVM, with the added benefit of verified VM protection. On Seattle, the overhead is
highest for the simplest operations because the relatively fixed cost of KCore protecting VM data
is a higher percentage of the work that must be done. These results provide a conservative measure
of overhead since real hypervisor operations will invoke actual KServ functions, not just measure
overhead for a null hypercall. The results show the verified implementation introduced modest
over to the unverified implementation.
4.3.3 Application Workload Results
Single-VM Performance. We evaluated performance using real application workloads listed in
Table 4.7. To evaluate VM performance with end-to-end I/O protection, full disk encryption (FDE)






Hackbench Kernbench Apache Encrypt Mongodb Redis
KVMv4.18 Seattle SeKVMv4.18 Seattle
KVMv5.4 Seattle SeKVMv5.4 Seattle
KVMv4.18 m400 SeKVMv4.18 m400
KVMv5.4 m400 SeKVMv5.4 m400
Figure 4.2: Single-VM Application Benchmark Performance — KVM 4.18 and 5.4
All VMs for Seattle are configured with the same LUKS-based Full Disk Encryption (FDE) in their
virtual disk but without full network encryption.
Figure 4.2 compares performance for running the workloads in a VM on KVM versus verified
KVM. We normalized the VM results to native hardware without FDE. We measured Apache
performance with TLS/SSL support enabled. Results are shown for both KVM and verified KVM
in Linux 4.18 and 5.4 on both m400 and Seattle hardware. In all cases, verified KVM performance
on real application workloads is comparable to unmodified KVM, yet provides the added benefit
of verified VM protection. Worst case overhead for verified KVM is less than 10 percent versus
unmodified KVM, even when running on the m400 server with its small TLBs. There is no change
in relative performance when running 2 CPU VMs versus 4 CPU VMs. In other words, the use
of locks in verified KVM to protect shared memory accesses and make its proofs tractable do not
adversely affect its multiprocessor VM performance on Arm relaxed memory hardware.
Single-VM Performance with Reduced Hypervisor Feature Support. On Seattle, in addition
to running workloads on KVM and SeKVM, we also ran the application workloads using the
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Figure 4.3: Single-VM Application Benchmark Performance — KVM 4.18
three other configurations (SMP-no-vhost, SMP-no-vhost-no-huge, UP-no-vhost-no-huge). We
ran benchmarks on six configurations: (1) native hardware, (2) multiprocessor (SMP) VM on un-
modified KVM (KVM), (3) SMP VM on SeKVM (SeKVM), (4) SMP VM on SeKVM without
vhost (SMP-no-vhost), and (5) SMP VM on SeKVM without vhost or huge page support (SM-
P-no-vhost-no-huge), and (6) uniprocessor VM on SeKVM without vhost or huge page support
(UP-no-vhost-no-huge). SMP-no-vhost, SMP-no-vhost-no-huge, and UP-no-vhost-no-huge were
used to quantify the performance impact of not having verified kernel support for virtual I/O (vhost
in KVM) [92], huge pages, and multiprocessor VM execution on multiple CPUs. The five VM con-
figurations run on KVM in Linux 4.18. We measured Apache and MySQL performance with and
without TLS/SSL support enabled, to show how the option affects overhead.
Figure 4.3 shows the overhead for each hypervisor configuration. The numbers are normal-
ized to native execution. The measurements for the same benchmarks for KVM and SeKVM in
Figure 4.3 are the same as respective ones in the Seattle results in Figure 4.2. On real application
workloads, SeKVM incurs only modest overhead compared to unmodified KVM. In most cases,
the overhead for SeKVM is similar to unmodified KVM and less than 10% compared to native.
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The worst overhead for SeKVM versus unmodified KVM is for TCP_MAERTS, which measures
bulk data send performance from the VM to a client. Unmodified KVM achieves near native per-
formance here because virtio batches packet sends from the VM without trapping. The cost is
greater for SeKVM because the guest OS virtio driver must trap to KCore to grant KServ access
for each packet, though this can be optimized further. TCP_STREAM, which measures bulk data
receive performance, does not have this overhead because the virtio backend driver batches packet
processing for incoming traffic, resulting in the additional traps happening less often.
In contrast to SeKVM, the performance of SMP-no-vhost, SMP-no-vhost-no-huge and UP-no-
vhost-no-huge is much worse than KVM and SeKVM. SMP-no-vhost shows that lack of kernel-
level virtual I/O support can result in more than two times worse performance for network I/O
related workloads such as TCP_STREAM, TCP_RR, Apache, and Memcached. SMP-no-vhost-
no-huge shows that lack of huge page support adds 50% more overhead versus SMP-no-vhost for
hackbench, MySQL, and MongoDB. UP-no-vhost-no-huge shows that lack of multiprocessor VM
support results in many benchmarks having more than 4 times worse performance than SeKVM.
TCP_STREAM and TCP_MAERTS are bandwidth limited, and TCP_RR is latency bound, so the
performance loss due to using only 1 CPU is smaller than other benchmarks. The results suggest
that a verified system without support for commodity hypervisor features such as kernel-level
virtual I/O, huge pages, and multiprocessor VMs will have relatively poor performance.
Multi-VM Performance. We evaluated the performance scalability of KVM versus verified
KVM by running the application benchmarks in Table 4.7 with multiple concurrent VMs run-
ning on the m400 server. Figure 4.4 shows the measurements for Linux 4.18 from 1 to 32 VMs
normalized to native execution of one instance of the workload running; the maximum number
of VMs was only limited by the number of VM images we could store on the server’s SSD. The
measurements for 1 VM in Figure 4.4 are the same as the m400 results in Figure 4.2. As expected,
running more concurrent VM instances of the application benchmark results in slower performance









1 2 4 8 16 32
Hackbench KVM Hackbench SeKVM
Kernbench KVM Kernbench SeKVM
Apache Encrypt KVM Apache Encrypt SeKVM
Mongodb KVM Mongodb SeKVM
Redis KVM Redis SeKVM
Figure 4.4: Multi-VM Performance
verified KVM for all application benchmarks. In all cases, even when running 32 concurrent VMs,
verified KVM has no worse than 10% overhead compared to unmodified KVM, demonstrating that
verified KVM has similar performance scalability as unmodified KVM. In other words, the use of
locks in verified KVM to protect shared memory accesses does not adversely affect its performance
scalability in running multiple multiprocessor VMs on Arm relaxed memory hardware.
4.3.4 Evaluation of Practical Attacks
We evaluated SeKVM’s effectiveness against a compromised KServ by analyzing CVEs and
identifying the cases where SeKVM protects VM data despite any compromise, assuming an equiv-
alent implementation of SeKVM for x86 platforms. We analyzed CVEs related to Linux/KVM,
which are listed in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. The CVEs consider two cases: a malicious VM that ex-
ploits KVM functions supported by KServ, and an unprivileged host user who exploits bugs in
Linux/KVM. Among the selected CVEs, 16 are x86-specific; one is specific to Arm, while the rest
are independent of architecture. An attacker’s goal is to exploit these CVEs to obtain KServ privi-
leges and compromise VM data. The CVEs related to our threat model could result in information
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Bug Description KVM SeKVM
CVE-2015-4036 Memory Corruption: Array index error in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2013-0311 Privilege Escalation: Improper handling of descriptors in vhost driver. No Yes
CVE-2017-17741 Info Leakage: Stack out-of-bounds read in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2010-0297 Code Execution: Buffer overflow in I/O virtualization code. No Yes
CVE-2014-0049 Code Execution: Buffer overflow in I/O virtualization code. No Yes
CVE-2013-1798 Info Leakage: Improper handling of invalid combination of operations for
virtual IOAPIC.
No Yes
CVE-2016-4440 Code Execution: Mishandling of virtual APIC state. No Yes
CVE-2016-9777 Privilege Escalation: Out-of-bounds array access using VCPU index in in-
terrupt virtualization code.
No Yes
CVE-2015-3456 Code Execution: Memory corruption in virtual floppy driver allows VM
user to execute arbitrary code in KServ.
No Yes
CVE-2011-2212 Privilege Escalation: Buffer overflow in the virtio subsystem allows guest
to gain privileges to the host.
No Yes
CVE-2011-1750 Privilege Escalation: Buffer overflow in the virtio subsystem allows guest
to gain privileges to the host.
No Yes
CVE-2015-3214 Code Execution: Out-of-bound memory access in QEMU leads to memory
corruption.
No Yes
CVE-2012-0029 Code Execution: Buffer overflow allows VM users to execute arbitrary
code in QEMU
No Yes
CVE-2017-1000407 Denial-of-Service: VMs crash hypserv by flooding the I/O port with write
requests.
No No
CVE-2017-1000252 Denial-of-Service: Out-of-bounds value causes assertion failure and hyper-
visor crash.
No No
CVE-2014-7842 Denial-of-Service: Bug in KVM allows guest users to crash its own OS. No No
CVE-2018-1087 Privilege Escalation: Improper handling of exception allows guest users to
escalate their privileges to its own OS.
No No
Table 4.8: Selected Set of Analyzed CVEs - from VM
leakage, privilege escalation, code execution, and memory corruption in Linux/KVM. While KVM
does not protect VM data against any of these compromises, SeKVM protects against all of them.
SeKVM does not guarantee availability and cannot protect against CVEs that allow VMs or host
users to cause denial of service in KServ. Vulnerabilities that allow unprivileged guest users to
attack their own VMs like CVE-2014-7842 and CVE-2018-1087 are unrelated to our threat model.
We also executed attacks representative of information leakage to show that SeKVM protects
VM data even if an attacker has full control of KServ. First, we simulated an attacker trying to read
or modify VMs’ memory pages. We added a hook to KVM, which modifies a page that a targeted
gVA maps to. As expected, the compromised mainline KVM successfully modified the VM page.
In SeKVM, the same attack causes a trap to KCore, which rejects the invalid memory access.
Second, we simulated a host that tries to tamper with a VM’s nested page table by redirecting a
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Bug Description KVM SeKVM
CVE-2009-3234 Privilege Escalation: Kernel stack buffer overflow resulting in ret2usr [93]. No Yes
CVE-2010-2959 Code Execution: Integer overflow resulting in function pointer overwrite. No Yes
CVE-2010-4258 Privilege Escalation: Improper handling of get_fs value resulting in kernel
memory overwrite.
No Yes
CVE-2009-3640 Privilege Escalation: Improper handling of APIC state in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2009-4004 Privilege Escalation: Buffer overflow in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2013-1943 Privilege Escalation, Info Leakage: Mishandling of memory slot allocation
allows host users to access KServ memory.
No Yes
CVE-2016-10150 Privilege Escalation: Use-after-free in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2013-4587 Privilege Escalation: Array index error in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2018-18021 Privilege Escalation: Mishandling of VM register state allows host users to
redirect KServ execution.
No Yes
CVE-2016-9756 Info Leakage: Improper initialization in code segment resulting in informa-
tion leakage in KServ stack.
No Yes
CVE-2019-14821 Privilege Escalation: Host users cause out-of-bounds memory access in
KServ.
No Yes
CVE-2019-6974 Privilege Escalation: Use-after-free in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2013-6368 Privilege Escalation: Mishandling of APIC state in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2015-4692 Memory Corruption: Mishandling of APIC state in KServ. No Yes
CVE-2013-4592 Denial-of-Service: Host users cause memory leak in KServ. No No
Table 4.9: Selected Set of Analyzed CVEs - from Host User
gPA’s NPT mapping to host-owned pages. This is in contrast to the prior attack of modifying VM
pages, but shares the same goal of accessing VM data in memory. We added a hook to the stage
2 page fault handler in KVM/ARM; the hook allocates a new zero page in the host OS’s address
space, which could contain arbitrary code data in a real attack. The hook associates a range of a
VM’s gPAs with this zero page. As expected, this attack succeeds in KVM but fails in SeKVM.
In SeKVM, the attacker in KServ has no access to VM’s stage 2 page table walked by the MMU.
KCore never uses the page tables maintained by the untrusted KServ.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the effort required in retrofitting KVM into SeKVM and ver-
ifying its TCB as well as overall security properties. SeKVM is the first commodity multiprocessor
hypervisor that has been formally verified. We achieved this through microverification, retrofitting
KVM with a small core that can enforce data access controls on the rest of the KVM. We showed
that microverification only required modest KVM modifications, yet resulted in a verified hyper-
visor that retains KVM’s extensive commodity hypervisor features. Our SeKVM implementation
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supports running multiple multiprocessor VMs, shared multi-level page tables with huge pages,
standardized virtio I/O virtualization with vhost kernel optimizations, and broad Arm hardware
support. We have verified the guarantees of VM confidentiality and integrity in multiple versions
of KVM. Finally, we have evaluated KVM on server class multiprocessor hardware. We showed
that our verified KVM performs comparably to stock, unverified KVM, running real application
workloads in multiprocessor VMs with less than 10% overhead compared to native hardware in
most cases.
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Chapter 5: Related Work
Secure Hypervisor Design. We first compare the hypervisor design, HypSec, that we introduce
to support microverification with previous research. The idea of retrofitting a commodity hyper-
visor with a smaller core was inspired by KVM/ARM’s split-mode virtualization [29, 30], which
introduced a thin software layer to enable Linux KVM to make use of Arm hardware virtualization
extensions without significant changes to Linux, but did nothing to reduce the hypervisor TCB.
Our KVM implementation based on HypSec builds on KVM/ARM to leverage Arm hardware
virtualization support to run KCore with special hardware privileges to protect VM data against
a compromised KServ. More recently, Nested Kernel [94] used the idea of retrofitting a small
TCB into a commodity OS kernel, FreeBSD, to intercept MMU updates to enforce kernel code
integrity. Similar to HypSec, Nested Kernel retrofit commodity system software with a small TCB
that mediates accesses to critical hardware resources and strengthens system security guarantees
with modest implementation and performance costs. Nested Kernel focuses on a different threat
model. It does not protect against vulnerabilities in existing kernel code, in part because both its
TCB and untrusted components run at the highest hardware privilege level. In contrast, HypSec
deprivileges KServ and uses the privileged KCore to protect data confidentiality and integrity even
in the presence of hypervisor vulnerabilities in KServ.
Bare-metal hypervisors often claim a smaller TCB as an advantage over hosted hypervisors,
but in practice, the aggregate TCB of the widely-used Xen [3] bare-metal hypervisor includes
Dom0 [95, 96] and therefore can be no smaller than hosted hypervisors like KVM. Some work
thus focuses on hardening Xen’s attack surface by redesigning Dom0 [97, 95, 98]. Unlike HypSec,
these approaches do not retrofit Xen to reduce its TCB.
Microhypervisors [99, 100] take a microkernel approach to build clean-slate hypervisors from
scratch to reduce the hypervisor TCB. For example, NOVA [99] moves various aspects of virtual-
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ization such as CPU and I/O virtualization to userspace services. The virtualization services are
trusted but instantiated per VM so that compromising them only affects the given VM. Others
simplify the hypervisor to reduce its TCB by removing [101] or disabling [102] virtual device I/O
support in hypervisors, or partitioning VM resources statically [103, 104]. Although a key motiva-
tion for both microhypervisors and HypSec is to reduce the size of the TCB, they are different in a
few aspects. First, HypSec does not require a clean-slate redesign. Second, HypSec supports ex-
isting full-featured commodity hypervisors without removing important hypervisor features, such
as I/O support and dynamic resource allocation. Finally, HypSec’s TCB preserves confidentiality
and integrity of VM data even if the untrusted software components are compromised.
HyperLock [105], DeHype [106], and Nexen [107] focus on deconstructing existing monolithic
hypervisors by segregating hypervisor functions to per VM instances. While this can isolate an
exploit of hypervisor functions to a given VM instance, if a vulnerability is exploitable in one
VM instance, it is likely to be exploitable in another as well. Nexen builds on Nested Kernel to
retrofit Xen in this manner, though it does not protect against vulnerabilities in its shared hypervisor
services. In contrast to HypSec, these systems focus on availability and do not fully protect the
confidentiality and integrity of VM data against a compromised hypervisor or host OS.
CloudVisor [96] uses a small, specialized host hypervisor to support nested virtualization and
protect user VMs against an untrusted Xen guest hypervisor, though Xen modifications are re-
quired. CloudVisor encrypts VM I/O and memory but does not fully protect CPU state, contrary
to its claims of “providing both secrecy and integrity to a VM’s states, including CPU states.” For
example, the VM program counter is exposed to Xen to support I/O. As with any nested virtu-
alization approach, performance overhead on application workloads is a problem. Furthermore,
CloudVisor does not support widely used paravirtual I/O. CloudVisor has a smaller TCB by not
supporting public key cryptography, making key management problematic. In contrast, HypSec
protects both CPU and memory state via access control, not encryption, making it possible to sup-
port full-featured hypervisor functionality such as paravirtual I/O. HypSec also does not require
nested virtualization, avoiding its performance overhead.
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To protect user data in virtualization systems, others enable and require VM support for spe-
cialized hardware, such as Intel SGX [108] or ARM TrustZone. Haven [109] and S-NFV [110]
use Intel SGX to protect application data but, unlike HypSec, cannot protect the whole VM, in-
cluding the guest OS and applications, against an untrusted hypervisor. Although HypSec relies
on a TEE to support key management, it fundamentally differs from other approaches, extensively
using TEEs for much more than storing keys. Others [111, 112] run a security monitor in ARM
TrustZone and rely on ARM IP features such as TrustZone Address Space Controller to protect
VMs. vTZ [112] virtualizes TrustZone and protects the guest TEE against an untrusted hypervisor,
but does not protect the normal world VM. HA-VMSI [111] protects the normal world VM against
a compromised hypervisor, but supports limited virtualization features. In contrast, our KVM
implementation based on HypSec, protects the entire normal world VM against an untrusted hy-
pervisor without requiring VMs to use specialized hardware. The implementation leverages ARM
VE to trap VM exceptions to EL2 while retaining hypervisor functionality. Others [113, 114, 115]
propose hardware-based approaches to protect VM data in CPU and memory against an untrusted
hypervisor. However, without actual hardware implementations, these works implement the pro-
posed changes by modifying either Xen [113] or QEMU [115], or on a simulator [114]. Some of
them [113, 114] do not support commodity hypervisors. In contrast, HypSec leverages existing
hardware features to protect virtual machine data and supports KVM on ARM server hardware.
Recent architectural extensions [116, 117] proposed hardware support on x86 for encrypted
VMs. Fidelius [118] leverages AMD’s SEV (Secure Encrypted Virtualization) [117] to protect
VMs. Unlike these encryption-based approaches, HypSec primarily uses access control mecha-
nisms.
Various projects extend a trusted hypervisor to protect software within VMs, including protect-
ing applications running on an untrusted guest OS in the VM [60, 119, 120, 121, 64], ensuring
kernel integrity and protecting against rootkits and code injection attacks or to isolate I/O chan-
nels [122, 123, 124, 125, 126], and dividing applications and system components in VMs then
relying on the hypervisor to safeguard interactions among secure and insecure components [127,
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128, 129, 130, 131]. Overshadow [60] and Inktag [64] have some similarities with HypSec in that
they use a more trusted hypervisor component to protect against untrusted kernel software. Over-
shadow and Inktag also assume applications use end-to-end encrypted network I/O, though they
protect file I/O by replacing it with memory-mapped I/O to encrypted memory. HypSec has three
key differences with these approaches. First, instead of memory encryption, HypSec primarily uses
access control, which is more lightweight and avoids the need to emulate problematic functions
when memory is encrypted. Second, instead of instrumenting or emulating complex system calls,
HypSec relies on hardware virtualization mechanisms to interpose on hardware events of interest.
Instead of protecting against guest OS exploits, HypSec protects against hypervisor and host OS
exploits, which none of the other approaches do.
Hypervisor Verification. seL4 [17, 132] and CertiKOS [18, 133] are verified systems with hy-
pervisor functionality, so we compared their virtualization features against SeKVM. We compare
the verified versions of each system; there is little reason to use unverified versions of seL4 or Cer-
tiKOS (mC2) instead of KVM. Table 5.1 shows that SeKVM provides verified support for all listed
virtualization features, while seL4 and CertiKOS do not. For each feature, Verified+FC means it
is supported with verified VM data confidentiality and integrity and its functional correctness is
also verified, Verified means it is supported with verified VM data confidentiality and integrity,
and Unverified means it is supported but unverified. A blank indicates the feature is not available
or so severely limited to be of little practical use.
A key verified feature of SeKVM is page tables that can be shared across multiple CPUs, which
became possible to verify by introducing transparent trace refinement. This makes it possible to
provide verified support for multiprocessor VMs on multiprocessor hardware, as well as DMA
protection. Another key verified feature of SeKVM is noninterference in the presence of I/O
through shared devices paravirtualized using virtio, made possible by introducing data oracles.
None of these verified features are available on seL4 or CertiKOS. Unlike seL4, SeKVM does
verify Arm assembly code, but CertiKOS also links C and x86 assembly code proofs together
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Feature SeKVM seL4 CertiKOS
VM boot protection Verified+FC
VM CPU protection Verified+FC
VM memory protection Verified+FC
VM DMA protection Verified+FC
Server hardware Verified
SMP hardware Verified Unverified
SMP VMs Verified
Multiple VMs Verified
Shared page tables Verified+FC
Multi-level paging Verified+FC Unverified
Huge pages Verified




Table 5.1: Comparison of Hypervisor Features
by using a verified x86 compiler to produce correct assembly; no such compiler exists for Arm
multiprocessor code. Unlike seL4 and CertiKOS, SeKVM supports standard Linux functionality.
While various versions of seL4 exist, noninterference properties and functional correctness
have only been verified on a single uniprocessor version [134]; bugs have been discovered in other
seL4 versions [135]. The verified version only supports Armv7 hardware and has no virtualization
support [134]. Another seL4 Armv7 version verifies the functional correctness of some hypervisor
features, but not MMU functionality [134, 127], which is at the core of a functional hypervisor.
seL4 does not support shared page tables [136], and verifying multiprocessor and hypervisor sup-
port remain future work [137]. It lacks most features expected of a hypervisor. Its device support
via virtio is unverified and also needs to be ported to its platform, limiting its virtio functionality.
For example, seL4 lacks support for virtio block devices and has no vhost optimization. Building
a system using seL4 is much harder than using Linux [137].
CertiKOS proves noninterference for the sequential mCertiKOS kernel [20] without virtualiza-
tion support and goes beyond seL4 in verifying the functional correctness of the mC2 multiproces-
sor kernel with virtualization. However, mC2 provides no data confidentiality and integrity among
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VMs. Like seL4, CertiKOS also cannot verify shared page tables, so it does not provide verified
support for multiprocessor VMs. The verified kernel does not work on modern 64-bit hardware. It
lacks many hypervisor features, including dynamically allocated page tables for multi-level pag-
ing, huge page support, device passthrough, and VM migration. Its virtio support does not include
vhost, is limited to only certain block devices, and requires porting virtio to its platform, making it
difficult to keep up with virtio improvements and updates.
Others have only partially verified their hypervisor code to reduce proof effort. The VCC
framework has been used to verify 20% of Microsoft’s Hyper-V multiprocessor hypervisor, but
global security properties remain unproven [138, 139]. überSpark has been used to verify the
üXMHF hypervisor, but their architecture does not support concurrent hardware access, and their
verification approach foregoes functional correctness [19, 140]. In contrast, KCore provably en-
forces security properties by leveraging its provably correct core while inheriting the comprehen-
sive features of a commodity hypervisor. INTEGRITY-178 [141] enforces isolation policies
between VMs and the untrusted hypervisor services running in different software partitions. For-
mal methods are employed to verify the abstract functionality of INTEGRITY-178 that is unrelated
to the hardware platform [142]. In contrast, we verify the correctness and security properties of
SeKVM’s concrete implementation on a detailed machine model with realistic multiprocessor fea-
tures.
Information-Flow Security Verification. Information-flow security has previously been proven
for a few small, uniprocessor systems using noninterference [22, 77, 20, 21, 143, 23, 144]. None
of the techniques used generalize to multiprocessor environments, where refinement can hide unin-
tentional information leakage to concurrent observers. Information-flow security has been verified
over a high-level model of the HASPOC multicore hypervisor design [145, 146], but not for the
actual hypervisor implementation. Furthermore, the strict noninterference previously proven is of
limited value for hypervisors because information sharing is necessary in commodity hypervisors
like KVM. While some work has explored verifying information-flow security in concurrent set-
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tings by requiring the use of programming language constructs [147, 148, 149, 150], they require
writing the system to be verified in their respective proposed languages, and have not been used
to verify any real system. In contrast, SeKVM is written and verified in C without additional
annotations, and information-flow security is proven while permitting dynamic intentional infor-
mation sharing, enabling VMs to use existing KVM functionality, such as paravirtual I/O, without
compromising VM data.
Hardware Modeling in Verified Systems. Unlike SeKVM, none of the previous systems [17,
18, 22, 21, 23] were verified using an abstract multiprocessor machine that models widely-used
hardware features, including shared multi-level page tables, tagged TLBs, and writeback caches.
Some work [151, 152, 153] has verified the MMU subsystem within an OS kernel. Unlike SeKVM,
the verified component does not make any guarantees about the overall behavior of the system.
Other work [154, 155] integrates the specifications of their abstract TLB into the Cambridge Arm
model [156], but only uses it for proving the program logic of the system’s execution, not the
correctness or security of the actual implementation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation introduces microverification, a new approach for formally verifying the secu-
rity properties of commodity systems. Microverification reduces the proof effort for a commodity
system by retrofitting the system into a small core and a set of untrusted services, thus making it
possible to reason about the properties of the entire system by verifying the core alone. We have
used microverification to retrofit the KVM hypervisor, then proved that the retrofitted hypervisor
protects the confidentiality and integrity of VM data, while retaining KVM’s overall commodity
feature set and performance.
First, to support the microverification of commodity hypervisors, we presented a new hyper-
visor design, HypSec. HypSec employs microkernel design principles to retrofit a commodity
hypervisor into a small core, KCore, and a large set of untrusted hypervisor services, KServ,
which provides complex virtualization features. KCore serves as the TCB of the hypervisor and
protects VM data confidentiality and integrity. HypSec leverages hardware virtualization support
commonly available on modern architectures to simplify the retrofit. It leverages hardware virtual-
ization support to isolate KCore at a higher privilege level than KServ. To simplify KCore, HypSec
assumes an end-to-end approach, relying on VMs to protect their I/O data using encryption. KCore
is tasked with enforcing access control to protect VM data in the CPU and memory, and providing
basic CPU and memory virtualization. KCore mediates all VM exceptions and interrupts to pro-
tect VM data. More complex operations, including I/O and interrupt virtualization, and resource
management, such as CPU scheduling, device management, and memory allocation, are delegated
to KServ, which leverages an OS kernel. HypSec significantly reduces the TCB of commodity
hypervisors while maintaining their full feature set.
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Second, we presented the first steps toward verifying the correctness of KVM’s TCB. We in-
troduced SeKVM, a KVM hypervisor retrofitted based on HypSec. The verification is done on
a multiprocessor machine with realistic memory management features. We introduced a layered
hypervisor architecture and verification methodology. We first employed HypSec to decompose
the Arm implementation of KVM into two layers, a higher layer consisting of a large KServ and
a lower layer consisting of s small TCB, KCore. We leveraged Arm’s hardware virtualization
support to simplify the retrofit. We next used layers to modularize the implementation and proof
of KCore. We constructed KCore as a stack of 34 layer modules. We presented a novel layered
hardware model that accounts for Arm’s multiprocessor features such as multi-level page tables,
tagged TLBs, and writeback caches, yet simple enough to be used to verify real software. We
tailored appropriately abstract machine models for each respective layer of the hypervisor TCB.
Low-level software operations in the lower layers were verified using a detailed machine. More
abstract operations in the higher layers were verified using a simplified machine that encapsulates
the hardware complexities, reducing the proof burden.
Third, we verified that the SeKVM implementation protects the confidentiality and integrity of
VM data. We do this in two steps. First, we leveraged SeKVM’s layered software and hardware
architecture to prove the functional correctness of KCore. I introduced security-preserving lay-
ers to incrementally refine KCore’s detailed hardware and software behaviors at lower layers into
simpler abstract specifications at its top layer while preserving security properties. Using security-
preserving layers, we demonstrated the correctness of KCore in managing shared multiple page
tables, a feature that is crucial to supporting multiprocessor VMs. We then used KCore’s top-level
specification to prove security properties and ensure that they hold for the implementation. We
formulated SeKVM’s security guarantees in terms of noninterference. We proved noninterference
assertions hold for any behavior of the untrusted KServ and VMs, interacting with KCore’s top
layer specification, even in the presence of intentional information release needed for supporting
standard hypervisor features. The noninterference assertions are proven over KCore’s specifica-
tion, for any implementation of KServ; thus the security guarantees hold for the entire SeKVM.
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Fourth, we showed that SeKVM’s hypervisor retrofit requires only modest modifications to
KVM, yet retains KVM’s wide range of commodity hypervisor features, including running mul-
tiple multiprocessor VMs with unmodified commodity OSes, shared multi-level page tables with
huge page support, standardized virtio I/O virtualization with vhost kernel optimizations, emulated,
paravirtualized, and passthrough I/O devices with IOMMU protection against direct memory ac-
cess (DMA) attacks, and compatibility with Linux device drivers for broad Arm hardware support.
We have formally verified the correctness of SeKVM’s TCB and the security guarantees of the en-
tire hypervisor. We have retrofitted and verified multiple versions of KVM using Coq. Finally, we
showed that SeKVM incurs modest overhead compared to unmodified KVM for real application
workloads and similar scalability when running multiple VMs.
My research has demonstrated that modest changes to a commodity system like the Linux
KVM hypervisor can reduce the required proof effort; thus making it possible to verify the security
properties, such as the protection of VM confidentiality and integrity, of the entire hypervisor,
while retaining KVM’s commodity feature set and performance. Our work is the first machine-
checked security proof for a commodity multiprocessor hypervisor. Our work is also the first
machine-checked correctness proof of a multiprocessor system with shared page tables.
6.2 Future Work
My research has investigated using microverification to verify that the commodity KVM hy-
pervisor protects VM confidentiality and integrity on Arm multiprocessor hardware. I believe there
are many other opportunities for future work to apply microverification to various other systems
for different deployment scenarios to verify their security properties.
One area of future work is to explore how to use microverification to verify whether other
commodity hypervisors protect VM confidentiality and integrity. For example, to verify Xen, one
could use the HypSec design to retrofit Xen into a KServ that includes Dom0’s kernel and Xen’s
codebase that provides resource management, scheduling, and interrupt virtualization, and a KCore
that could include the rest of Xen to provide CPU virtualization and page table management while
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protecting VM data. One could then reason over KCore to prove Xen’s protection of VM data.
As many of the commodity hypervisors are deployed to x86 based server hardware, HypSec could
leverage x86’s virtualization hardware extensions to simplify the retrofit required for x86 hyper-
visors. For example, one could leverage Intel x86’s Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX) [157] to
deprivilege KServ in the VMX non-root operation and run KCore in the VMX root operation to
protect VM data. To interpose on VM exits, KCore could manage the x86 Virtual Machine Con-
trol Structure (VMCS) to trap VM exits to itself, so it could protect VM data before switching to
KServ. Hardware extensions on x86, including VMX, provides support for context switching VM
CPU state. Thus, multiplexing the hardware between VMs and KServ on x86 hardware should not
incur significant VM performance overhead. To protect VM memory, HypSec could use VMX’s
NPTs, Extended Page Tables (EPTs), and the IOMMU. As presented in Section 4.3, using NPTs
on x86 server hardware with reasonable TLB capacity should result in negligible VM performance
overhead. Finally, to verify x86 hypervisors, one could potentially model the multiprocessor ex-
ecution and memory management features of the x86 hardware similar to how we model these
respective features for SeKVM’s Arm based hardware. However, it may require additional effort
to model x86’s systems registers and virtualization extensions and detailed semantics for the x86
instructions used by the hypervisor to manage these hardware features.
Another area of future work is to explore how to use microverification to verify hypervisors
might guarantee other security properties, such as availability. SeKVM focuses only on data con-
fidentiality and integrity; it makes no guarantees about availability. Confidentiality and integrity
may be primary concerns in the context of cloud computing, but in other contexts, availability may
be of much greater importance. For example, virtualization has been increasingly adopted by secu-
rity critical systems such as automotive systems to isolate security critical components into VMs.
Unlike the cloud deployment scenario, in which the administrators can simply terminate malfunc-
tioned VMs to prevent them from affecting others, guaranteeing VM availability in security critical
systems is of key importance because the whole system could fail if a given VM component mal-
functions. To verify that the hypervisor protects VM availability, one could potentially incorporate
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a hypervisor core that takes charge of scheduling VMs, allocating VM resources, and confining
faulted hypervisor components or VMs. One could then first show that the core implementation
refines its specification and prove the availability guarantee over the specification.
Moreover, various systems rely on a full commodity hypervisor to protect software compo-
nents running within VMs, either to protect the integrity of the guest kernel [122, 123, 125] or
applications in the VMs from a malicious guest kernel [60, 64]. Attackers who exploit vulnera-
bilities in the large hypervisor codebase could compromise the hypervisor’s security guarantees
to VMs. Microverification can be potentially applied to these systems to improve their security.
For instance, to prove that the hypervisor protects the confidentiality and integrity of applications
within a given VM against an untrusted guest OS, one could first leverage HypSec to retrofit the
hypervisor, and extend the retrofitted hypervisor core to protect the VM applications, then prove
noninterference over the core to demonstrate that the hypervisor enforces its security guarantees.
For example, to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the guest applications, the core must
mediate all interactions between the applications and the OS in the VM, such as system calls, page
faults, and interrupts from the userspace, at the guest kernel’s interface. Further investigation is
required to design the hypervisor core to support the commodity OS functionality while protecting
application data.
Exploring microverification of other commodity systems, such as commodity OS kernels, is
another interesting direction for further research. For example, microverification could be poten-
tially applied to verify the integrity of a given OS kernel, guaranteeing that the kernel is immune to
code injection attacks. One could potentially decompose the OS kernel into a large set of untrusted
kernel services and a small TCB. Similar to how KCore manages KServ’s NPT, the TCB could
manage the NPT for the untrusted kernel services using an identity map, and configure the mem-
ory access attributes in the page table entries to protect kernel memory. For instance, to prevent the
attackers from modifying existing kernel memory or page tables to load and execute arbitrary code,
the TCB could set the NPT entries that map to the kernel text section and page tables read-only, and
set the entries that map to the kernel data section non-executable. To verify kernel integrity, one
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could prove noninterference and show that the contents of the executable kernel memory regions
remain unchanged throughout the kernel execution. However, a strict noninterference guarantee
may be incompatible with the commodity kernel feature set. For instance, commodity OS kernels
support dynamic kernel module loading, which requires updating the kernel page table to map to
the newly allocated executable memory for loading the kernel modules at runtime. Further investi-
gation is needed in designing and proving the TCB’s security policies for ensuring kernel integrity
protection while retaining the commodity OS kernel’s functionality and performance. An alterna-
tive avenue to explore microverification is to prove a given OS kernel protects the confidentiality
and integrity of user data in its hosted applications or containers. One could explore relying on a
small TCB that interposes at the kernel interface to applications or containers to protect the user
data, similar to how the hypervisor core could protect applications from the kernel in a VM as we
discussed earlier, then reasoning over the TCB to prove the desired security properties.
It is potentially possible to further reduce the efforts required for verifying commodity systems
based on microverification. For instance, to protect guest applications from an untrusted guest OS,
one could extend SeKVM’s Arm implementation to trap the exceptions from EL0 to EL2, allowing
KCore to protect application data before entering the guest kernel in EL1. KCore could potentially
program the Trap General Exceptions (TGE) bit provided by Arm to configure the CPU to route
all exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2. However, setting this bit also disables virtual memory in
EL0, which is problematic for real applications. It should be explored if existing hardware features
on Arm or novel software design could be employed to simplify the retrofit needed for interposing
on EL0 exceptions. Furthermore, although we have built tools to automate many parts of the proofs
for SeKVM, it still requires manual effort to write formal specifications in Coq for the assembly
code and C functions that include complex program logics such as loops, then solve the proof goals
defined over the specifications. To further simplify the development and maintenance of formally
verified software systems, a promising direction of research is to explore technologies that support
programming verified software systems directly at scale. This could potentially be accomplished
by incorporating a novel proof framework that fully automates verification with a verified compiler
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to produce trusted binaries from the formally verified source code.
Finally, although microverification enables formal verification of security properties for com-
modity systems, proving an existing commodity system is functionally correct in its entirety re-
mains a grand challenge. Further research in modularizing the monolithic codebase of commodity
systems into smaller and verifiable components, then verifying the smaller components and linking
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Appendix A: KCore API
Figure A.1 shows the APIs of all KCore layers. As discussed earlier, our layered verification
approach only allows higher layer primitives to call to the lower layer primitives. Black arrows
show primitives from one layer call primitives in the next lower layer. For example, walk_pgd
from PTWalk calls alloc_pgd in PTAlloc. White boxes show primitives that are only used in the
layer in which they are defined. Colored boxes show primitives that are passed through to other
layers. For example, map_pfn_vm from MemAux calls map_page, which is passed through from
NPTOps to PageMgmt. The figure does not include the primitives passed through from the abstract
machine, such as the memory load and store primitives. White arrows show that all primitives from
a given layer use the specific lower layer primitives. For instance, all primitives in BootOps use
the acquire_lock_vm and release_lock_vm primitives. Empty white boxes are used to group
primitives into a set. A black arrow from a primitive in a higher layer to an empty white box
indicates that the higher layer primitive uses all primitives in the set. For example, the primitives
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A.1 KCore’s Intermediate Layer API
Tables A.1 to A.33 list the APIs of KCore’s 33 intermediate layers shown in Figure 2.2.
Primitive Description
kserv_hvc_handler Called by TrapHandler to handle a given hypercall made by
KServ. It first calls CtxtSwitch to context switch to KCore, then
calls TrapDispatcher to handle the hypercall. Finally, it calls
CtxtSwitch to context switch to KServ.
kserv_s2pt_fault_handler Called by TrapHandler to handle a given stage 2 page fault for
KServ. It first calls CtxtSwitch to context switch to KCore, then calls
FaultHandler to handle the page fault. Finally, it calls CtxtSwitch
to context switch to KServ.
vm_exit_handler Called by TrapHandler to handle a given VM exit. It first calls
CtxtSwitch to context switch to KCore. It then calls VCPUOps to
handle the VM exit. If the exit requires KServ’s functionality, it calls
CtxtSwitch to context switch to KServ; otherwise, it handles the exit
directly and returns to the VM.
Table A.1: TrapHandlerRaw API
Primitive Description
kserv_hvc_dispatcher Dispatches a given hypercall made by KServ to the respective hypercall
handler based on the hypercall number.
vm_exit_dispatcher Checks if KCore could handle a given VM exit; if yes, it handles the exit
directly. For example, it calls FaultHandler to handle the GRANT_-
MEM and REVOKE_MEM hypercall.
Table A.2: TrapDispatcher API
Primitive Description
handle_kserv_s2pt_fault Handles a given stage 2 page fault for KServ. It either calls SMMUOps
to handle the SMMU access, or calls MemAux to resolve the page fault.
handle_pvops Calls MemOps to handle a given GRANT_MEM or REVOKE_MEM hypercall.
Table A.3: FaultHandler API
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Primitive Description
clear_vm_mem_range Handles the clear_vm hypercall for KServ. It first calls VMPower to
ensure a given target VM is powered off, then calls MemOps to reclaim
pages from the target VM.
__smmu_map Handles the smmu_map hypercall for KServ by calling SmmuRaw and
SmmuOps.
Table A.4: MemHandler API
Primitive Description
save_kserv_gprs Saves KServ’s general purpose registers from the hardware to memory.
restore_kserv_gprs Restores KServ’s general purpose registers from the memory to hard-
ware.
save_vm_gprs Saves a given VM’s general purpose registers from the hardware to
memory.
restore_vm_gprs Restores a given VM’s general purpose registers from the memory to
hardware.
save_core_gprs Saves KCore’s general purpose registers from the hardware to memory.
restore_core_gprs Restores KCore’s general purpose registers from the memory to hard-
ware.
save_kserv_sysregs Saves KServ’s systems registers from the hardware to memory.
restore_kserv_sysregs Restores KServ’s systems registers from the memory to hardware.
save_vm_sysregs Saves a given VM’s systems registers from the hardware to memory.
restore_vm_sysregs Restores a given VM’s systems registers from the memory to hardware.
Table A.5: CtxtSwitch API
Primitive Description
proc_vm_exit Calls VCPUOpsAux to handle a VM exit.
proc_vm_enter Calls VCPUOpsAux to handle the VM ENTER hypercall for KServ, to ei-
ther copy data from the intermediate state to VCPUContext, or resolve
a VM’s stage 2 page fault. It also resets VCPU registers at the first vm
enter.
Table A.6: VCPUOps API
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Primitive Description
reset_gp_regs Resets the general purposes registers for a given VCPU.
reset_sysregs Resets the systems registers for a given VCPU.
sync_intr_to_vcpu Copies data from the intermediate state to VCPUContext. For ex-
ample, it copies the MMIO read data from the intermediate state to
VCPUContext.
prep_wfx Handles a given VM exit caused by executing Arm’s WFE/WFI instruc-
tions.
prep_psci Handles a given VM exit caused by VM making the PSCI hypercalls. It
copies the VM power states stored in a given VM’s general purpose reg-
isters from VCPUContext to the intermediate state, so the PSCI power
hypercall handler in KServ can access the data to handle the hypercall.
prep_abort Handles the VM exits caused by memory access aborts, including
MMIO accesses and faults on regular memory accesses. To handle a
MMIO write, it copies the MMIO write data from VCPUContext to
the intermediate state; to handle a MMIO read, it sets a dirty flag so
that KCore could later copy the read data from the intermediate state
to VCPUContext. To handle a stage 2 page fault for regular memory
access, it sets a flag in the data structure shared with KServ to notify
KServ for memory allocation.
update_excpt_regs Updates the general purpose registers stored in VCPUContext to inject
an exception to a given VM.
handle_s2pt_fault Calls MemOps to resolve a given VM’s stage 2 page fault.
Table A.7: VCPUOpsAux API
handle_mmio Calls SmmuAux to handle a fault caused by KServ’s MMIO access to the
SMMU.
__smmu_alloc_unit Handles the smmu_alloc_unit hypercall for KServ. It calls BootOps
to allocate a SMMU translation unit for a given device.
__smmu_free_unit Handles the smmu_free_unit hypercall for KServ to deallocate a
SMMU translation unit.
smmu_map_page Calls BootOps to map a given iova to a hPA in a given device’s SMMU
page table.
smmu_unmap_page Handles the smmu_unmap hypercall for KServ. It calls MmioSPTOps to
unmap a given iova from a given device’s SMMU page table.
__smmu_iova_to_phys Handles the smmu_iova_to_phys hypercall for KServ. It calls
MmioSPTOps to walk a given device’s SMMU page table using an input
iova.
Table A.8: SmmuOps API
check_smmu_address Checks if a given faulted physical address falls within a hardware mem-
ory region that belongs to the SMMU.
handle_smmu_access Calls SmmuCore to handle a KServ’s MMIO access to the SMMU.
Table A.9: SmmuAux API
handle_smmu_write Calls SmmuCoreAux to handle a KServ’s write access to the SMMU. It
calls SmmuRaw to get the MMIO write data to program the SMMU.
handle_smmu_read Calls SmmuCoreAux to handle a KServ’s read access to the SMMU.
Table A.10: SmmuCore API
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__handle_smmu_write Programs the SMMU hardware to carry out a KServ’s SMMU write.
__handle_smmu_read Reads the SMMU hardware to carry out a KServ’s SMMU read.
handle_global_access Validates a given KServ’s access to the SMMU global register. For
example, it rejects KServ’s attempt to disable the SMMU page tables
by programming the SMMU_CBAR register.
handle_cb_access Calls SmmuRaw to first locates the SMMU translation unit. It then vali-
dates KServ’s access to the bank registers of a given SMMU translation
unit. For instance, KCore forbids any write accesses to the SMMU page
table base register (TTBR0) for a given translation unit to use a mali-
cious SMMU page table.
Table A.11: SmmuCoreAux API
get_mmio_data Returns the MMIO write data stored in KServ’s register for a given
SMMU write.
init_smmu_pte Takes a given hPA and formulates a resulting value to store to an entry
for the SMMU page tables.
get_smmu_unit Translates a given input physical address to the index of a corresponding
SMMU translation unit for KCore to manage the SMMU.
Table A.12: SmmuRaw API
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Primitive Description
search_ld_info Checks if a given guest physical address is within a memory region that
contains a VM image.
set_vcpu_active Specifies that a given VCPU is active on the current physical CPU. Used
by KCore to ensure the same VCPU cannot be run concurrently on an-
other physical CPU.
set_vcpu_inactive Specifies that a given VCPU is inactive on the current physical CPU.
__register_vcpu Handles the register_vcpu hypercall for KServ.
__register_vm Handles the register_vm hypercall for KServ. It calls BootCore to
allocate a new VM identifier.
__set_boot_info Handles the set_boot_info hypercall for KServ. It stores the infor-
mation of a given VM boot image to VMInfo, and then calls BootCore
to allocate a memory buffer in KCore’s address space to remap the VM
image.
remap_image_page Handles the remap_boot_image_page hypercall for KServ. It calls
MemAux to map a given physical page containing VM image to the EL2
stage 1 page table.
verify_and_load_images Handles the verify_vm_image hypercall for KServ. It loops over a
list of boot images loaded for a given VM and calls HACL* to authen-
ticate each of the image. If an image is authenticated, it calls BootAux
to map the image to the VM’s stage 2 page table.
alloc_smmu Checks if a given VM has booted; if not, it allocates a SMMU trans-
lation unit to the VM’s device, and calls MmioSPTOps to initialize the
respective SMMU page table.
map_smmu Checks if a given VM has booted; if not, it calls MemAux to map an iova
to a hPA in the SMMU page table of the VM’s device.
clear_smmu Checks if a given VM has booted; if not, it calls MemAux to unmap an
iova from the SMMU page table of the VM’s device.
__encrypt_vcpu Handles the decrypt_vcpu hypercall for KServ. It encrypts the data
stored in VCPUContext of a given VCPU and copies the encrypted
data to KServ’s memory.
__decrypt_vcpu Handles the encrypt_vcpu hypercall for KServ. It copies the en-
crypted CPU data from KServ memory to a private buffer, and decrypts
the data stored in a private buffer.
__encrypt_vm_mem Handles the encrypt_vm_mem hypercall for KServ. It calls MemOps
to encrypt the data stored in a given physical address and copies the
encrypted data to an output buffer owned by KServ.
__decrypt_vm_mem Handles the decrypt_vm_mem hypercall for KServ. It copies the en-
crypted data stored in a given physical address to a private buffer, then
calls MemOps to decrypt the encrypted data.
Table A.13: BootOps API
Primitive Description
load_vm_image Maps a given VM’s authenticated boot image to the VM’s stage 2 page
table.
Table A.14: BootAux API
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Primitive Description
gen_vmid Allocates a new VM identifier.
alloc_remap_addr Allocates a contiguous buffer from KCore’s address space for remap-
ping a given VM image.
Table A.15: BootCore API
Primitive Description
set_vm_power Sets a given VM’s power state.
get_vm_power Returns a given VM’s power state.
Table A.16: VMPower API
clear_vm_range Loops over a range of physical memory and calls MemAux on each 4KB
page to reclaim memory.
prot_map_vm_s2pt Loops over a range of physical memory, and calls MemAux on each 4KB
page to transfer the page to a given VM, and maps the page to the VM’s
stage 2 page table.
grant_vm_pages Loops over a range of guest physical memory and calls MemAux on each
4KB page to grant KServ access to the page. Used by FaultHandler
to handle the GRANT_MEM hypercall.
revoke_vm_pages Loops over a range of guest physical memory and calls MemAux on
each 4KB page to revoke KServ’s access to the page. Used by
FaultHandler to handle the REVOKE_MEM hypercall.
encrypt_mem Encrypts the contents of a memory buffer using HACL*.
decrypt_mem Decrypts the contents of a memory buffer using HACL*.
Table A.17: MemOps API
map_pfn_kserv Handles a stage 2 page fault for KServ. It first validates KServ’s mem-
ory access to the faulted hPA. If the access is permitted, it calls NPTOps
to resolve the page fault.
map_pfn_vm Calls NPTOps to map a given guest physical address to a hPA in a given
VM’s stage 2 page table.
clear_vm_page Scrubs a given physical page and calls PageMgmt to assign the page to
KServ.
assign_pfn_vm Checks if a given physical page is owned by KServ. If yes, it calls
PageMgmt to assign the page to a target VM.
grant_vm_page Calls PageMgmt to update the sharing status of a given physical page to
grant KServ access to the page.
revoke_vm_page Calls PageMgmt to update the sharing status of a given physical page to
revoke KServ’s access to the page. It then calls NPTOps to unmap the
page from KServ’s stage 2 page table.
map_pfn_smmu Calls PageMgmt to assign a given physical page to a target principal
and calls MmioSPTOps to create a mapping to the page in the SMMU
page table for the target principal’s device.
unmap_pfn_smmu Calls MmioSPTOps to unmap a given physical page from a given de-
vice’s SMMU page table.
Table A.18: MemAux API
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get_pfn_owner Calls PageIndex to get the index to the S2Page array for a given phys-
ical page, and returns owner from the page’s respective S2Page.
set_pfn_owner Calls PageIndex to get the index to the S2Page array for a given phys-
ical page, and updates owner from the page’s respective S2Page.
get_pfn_share Calls PageIndex to get the index to the S2Page array for a given phys-
ical page, and returns share from the page’s respective S2Page.
set_pfn_share Calls PageIndex to get the index to the S2Page array for a given phys-
ical page, and updates sharing from the page’s respective S2Page.
Table A.19: PageMgmt API
get_s2page_index Calls Memblock to check if a given physical address belongs to RAM.
If yes, it returns the index respective to the address in the S2Page array.
Table A.20: PageIndex API
search_memblock Checks if a given input address is within a physical address region that
belongs to RAM.
Table A.21: Memblock API
Primitive Description
get_s2pt_size Acquires the page table lock and calls get_npt_size in NPTWalk.
walk_s2pt Acquires the page table lock and calls walk_npt in NPTWalk.
walk_pt Acquires the page table lock and calls walk_s1pt in NPTWalk.
map_page Acquires the page table lock and calls set_s2pt in NPTWalk.
map_page_core Acquires the page table lock and calls set_s1pt in NPTWalk.
unmap_pfn_kserv Acquires the page table lock and calls unset_s2pt in NPTWalk.
Table A.22: NPTOps API
get_npt_size Walks a given principal’s stage 2 page table using a given address and
returns the page size, either 4KB or 2MB, used in the page table to map
the address.
walk_npt Walks a given principal’s stage 2 page table using a given address and
returns the hPA that the address maps to.
set_s2pt Maps a given address addr to a hPA in a given principal’s stage 2 page
table.
unset_s2pt Unmaps a given address addr from a given principal’s stage 2 page table.
set_s1pt Maps a given address addr to a hPA in the EL2 stage 1 page table.
walk_s1pt Walks the EL2 stage 1 page table using a given address and returns the
hPA that the address maps to.
Table A.23: NPTWalk API
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walk_pgd Walks the pgd table using a given input address and returns the pgd
entry. It calls PTAlloc to allocate a new page for the next level page
table if the pgd entry is unmapped.
walk_pud Walks the pud table using a given input address and returns the pud
entry. It calls PTAlloc to allocate a new page for the next level page
table if the pud entry is unmapped.
walk_pmd Walks the pmd table using a given input address and returns the pmd
entry. It calls PTAlloc to allocate a new page for the next level page
table if the pmd entry is unmapped.
walk_pte Walks the pte table using a given input address and returns the pte entry.
set_pmd Sets the entry in the pmd table that corresponds to a given input address
to an input value.
set_pte Sets the entry in the pte table that corresponds to a given input address
to an input value.
Table A.24: PTWalk API
alloc_pud Allocates a pud page table from a given principal’s page table pool.
alloc_pmd Allocates a pmd page table from a given principal’s page table pool.
alloc_pte Allocates a pte page table from a given principal’s page table pool.
Table A.25: PTAlloc API
walk_spt Acquires the SMMU page table lock and calls walk_smmu_pt in
MmioSPTWalk.
mmap_spt Acquires the SMMU page table lock and calls set_smmu_pt in
MmioSPTWalk.
unmap_spt Acquires the SMMU page table lock and calls unset_smmu_pt in
MmioSPTWalk.
init_spt Acquires the SMMU page table lock and scrubs the SMMU page table
for a given SMMU translation unit before allocating the unit to a new
device.
Table A.26: MmioSPTOps API
walk_smmu_pt Walks a given device’s SMMU page table using a given iova, and re-
turns the hPA that the iova maps to.
set_smmu_pt Maps a given iova to a hPA in a given device’s SMMU page table.
unset_smmu_pt Unmaps a given iova from a given device’s SMMU page table.
Table A.27: MmioSPTWalk API
walk_smmu_pgd Walks the SMMU pgd table using a given iova and returns the pgd entry.
It calls MmioPTAlloc to allocate a new page for the next level page
table if the pgd entry is unmapped.
walk_smmu_pmd Walks the SMMU pmd table using a given iova and returns the pmd
entry. It calls MmioPTAlloc to allocate a new page for the next level
page table if the pmd entry is unmapped.
walk_smmu_pte Walks the SMMU pte table using a given iova and returns the pte entry.
set_smmu_pte Sets the entry in the SMMU pte table that corresponds to a given iova
to an input value.
Table A.28: MmioPTWalk API
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alloc_smmu_pmd Allocates a SMMU pmd page table from a given device’s page table
pool.
alloc_smmu_pte Allocates a SMMU pte page table from a given device’s page table pool.
Table A.29: MmioPTAlloc API
acquire_lock_npt Acquires the per-principal page table lock used to protect a given prin-
cipal’s page table.
acquire_lock_s2page Acquires the S2Page lock used to protect the shared S2Page array.
acquire_lock_core Acquires the core lock used to protect the shared resources managed by
KCore, such as the VM identifiers.
acquire_lock_spt Acquires the SMMU page pool lock used to protect the page table used
by a given SMMU translation unit.
acquire_lock_smmu Acquires the SMMU lock used to protect the SMMU configuration.
acquire_lock_vm Acquires the lock used to protect accesses to the global VMInfo array.
release_lock_npt Releases the per-principal page table lock used to protect a given prin-
cipal’s page table.
release_lock_s2page Releases the S2Page lock used to protect the shared S2Page array.
release_lock_core Releases the core lock used to protect the shared resources managed by
KCore.
release_lock_spt Releases the SMMU page pool lock used to protect the page table used
by a given SMMU translation unit.
release_lock_smmu Releases the SMMU lock used to protect the SMMU configuration.
release_lock_vm Releases the lock used to protect accesses to the global VMInfo array.
Table A.30: Locks API
wait_hlock Helper function for acquiring locks. Used for lock verification.
pass_hlock Helper function for releasing locks. Used for lock verification.
Table A.31: LockOpsH API
wait_qlock Helper for function acquiring locks. Used for lock verification.
pass_qlock Helper for function releasing locks. Used for lock verification.
Table A.32: LockOpsQ API
wait_lock Provides the implementation for acquiring KCore’s spinlock.
pass_lock Provides the implementation for releasing KCore’s spinlock.
Table A.33: LockOps API
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